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The Architecture of Life

Donald E Ingber
Departments of Pathology & Surgery
Harvard Medical School & Children’s Hospital
Boston, MA 02115-5737 USA

muscle, pressure on blood vessels). In reality, cells are highly structured at the
nanometer scale, and they are assembled hierarchically from the bottom up by
joining together increasingly complex structures.
For example, by linking together amino acid building blocks, large protein
molecules are created with stable three-dimensional forms that exhibit biochemical
functions, such as the ability to lengthen through polymerisation or modify other
molecules through catalysis. Protein molecules then join together to create larger
multi-component enzyme complexes with more complex biochemical activities
(eg. synthesis, degradation, chemical modification), and flexible membranes form
through the self-assembly of multiple lipid molecules. Connecting together
membranes with various molecular complexes that exhibit different biochemical
activities (eg. ion transport, chemical synthesis) produces larger organelles with
specialised functions, ranging from energy-generating mitochondria to nuclei that
contain the whole genome. These organelles and all other cellular structures are
then joined together by a filamentous molecular framework or ‘cytoskeleton’ that
is permeated by a viscous fluid (cytosol) and surrounded by a permeable
membrane, creating the cell.
And hierarchical self-assembly does not stop at the single cell level; multiple
cells also self-assemble to form tissues, tissues join together to create organs,
and collections of functional organs and connecting tissues form whole living
creatures. Nevertheless, understanding the sensing and responding architecture
of the cell – the basic unit of life – remains the fundamental riddle.
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1 A scanning electron micrograph of
round and spread cells adhering to
an extracellular matrix anchoring
scaffold, which normally holds cells
together in tissues. This type of image,
which only shows the outer surface of
the cell, gives the mistaken impression
that the cell is constructed like a
fluid-filled balloon.

Living cells represent the ultimate example of ‘responsive architecture’: they
change shape, move, grow, and alter their biochemical functions based on cues
from their local environment. These same cells also produce the hormones,
physical forces, and structural anchoring scaffolds (‘extracellular matrices’) that
comprise the tissue microenvironment in which they live, and they continuously
remodel this environment as required for their growth and survival. If we could
understand how nature builds these amazingly strong and responsive structures,
we could potentially create new ‘biologically-inspired’ materials with capabilities
beyond anything available today.
Most people view living cells as small blobs of protoplasm surrounded by an
elastic membrane, (image 1) however this model cannot explain how cells exhibit
the mechanical strength required for tissue function, or how physical forces
influence tissue development (eg effects of compression on bone, tension on
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Our studies have revealed that the cell’s ability to control its shape and sense
and respond to environmental cues as a single integrated entity is largely based
on the physical and biochemical properties of its cytoskeleton. By combining
methods from molecular cell biology, engineering, physics, and computer science
with approaches from art and architecture, (image 2a,b) we have been able to
demonstrate that living cells stabilise the shape of their cytoskeleton through
tensegrity architecture.1-5 This is the same form of tension-dependent architecture
that governs Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic domes and Kenneth Snelson’s
sculptures composed of steel struts connected by high tension cables.
In living cells, tensional forces generated by contractile actomyosin filaments
in the cytoskeleton (image 3) are balanced by other molecular struts, such as
microtubules, (image 4) and by being anchored to extracellular matrix scaffolds
that resist being compressed. (image 1 & 3) This structural system functions
much like the way in which our skeletons stabilise themselves by using bones
and footholds on the ground to balance tensional forces generated within
contractile muscles. In both our bodies and our cells, the establishment of a
state of isometric tension prestresses the whole network; this ensures immediate
mechanical responsiveness and provides structural stiffness, while retaining the
ability to exhibit flexibility when needed. Tensegrity also provides a mechanism

2a A non-anchored spherical tensegrity
model of the cell containing a central
nucleus composed of a tensionallyintegrated network of struts and
elastic strings.

to tensionally integrate smaller and larger structures (eg molecular enzyme
complexes, organelles, nuclei, cells) in the hierarchy of life so that they can
respond in an integrated manner, and thereby structurally and functionally link
part and whole. 1,4,6
Because of tensegrity architecture, cells respond mechanically to physical
forces by rearranging their components, (image 2a,b) thereby immediately
increasing their stiffness. However, they are unique in that forces transmitted
across load-bearing cytoskeletal filaments also promote biochemical changes
through a process known as ‘mechanotransduction’.7 For example, force-induced
changes of biochemical assembly and molecular polymerisation add mechanical
strength where stresses are most highly concentrated, and simultaneously remove
components (through disassembly or cleavage) from low stress regions where
they are no longer needed.
Cells can carry out mechanotransduction because the cytoskeleton is both
structure and catalyst. Many of the enzymes and substrates that carry out critical
biochemical life processes, including DNA replication, protein synthesis, energy
metabolism, and signal transduction, normally function when physically immobilised
on the nanometer-scale molecular scaffolds that form this structural backbone.8
Because cells use ‘solid-state’ biochemistry, the application of mechanical forces
to transmembrane surface molecules, such as integrin receptors, that anchor the
cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix can produce changes in the shape of
molecules that comprise these load-bearing scaffolds and thereby alter their
biochemical activities.7 Based on this mechanochemical mechanism, living cells
are able to sense mechanical stresses in the world in which they live and respond
by immediately remodelling their internal structure as well as their external matrix
scaffolds so as to best bear these increased loads.
Nature appears to use tensegrity to stabilise the form of biological structures
at virtually all scales. This includes individual spherical carbon compounds

2b The same tensegrity model rearranges
its internal support elements and
flattens when it becomes anchored to
a rigid adherent substrate. Note the cell
and nucleus spread in a coordinated
manner due to tensional connections
by black elastic threads which are not
visible due to the black background;
similar mechanical coupling between
the cell and nucleus is observed in
living cells.
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3 Fluorescence micrograph revealing the
actin cytoskeleton within a spread cell
in culture. Tensed molecular cables
composed of contractile actomyosin
filaments appear in linear bundles
(red) that stretch tight between their
insertion points on basal cell
membrane anchoring sites (green)
where they connect to transmembrane
integrin receptors that mechanically
couple the cell to the underlying extracellular matrix support scaffold. The
nucleus also can be seen at the cell
center (blue).

(‘BuckyBalls’), molecules, multi-molecular complexes, membranes, the cytoskeleton,
viruses, whole cells, tissues, organs, and whole organisms.1,4,6,9 Why should this
building system guide structural assembly at so many different scales? It is likely
because materials do not touch at the microscopic and atomic size scales, and
thus they must be held together only by attractive tensile bonding forces that are
stabilised based on the ability of these materials (eg atoms, molecules) to resist
being compressed. Flexibility can be maintained in tensegrity structures even
when rigid building elements are incorporated into the network, and stiff structures
can be generated from flexible components. The use of structural hierarchies and
porous networks also maximises energy dissipation and structural efficiency, while
simultaneously minimising metabolic costs, which becomes increasingly important
at larger scales. Also, this building system can provide a mechanism for hierarchical
integration such that subsystems may function and respond individually to local
cues while the entire hierarchical system may function as a single mechanically
integrated unit when confronted with larger stresses.
The creation of biologically-inspired materials and structures using nanotechnology
and other novel fabrication strategies (eg solid free-form fabrication) offers
exciting new approaches to improve human health, as well as meet challenges
faced by the construction, military, and aerospace industries.10, 11 So far, we have
not been able to construct man-made materials that mimic the properties of living
structures, largely due to our failure to understand the underlying design principles
that govern how cells and tissues form and function as hierarchical assemblies of
nanometer-scale components. We therefore hope that our work, which has led to
a deeper understanding of the responsive architecture of living cells and tissues,
will help to advance the field of biologically-inspired engineering.
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4 Fluorescence micrograph revealing the
microtubule cytoskeleton within a
spread cell in culture. A hollow microtubule bundles function like semi-flexible struts that exhibit highly curved
forms (green) because they buckle
when compressed by the inwarddirected forces of the surrounding
contractile actin microfilament network
(not visible in this view).
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1 Interspace exhibition, Kulturhus Stockholm Sweden, 2002
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Second Nature:
Natural – Digital Synthesis
Peter Hasdell
AA Dipl, BSc(Arch)(Hons)
Associate Professor in Architecture
Faculty of Architecture
University of Manitoba

‘Second nature’ is an exploration into synthetic environments developed, manufactured, and tested through post-graduate design and research projects conducted
in the Architecture and Urban Research Laboratory (A+URL) in Stockholm. This
work generated natural-synthetic hybrids by making and testing digital-mechanical
systems whose behaviours simulate analogous forms in nature. (image 1)
Digital mechanisms are made of bits that are precisely on or off - never
maybe on or maybe off – which are programmed in a pre-determined pattern of
cause and effect. This digital straightjacket makes for controllable and predictable
outcomes, keeping entropy at bay. This has, during the first half-century of its
existence, predisposed the digital realm to a world of top-down control and cause
2 Terra-iser: landscape randomising and
sorting machine.

and effect. As the digital realm evolves new cognitive, sensory, and interactive
abilities, while at the same time expanding its range of behaviours, the overall
characteristics of a digital system are able to more closely simulate and interact

3 Fog Table: Moving clouds of fog
visible within a plexiglass tabletop
are sensitive to changes in the
magnetic field. (Torbjörn Lundell,
Magnus Schön, David Valldeby).

those environments, whether artificial or natural.
The potential for complex autonomous digital systems to behave like living
things in the natural world is just beginning to be understood. In Out of Control,
author Kevin Kelly has argued for a more autonomous ‘swarm-like’ order of
computing. He writes: “[A]s we unleash living forces into our created machines,
we lose control of them. They acquire wildness.”4 As the digital realm develops,
new possibilities arise from the fusion of the natural and the digital that begin to
address issues of bio-mimesis, autonomous behaviours, and artificial ecosystems.
In an interview, the scientist Mark Pauline outlines the progress of digital evolu-
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with both human and natural systems.
Essential decision making processes in complex systems now require both
human and computer input, and today “humans and computers interact in
hundreds of ways daily, often unobtrusively.”1 The scientist Katherine Hayles
speaks of this condition “not as a dichotomy between the real and virtual but
rather as space in which the natural and the artificial are increasing entwined,”2
foreseeing the growth of what Bruno Latour calls “quasi-objects,” nature-culture
hybrids. A recently published United Nations telecommunications agency report,
“The Internet of Things,”3 supports Latour’s point of view, outlining an increase in
the number of embedded computers within our everyday environments, a proliferation of computing in which interactions between multiple embedded parts may
in the near future outnumber actual human-computer interaction. Ubiquitously
distributed computing will undoubtedly have a great impact on our concepts of
what constitutes an environment, as well as interaction between entities within
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tion: “I think humans will accumulate artificial and mechanical abilities, while
machines will accumulate biological intelligence. This will make the confrontation
between the two even less decisive and less morally clear than it is today.”5
Second nature, learned behavior practiced long enough to become innate, is
common both to the natural and the digital. Furthermore, in being a link between
nature and artifice, physical and digital, second nature constitutes an ‘environment’, with all the attendant issues of ecology, adaptability, co-evolution, and
diversity. Within this environment is a population of ‘quasi-objects’, projecting a
kind of anima within these digital constructions. They exhibit life-like behaviours,
able to sense, react, and exist within what could be termed artificial ecologies.
Evolution of digital species is inevitable, entities able to speak and react to other
digital entities, engage in a complex relationship with natural systems where
internal and external data, information, light, sound, bits, heat, and matter
constitute the web of a ‘second nature ecosystem’. (image 2)
In 2000, I established the postgraduate research laboratory and studio
A+URL6 at KTH Architecture School to investigate the impact of various types of
media on spatial thinking. The point of departure of A+URL was to understand
the man made environment as a dynamic system. Our research focused on
urban-scale metabolic systems and artificial ecologies as means of exploring our
initial thesis. This led to collaboration with Telia, Ericsson, and the Interactive
Institute in Stockholm.
By importing ecosystem principles to digital technologies, simple types of
artificial ecologies were constructed with in-built feedback that allow assemblages
to sense, react, and continually adjust according to internal and external conditions. The possibility of creating such systems was brought about by technological
change that has allowed the formerly discrete virtual world to ‘talk’ to the external
world. In recent years, the availability of low-end microprocessors, sensors,
servo-motors, and miniaturisation, have made it increasingly easy to construct
things with in-built feedback and sensing abilities.
The first step was to deduce a set of ‘bio-mimetic’ principles by observing
natural ecosystems and phenomena such as swarm behavior, phase transitions in
ice, the Aurora Borealis, static electricity, photosynthesis, glacier formation, and
bioluminescence. One group investigating the Northern Lights made fog clouds
and studied their dispersal in the environment. Another group interested in static
electricity wired up a three-storey building to generate electricity potential, later
making a device to harvest static electricity from rainfall. Next, these principles
were synthesised into interactive ecologies, assemblages, and systems that

4 Singing Lemons Instrument: Light sensitive organic electronic music machine (Barbara Hurler, Manuel Kettel, Julian Krueger).
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reordering them in new configurations according to the movement of people
around it. It was fabricated from re-purposed plotter track assemblies, washing
machine parts, and vacuum cleaners. (image 5)
Cause and effect coding in digital systems limit the behaviours, actions, and
interactivity of the system. The assemblages constructed, however, bypass
fundamental technological limitations by allowing for the unexpected, in which
code becomes translated through bio-mimetic principles into strange kinds of
action and feedback. Unpredictability is the result of synthesis, making second
nature hybrids the link between the two previously discrete worlds of the digital
and the natural.
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5 Terra-iser: landscape randomising and
sorting machine (Staffan Engqvist, Milo
Laven, Erik Tornkvist).

employed feedback. Through a series of prototypes made from fabricated parts,
found objects, washing machines, plotter parts, and fruit, assemblages used
programmable microprocessor technologies7 coupled with sensors and servomotors to generate inputs, outputs, and feedback. Each assemblage was an
elaborate synthetic environment operating according to both internal and external
inputs and the mediation of these inputs. These environments embodied aspects
of ecosystems and used the principles of transformation of energy as an integral
part of their functioning.
The Fog Table mimicked the Aurora Borealis' plasma clouds by moving a
cloud of fog according to changes in a magnetic field. The trigger mechanism
was a magnetometer reacting to changing magnetic fields or the proximity
of a cell phone or any electronic device in the surrounding area. (image 3)
Singing Lemons Instrument, based on earlier investigations into photosynthesis,
was a musical instrument using the galvanic potentials of a lemon to generate
electricity. The instrument responded to a person’s movement, which triggered a
light sensor and activated single note buzzers powered by electrodes passing in
to and out of the lemon. The depth to which the electrode penetrated the lemons
determined the volume of the note played, as the acid concentrations inside the
lemon vary. The sound eventually dies out as the galvanic power of the lemons
diminishes. (image 4) The Terra-iser was based on a study of glaciers as both
landscape generators and large-scale information machines. The assemblage
constructed an ever-changing landscape, vacuuming up small clay balls and
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2 The Strasburg Creek Seeps
The hydro-geology of the HNA portion of Strasburg Creek has extensive ground water seepage discharging into the stream and its tributaries.
These are shown above as triangular and circular point sources. As the main source area for Strasburg Creek’s base flow, The HNA lands are
critical to the health and integrity of the overall Strasburg Creek riparian corridor. The year-round flow of the creek is the ecological backbone
of the HNA and the reason for the original creation and present sustainability of the HNA’s forest and field ecosystems.
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Natura Naturata
The Civic Stewardship of Urban Nature
Val Rynnimeri
University of Waterloo School of Architecture

The Huron Natural Area Co-operative Project (HNA) is a four hundred acre
ecological education park on the periphery of the City of Kitchener, developed
with the intent of preserving the headwaters of the Strasburg Creek watershed,
one of the few remaining biologically diverse natural landscapes within the
boundaries of the rapidly urbanising Kitchener periphery.
Surrounded by a business park and expanding residential development,
Strasburg Creek, the natural spine of the HNA, is a cold-water trout stream.
Off this spine, ponds, woodlots, and wetlands bring diverse landscapes into the
territory of the park. Begun in the early 1990s by an ad hoc group of Kitchener
partners – the City of Kitchener, the region’s two boards of education, the
University of Waterloo, and other private sector agencies and companies – The
HNA process plan’s goals have been to integrate a complex natural ecosystem
into the surrounding urban areas, maintaining it both as a viable, resilient urban
ecosystem and an ecological education resource for the community.
Since its inception, the HNA planning group has used a Self Organising
Holarchic Open-ended (SOHO) systems approach. The SOHO approach
comprises a scientifically-based hierarchic model of the ecosystem combined
with a similar framework for discussing social and political concerns and setting
particular goals within an institutional context. The role of project actors in
monitoring the ecosystem, interactions of governing agents, and developing
project management strategies, is, in a SOHO approach, part of the execution
of self-organising scenarios.
Complex self-organising scenarios, or ‘attractors’, represent the conceptual
place where the desirable eventualities for a system tend to gather, self-organise,
and stabilise. In a SOHO system like the HNA, attractors are the result of a combination of the intrinsic properties of the natural ecosystems and interventions by
the system’s actors. HNA development scenarios are the narratives that explain
its attractors, and an attempt to make often abstruse professional or scientific
systems analyses comprehensible to the wider community: scenarios politicise
the abstract SOHO models, allowing as wide a base of support for its actions
as possible.
Design is a crucial step in such a SOHO process; as the currency of urban
designers, planners, landscape architects, and architects, it forms the heart of
urban land development. Similar to the SOHO approach, design paradigms are
open-ended processes of initiative and critique. Applying the SOHO approach to
the HNA is innovative in terms of urban design and planning, but its parameters
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1 The Strasburg Creek Sub-Watershed
The Strasburg Creek sub-watershed
is the bounded area above. The HNA
itself is the central dark area of forest
cover in the middle. HNA natural
ecosystems continue off site to other
branches of the Strasburg Creek and
the Grand River watershed itself. The
HNA, whose natural land cover
stretches for several hundred hectares,
is bounded by three of the region’s
arterial roads with the Huron Business
Park to the east. Strasburg Creek is the
cold-water stream that bisects the HNA
and has three branches in and outside
of the HNA with the main branch and
its headwaters in the site.
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3 The HNA Management Units
Biophysical classifications of areas of the HNA are combined into eight larger patches of landscape for the purposes of ecosystem planning.
The Management Units (MUs) combine the ecosystem description of the HNA site with its narrative perspective into one overarching system
perspective. Each MU is a form of spatial and organisational ‘zoning’ for an area of the HNA; for its ecological development, for its anticipated
natural community development at a biophysical level, and for its use and stewardship by the human community.

and values are familiar territory, where designers are concerned: morality and
aesthetics have long been issues for designers rather than questions for scientists.
Despite the focus being on natural ecosystems, a conventional science-based
study and consequent master plan was also considered inappropriate given the
non-scientific emphasis of many of the involved parties and aims. A complex
systems-based project, to be truly effective in the long term, must shift the HNA’s
site stewardship away from today’s official channels of governance and towards a
relevant and effective group of actors. Such ‘virtual’ ad hoc modes of governance
need also to instill themselves into the normative processes, building confidence,
and gaining acceptance for widespread use. As well, any such ‘virtual’ solutions
must also undertake practical operations strategies; in short, clarifying who is
responsible for sending out the white Kitchener municipal trucks with municipal
workers, maybe trees and plants in the flatbed, and task instructions for intervening
in the HNA.
To maintain its self-organising and open-ended flexibility, the HNA master
plan is made up of components that fall into two main groups. The first group
is a set of ecosystem-based management structures: a database set up as a
Geographic Information System (GIS), eight site area Management Units (MUs),
and a Monitoring Plan. A second group comprises a physical plan with its building
and trail projects, developed based on the MUs and capable of transforming in
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its natural systems understanding, as well as its inclusive planning processes.
The objective of the ecosystem approach for the HNA remains, from its inception
fifteen years ago, one of balancing perspectives in the achievement of the HNA’s
two primary goals: maintaining the integrity of the site’s natural ecosystems and
accommodating the community’s needs for environmental education.

4 The HNA Management Unit ‘Zoning’ Sheet
The Master Plan has a tear sheet for each MU outlining the major factors both natural and
cultural that shape the ecosystem and its formation. Each sheet is a specific form of spatial and
organisational ‘zoning’ for an area of the HNA and is simplified into five factors that are used in
each MU.
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5 The Ecological Communities
of the HNA
The HNA master plan includes
a detailed map of biophysically
determined communities seen in the
map above as a diverse patchwork.
Overall, however, the HNA land cover
pattern reflects the form not only of the
natural ecosystems, but also the site’s
historical evolution. Unlike the natural
ecosystems of the site, the land ownership relationships are geometrically
organised and run in a grid across the
map. When these two divergent
perspectives of the same landscape
ecology – one cultural, and one natural
– are overlaid, a mosaic-like structure
of the Ontario landscape can be noted
in the juxtaposition between the HNA
natural ecosystems and the larger
patchwork of culturally determined
forests and fields.

accordance with changes to the ecosystem. The plan builds on the HNA’s history,
blending natural ecosystem concerns with the cultural origins of the HNA landscape. With its diverse component structure, the plan seeks to avoid the temptation
to micro-manage all the HNA’s natural ecologies from the beginning in too
overbearing a manner, and in a way that does not allow for the ecosystem’s
evolution to surprise us.
Throughout the planning process, a GIS database was key to shaping heterogeneous data from a variety of sources into a seamless instrument for planning.
The GIS has become a powerful decision-making tool to re-evaluate ongoing HNA
development, co-ordinating with data in similar GIS systems from other municipal
and regional planning authorities. Environmental education programs will also
benefit enormously from easy access to key environmental information about the
HNA. Schoolchildren will interact with and use the database in developing
research projects, and with proper supervision and the vetting of results, student
developed information might even be included in the HNA database as part of the
site monitoring process.
HNA site management concentrates on the relationship between humans and
the site’s natural ecosystems, guiding the human side of the relationship. The HNA
plan’s approach is characterised by a broad scope, complexity, and the scale of
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The Concept of Fate
Through the Lens of Genetics
Sema K. Sgaier
Author Information

This is a voyage into the question of ‘fate’, and whether it is a driving force in our
lives. Are we free to make our own choices or is a pre-programmed inner force
taking us to a predestined end? Are we as individuals influencing our environment
or shaped by it? What role do our surroundings and encounters play in determining who we are, what we become, and when we reach a certain destination?
I started my voyage into the realm of ‘fate’ as a geneticist interested in determining how our cerebellum, the region of the brain that controls movement,
develops from a bilateral sheath of cells in an embryo (Sgaier1.tiff) into an elaborate 3D structure in the adult. (Sgaier2.tiff) This question fascinated me for a
number of reasons. First, the adult cerebellum is regionally subdivided into
# Caption Title
Caption text

morphologically distinct regions, each specialising in a specific aspect motor
execution. Second, each region is composed of a unique pattern of folds. Third,
these anatomical and functional subdivisions are present across species, high-

# Caption title
Caption text

contributed to the magnificent product of the 3D adult cerebellum. (Sgaier3.tiff)
The results were fascinating. We already knew a cerebellum undergoes several
changes in its morphology to transform the bilaterally arranged line of cells into
the foliated cerebellum. (Sgaier1.tiff) However, questions remained as to how this
transformation occurred and how each cell behaved during the process.
The process by which the 3D adult cerebellum was assembled was determined by following the fate of the founder ‘mother’ cells, which form ‘daughter
cells’ within the elaborated adult cerebellum. Our fate mapping experiments
showed the bilaterally arranged ‘mother’ cells underwent a 900 rotation to form the
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lighting their evolutionary significance. So how did these subdivisions and intricate patterns of folds in the adult cerebellum arise, given the elegant simplicity of
the embryonic cerebellum?
The goal was to understand the factors driving the trajectory of development.
First we needed to determine how these cells behaved during fetal development,
where the brain’s environment is in constant flux, propelled by mechanical forces
and growth factors. Was each cell predestined to reach a fixed location, perhaps
dependent on its original position or intrinsic genetic makeup, or did each cell
take a random route to a chance destination? This was the crux of the investigation.
In order to answer this question, we developed and utilised a novel and
powerful genetic technique (inducible genetic fate-mapping) with mice whereby
changing a cell’s genetic composition, it can be labeled at the desired stage of
developed and its fate followed from then onwards1-4 to determine how it
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1 Successive panels illustrate the maturing cerebellum (outlined in dashed lines) at different stages of
development (panel 1, day 9; panel 2, day 10; panel 3, day 11; panel 4, day 12 and panel 5, day
16). The darker areas within the cerebellum are the genetically marked cells, which can be followed
throughout the different stages. This series of fate mapping experiments illustrates how ‘marked’
cells (darker cells in panel 1) maintain their relative position while a 900 morphological rotation
(panels 1-4) transform the bilateral sheath of cells into a wing -like structure (panel 4). This wing-like
structure is then transformed into a cylindrical structure by day 16 of development (panel 4).

bilateral wing-like cerebellum at an early stage of its development. (days 9 to 12 –
Sgaier1.tiff) During these three days of development, despite drastic changes,
cells maintained their positions relative to each other, causing the cells to
converge on the line of the axis. This wing-like structure was then transformed
into a cylindrical structure during the subsequent four days. By following the fate

2. (Note: Can this image be a little smaller-it is too big relative to the others)
Sgaier2.tif: A top-down view of brain zoomed in on the adult
cerebellum and illustrating the regions and folds within this
structure. Distinct set of folds are found in the middle and
lateral regions of the cerebellum.
3.Sgaier3.tif: Top down view of an embryo at day 12 of
development. Darker regions at the anterior are descendants of genetically marked cells at day 7 of development
illustrating how with precise genetic and experimental
manipulations a desired groups of cells can be marked and
followed. In this specific case all the cells of the developing
cerebellum are marked illustrating its wing-like structure.

of the cells at the inner fold of the wing structure, we determined that this process
was driven by a group of medial cells that were dividing at a faster rate than the

Image: Please insert new Sgaier4.tiff for this new image
Sgaier4.tif: (top panels) Top-down view on 12-day old
embryonic brains showing the genetically marked cells in
dark. (bottom panels) Top down view of the adult cerebellum showing the fate of marked cells in the adult corresponding to the embryonic cells marked in the above
panels.

others, and not by a fusion of the two wings.4
Next was the important question of how the anatomical and functional subdivisions of the cerebellum arose from the smooth cylindrical embryonic structure.
Again, by selectively marking cells in defined positions within the embryonic cerebellum and following their development through to adulthood, we made several
important discoveries. First, almost all the cells maintained their original mediallateral positions from the embryonic to the adult stages (Sgaier4. tiff). Second, the
most abundant cells of the cerebellum (granule cells) undergo major unidirectional
migrations from the lateral to the medial cerebellum during the time when the folds
of the cerebellum are forming. (Sgaier5.tiff) With the hypothesis that the formation

5. Please insert new Sgaier5.tiff
Sgaier5.tif: (left panel) A zoomed in top-down view on the
12 day old embryonic cerebellum illustrating the small
group of marked cells at the very inner tip of the wing.
(right panel) A section through the midline of the adult
cerebellum illustrating the distinct pattern of the folds. The
darker circles are daughter cells of the marked cells arising
from the medial region of the embryonic cerebellum at day
12 (left panel). Less marked granule cells are found in the
posterior (right) than anterior folds (left) whereas the distribution of all other marked cells is equal throughout this
section. This uneven distribution of granule cells is due to
migration of the unmarked granule cells from lateral to
medial regions of the cerebellum.

of the folds is driven by granule cells, this was the first evidence that the selective
migrations of these cells could be determining the formation of the folds.
Our findings illustrated that a cell’s final destination in the adult 3D cerebellum was determined by the original position of its ‘mother’ cell. That is, a cell
was fated or preprogrammed to take a specific, predetermined migratory route to
contribute to a specific region of the final elaborate adult structure and this

Note: I have changed the order of image 1 and 2 here and
also in the text.
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pattern of fate was replicated in every animal analysed. Our finding that each
cell takes a specific path means that the movements of entire cell groups are
what cause major morphological changes in the developing cerebellum, which
are what generate the final form of the adult structure.
These experiments and other works bring us to the hotly debated philosophical question: if human bodies are gigantic structures built by millions of
cells and if the final destinations of each of those building blocks is genetically
predetermined, are we as a whole fated to a certain destination? Furthermore,
does this programming extend beyond the body, to the body politic? Does it
extend to the culture of a society? The fate of mankind on this planet? The end
of the universe? Or even to the end of time? Does cellular fate mean all things
are fated?
The swiftly advancing field of neuroscience suggests that our rich mental
life – our feelings, emotions, thoughts, ambitions – can be simplified as
patterns of activity in our brains. We know that small changes in the sequence
of our DNA can decide whether or not we will have cancer, whether or not we
will develop mental disease, whether or not we will become gifted artists. DNA
plays a direct role in shaping our existence and the paths we take in life. The
inevitable and oft-debated question that persists is: are free will, randomness,
and chaos trumped by destiny, fate and, ultimately, A, C, T, and G?
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1 Successive panels illustrate the maturing cerebellum (outlined in dashed lines) at different stages of development (panel 1, day 9; panel 2, day 10;
panel 3, day 11; panel 4, day 12 and panel 5, day 16). The darker areas within the cerebellum are the genetically marked cells, which can be
followed throughout the different stages. This series of fate mapping experiments illustrates how ‘marked’ cells (darker cells in panel 1) maintain
their relative position while a 900 morphological rotation (panels 1-4) transform the bilateral sheath of cells into a wing -like structure (panel 4).
This wing-like structure is then transformed into a cylindrical structure by day 16 of development (panel 4).
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Captions
1.(Note: Can this image be a little larger-you cannot see the details)
Sgaier1.tif: Successive panels illustrate the maturing cerebellum (outlined in dashed lines) at
different stages of development (panel 1, day 9; panel 2, day 10; panel 3, day 11; panel 4, day
12 and panel 5, day 16). The darker areas within the cerebellum are the genetically marked cells,
which can be followed throughout the different stages. This series of fate mapping experiments
illustrates how ‘marked’ cells (darker cells in panel 1) maintain their relative position while a 90∞
morphological rotation (panels 1-4) transform the bilateral sheath of cells into a wing -like structure (panel 4). This wing-like structure is then transformed into a cylindrical structure by day 16
of development (panel 4).
Captions continued....
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1 Network of lymphatic vessels in mouse tail skin as seen by fluorescent tracer. Note the regularity of the hexagonal structure.
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We are interested in the trafficking and organisation of cells, both for tissue
regeneration and in normal immune cell function. Cells are anchored in their
surrounding environment by contacts with the matrix and with other cells. Cells
perceive the need to move by sensing a gradient of chemical signals.1 In most
cases, the cells sample their surroundings and move towards increasing levels of
that signal – called a chemoattractant - although (if the signal is a chemorepellant)
they might also move away from it. It is generally assumed that an external source
creates the chemical signals to which cells respond, but we now have proposed,
and experimentally and computationally supported, a novel model that suggests
cells themselves can also generate these chemical gradients.2, 3
As an illustration, we take the example of how cells organise to make
lymphatic vessels. Blood circulates to all parts of the body in thinner and thinner
capillaries. The fluid inside the capillaries filters out to the surrounding tissue due

dimensional tissue culture. (image 2 a,b) Under slow flow conditions, lymphatic
cells form tubes based on the direction of flow.2, 5 And this is not the only influence
of slow flow, which orchestrates many other processes. For example, fibroblasts
respond to too much flow by metamorphosing to the more specialised role of
managing extracellular matrix remodelling: slow flow induces the cells to
differentiate and become myofibroblasts.6
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to the differences in pressure inside and outside the vessel walls. Lymphatic
vessels help absorb this excess fluid and return it to the blood circulation. So in
all tissues at all times, there is a very slow flow of fluid between blood and
lymphatic capillaries. This flow is necessarily much slower than the rapid flow of
blood in blood vessels, so that cells and molecules do not get washed away or
sloshed around.
Mouse tail surface lymphatic vessels are highly ordered structures. (image 1)
We explored how lymphatic vessels regenerate by interrupting the system of
conduits and replacing a section of skin with a collagen implant and following the
direction of flow.4 When flow was allowed to circumvent this implant, we found
there was no new vessel growth in this space. However, when fluid was not
allowed to circumvent the implant – that is, when fluid flowed through the implant
– lymphatics regenerated in their original hexagonal network form. Thus, growth
follows flow on the tissue level in the example of lymphatic regeneration.
To explore how this happens, we moved from the tissue level to the cellular
level, and from animal to tissue culture systems.
Not surprisingly, we found slow flow also drives cell organisation in three-
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2a Slow interstitial flow drives cell organisation in tissue culture. Blood endothelial cells form tubes based on the direction of flow.
Green is the actin cytoskeleton of the cell, and red are cell nuclei; scale bar is 40 microns.

Here we saw that slow flow allowed the kind of developments necessary to
make tissue level changes on a cell-to-cell and cell-to-matrix community level.
Individual cells respond to slow flow by assuming new locations and roles by
picking up from their anchored spot in the matrix and migrating or differentiating.
How, then, do these cells sense the very subtle flows, and where do they get their
molecular cues to respond? We zoom in to the molecular level to see how flow
information is translated into molecular information that cells can understand.
In our model, cells generate a uniform distribution of molecular cues in their
immediate surroundings. These cues are directionally biased by virtue of the fact
that the cells are situated in this slow flow environment. The computational model
(image 3) illustrates what may be happening under very low flow rates.2, 3 The
gray dot represents a cell residing within the extracellular matrix. The cell is
secreting enzymes that release the molecular signals necessary for growing
structures (morphogens) or inducing cell migration (chemokines) within the
matrix. The top row shows the concentration and distribution of the enzyme and
the bottom row the molecular growth or migration signals. In the figure, the
warmer the colours, the higher the concentration.
Under static conditions, both enzymes are secreted and morphogens are
released by enzymes concentrically from the point source of the cell. Under the
influence of very slow flow (the direction of flow is indicated by the arrow), the
secretion does not change. However, the distribution shifts downstream to the cell
– much like daffodil seeds dispersing themselves following the direction of the
wind. The morphogens are recognised by the cells as directional cues only after

2b Slow interstitial flow drives cell
organisation in tissue culture.
Fibroblasts reorganise their
surrounding matrix and undergo
differentiation to become myofibroblasts,
which are the primary architects of
extracellular matrix remodelling.
Green shows the cell’s actin
cytoskeleton and red indicates
differentiated myofibroblasts (yellow
is overlapping green and red). Arrow
indicates the direction of fluid flow
and scale bar is 200 micrometers.
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3 Even extremely subtle interstitial fluid
flow can affect the local distribution of
cell-secreted proteases, morphogens,
chemokines, and other important
proteins, which might give rise to
directed cell-cell signalling and
anisotropy in tissue development.
The example shown here is that of a
cell-secreted protease releasing matrixbound morphogen of an average size.
(a) Computational modelling of convection and diffusion of a cell-secreted
protease compares the hypothetical
steady-state gradients that would result
from a flow of 1 _m/s (on the right)
versus static conditions (on the left).
(b) Computational estimates of initial
relative steady-state matrix-liberated
morphogen distribution shows that a
transcellular gradient of morphogen
can be created under low levels of
interstitial flow. Therefore, biophysical
forces can induce autocrine chemotactic gradients of matrix-binding
factors. The model assumes that free
morphogen is generated from the bulk
of matrix-bound morphogen in relation
to the local protease distribution shown
in (a), which then diffuses and
convects when liberated. The highest
concentration is seen downstream of
the cell, because the bulk generation is
skewed downstream and compounded
by convection of upstream-released
morphogen. The color scale bar shows
normalised concentrations from
maximum (red) to zero (blue).

being released from the matrix. What is most intriguing is that this directionality
is amplified by the two-step generation of morphogens and enzymes catalytically
digesting the matrix to release the morphogens. From the perspective of the cell,
this second step makes the direction of the growth signals unquestionably clear
(right bottom). This is a highly efficient form of information transfer – the amount
of flow necessary to achieve the same kind of cues with one step would be much
higher, and may erase any gradients in the environment.
In other words, slow flow allows cells, while being the source of cues, at the
same time to ‘see’ a gradient of directional cues. In this way, for example,
lymphatic vessel precursor cells subtly ‘self-guide’ themselves to where new
vessels are needed, immune cells ‘find’ their way into the circulation by ‘going
with the flow’, and tumour cells use the same mechanism to metastasise. We
show how cells respond to very slow flow and generate the necessary sense of
direction in chemical signals by remodelling their immediate environment on
three scales: the level of (re)generating tissues, cell communities, and molecular
cues secreted by individual cells.
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Smart Materials
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‘Smart materials’ have been showcased in high profile projects, elaborate
installations, and constructions with ‘intelligent’ components, demonstrating the
possibilities offered when technologies and materials from distinctly different
fields and applications are brought together. This borrowing of materials is outside
the bounds of traditional architectural practice. Our conventional building materials
and systems have steadily evolved over centuries with the view that knowledge
derived from experience serves as our guide in design. Smart materials, however,
are products from other fields and disciplines where we, as designers, possess
neither experience nor fundamental knowledge. Nevertheless, we try to insert
them as components in our static and unwieldy building systems. But smart
materials are a revolutionary shift away from our normative practice, and our
pattern of technology transfer must be revised. How can we begin to exploit the
potential of these materials that are everything our current technologies are not?

an altogether different legacy of material development, coming from the family of
micro-technologies and not construction technologies.
With the advent of smart materials and micro and nano systems, external
technologies are turning over ever more rapidly, but there is no mechanism by
which these new advances can be explored and tested in architectural designs,
and the small profit margin in relation to the large capital investment of construction
does not allow for in situ experimentation. Furthermore, buildings last for years
and the yearly turn-over in building stock is quite low. Anything new must be fully
verified in some other industry before architects can use it, and there must also
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Rather than thinking of how we can deploy smart materials within our
current modes of practice, we need to invert our normal thinking about materials
and technologies. Whereas architects tend to think of materials and technologies
as ‘things’ – eg. glazed curtain walls or indirect lighting – engineers think first
about phenomena, in terms of properties or behaviours. Material choice follows
rather than precedes the identified need, and a single need can be satisfied by a
multitude of alternatives – a way of thinking that differs greatly from the architectural process, where choices are significantly limited. There are many reasons for
the architect’s approach. Aesthetics aside, the issues of cost, availability, labour
skill, and maintenance also determine the choice of materials in the early stages
of a design. Smart materials would generally fail to satisfy these concerns; they
are higher cost, less readily available, and there is not enough knowledge or
experience in the building construction industry to effectively use and maintain
them. But perhaps the biggest obstacle is the fact that smart materials are part of
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be a client who is willing to take the risk of investing in a technology without a
proven (and long term) track record. Even if we had the opportunity to rigorously
explore and integrate them into a building design, they will most likely become
obsolete before construction is complete. This inertia effectively prevents the
incorporation of new technologies into the field of architecture with the exception
of a very few ‘showcase’ projects.
What we must recognise is that we can produce desired results from a
multitude of materials, smart and conventional; smart materials may simplify a
system, but we are unlikely to encounter a need that can’t be met by conventional
materials and technologies. The opportunities posed by smart materials are not so
much about the actual materials or products themselves, but their characteristics,
and it is these that we should be exploiting. A mechanical louvre system will
produce the same effect as electrochromic glazing, a pneumatic actuator
assembly can produce the same results as shape memory alloys. The true
opportunity to be gained from smart materials arises not from what they are
but from how they are used.
Smart materials are radically different from our conventional materials and
technologies in that they possess one or more of the following characteristics:
• Immediacy – response in real-time
• Transience – response to more than one environmental state
• Self-actuation – intrinsic intelligence
• Selectivity – discrete response
• Directness – response is local to the actuating event

Consider, for example, the control of heat transfer through a wall-section. In a
conventional system, the response does not begin until an indirect event occurs,
ie not until the temperature in a particular location is affected. The sequence of
events that must occur in order to effectively respond to a change in the rate of
heat transfer will involve multiple actions in several phenomena located
throughout the building. Alternatively, the heat transfer through a wall section
could also be mitigated by the placement of a thermo-electric device on its
surface – a direct, immediate, and selective solution.
The five abovementioned characteristics are descriptions more typical of
energy systems than of materials. Indeed, all five allude to motion and, as such,
we can consider smart materials more thermodynamic than mechanical. As
thermodynamic materials, they are all affected by or influence some kind of
movement, kinematic or thermal. Traditional (mechanical) materials are also
affected by motion, but passively, ie a certain amount of stress will produce a
predictable and repeatable amount of strain. Smart materials are dynamic in that
they are the activators. A shape memory alloy, for instance, has two distinctly
different stress strain curves, and we exploit this difference to produce motion.
Although architects tend to be fascinated by the visible results of changes in
smart material, and therefore tend to favour didactic installations showing off
these change, it is not the change itself that matters but what can be accomplished by it. Rather than focusing on the material as an artefact, as an end in
itself, we are interested in its instrumentality.
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2 “Smart” glazing study by Greg D’Abramo. Liquid Crystal and Suspended Particle panels are
used sequentially to examine the transmission/reflection of specific wavelengths.
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These characteristics may seem to be straightforward, and indeed they
are when applied in engineering, but their application in architecture demands
knowledge beyond the scope of our professional practice and education. Not only
must we know what and where the actuating event is, we must know why and
how it is most efficacious to respond. If we are to succeed in designing ‘effect’
(perception/reception) by manipulating environmental phenomena through
carefully selected and designed material interventions, it will require knowledge
not only of physical phenomena – heat transfer, mass transfer, and fluid
mechanics – and material behaviour, but also of human physiology.
Rather than asking how we can incorporate smart materials into our existing
systems, we should be asking what it is they do that we haven’t been able to do
before. Each smart material or technology we encounter has specific capabilities,
giving us unprecedented opportunities to match state-of-the-art science with
up-to-date knowledge of human needs. We need to question our unwieldy and
non-specific building materials and technologies and look for opportunities to
decouple functions. The more discrete a system is, the more directly, and
hence efficiently, it can act.
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Designing Matter: Responsive Metallobiomaterials
and Learning Environments
Professor Cassandra L Fraser
Department of Chemistry
University of Virginia

Responsive Metallobiomaterials
Our research is concerned with polymeric metal complexes, bio-inspired
materials design that combines inorganic chemistry with controlled polymerisation
(the creation of polymers, linear chain-like structures with many repeating units).
Metals introduce reactivity and responsive properties such as colour, luminescence,

light harvesting, small molecule transport and activation, and catalysis. But at
this stage, synthetic chemists have not yet reached the sophistication of nature;
we don’t know enough about the behaviour of metals in polymeric environments
to design systems with predictable properties. As the NIH Metals in Medicine
program acknowledges, there is tremendous potential for metals in diagnostic
and therapeutic applications, but safe and effective design principles are lacking.5
Even toxicity can be beneficial if properly harnessed to fight disease. Clearly,
more research is needed.
Our work thus far has focused on iron, ruthenium, and lanthanide metal
complexes with bipyridine (bpy) and dibenzoylmethane (dbm) ligands. (image 2)
Bpy derivatives, present in tobacco and the herbicide paraquat, have shown
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and magnetism into materials, whereas polymers lend processability as films,
nanoparticles, and other formulations, and can also alter the properties of metals
in unexpected ways. Different linear and star-shaped architectures can be
created using modular synthetic methods that functionalise metal complexes
with one or many polymer chains. (image 1) These chains may be alike
(homopolymers) or different in composition (block copolymers), the latter capable
of self-assembly. (image 1, right) The presence of metals at specific positions in
macromolecular architectures (ie end of chain, center of star) locates their
responsive properties and dynamic qualities in higher order assemblies as well.
Because the polymeric metal complex design we have advanced is new,1, 2 much
of our effort over the past decade has been devoted to developing synthetic
methods and exploring properties of the design. Interest in materials that are safe
for the body and the environment has directed us to biomaterials3 and green
chemistry. We focus on biodegradable polyesters from renewable resources such
as corn-derived polylactide (PLA)4 (image 2), or poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) and
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), and try to understand how the presence of metals
changes the materials’ properties.
“But why metals?” many would ask. “Metals are toxic!” Our answer to this is
the following. Nature uses metals in all kinds of ways to lend powerful responsive
capabilities to materials such as color, electron transfer (oxidation/reduction),
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cytotoxicity on leukemia cells at very high doses, but for us, this classic ligand is
most important as a model system.6, 7 Dbm, a minor constituent in licorice, has
exhibited cancer preventative and therapeutic properties in model systems.8 -11
Metal complexes are often implicated in the bioactivity of dbm and also curcumin,
a related ß-diketone with anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory properties found in
the spice turmeric.12, 13 Dbm derivatives are also common UV absorbers in
sunscreens.14 Often it is a challenge to deliver and retain sufficient quantities of
these agents at the desired sites of action, and this is where polymers can play an
important role. Recently, we discovered that iron dbm complexes perform multiple
functions in the synthesis and properties of PLA, as protecting groups during
synthesis, initiators for polymerisation, ‘green’ catalysts, red chromophores,
(image 3A) and reactive centres in the resulting materials.15, 16 Also surprising
is that iron tris(bpy) PEG complexes (image 3B) exhibit unexpected, molecularsize dependent air sensitivity; their pink color fades over time.17 Biomaterials
incorporating responsive metal crosslinks can teach us about metal bioactivity
and toxicity and afford new mechanisms for responsive biomaterials degradation
and drug release. (image 4) Luminescent lanthanide derivatives (image 3C) of
these materials show potential as probes or imaging agents.18, 19
Often there is pressure to jump from ideas and possibilities to products and
profit, streamlining both research and development. This is especially true when
competition for resources is fierce. But we simply cannot predict how polymeric
metal complexes will behave under different circumstances. There continue to
be surprises. Because of this, collaborative research with materials scientists,
physical inorganic chemists, and biologists is imperative. Previous studies with
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the research group of Professor Edwin L Thomas in the Materials Science
Department at MIT showed that nanopatterned films of certain iron bpy star block
copolymers serve as templates for in situ nanoparticle formation.20 (image 5C)
Preliminary studies with luminescent europium (Eu) block copolymer films
(image 5A) based on PLA and PCL suggest dynamic qualities in the nanostructure
upon heating, which may be related to macroligand dissociation.18 (image 5B)
These insights influence ‘next generation’ synthetic design. For example, new
iron bpy star blocks have been prepared to test whether nanoparticle templating
is influenced by polymer composition and film morphology.21 Better routes to dbm
PLA and other macroligands are being devised so that molecular weights and
nanoscale domain sizes may be tuned in lanthanide films.16 These studies will
help explain ways that structure and property changes on the molecular scale
are transmitted to higher order nanoscale assemblies and bulk materials.
Collaborative studies with the UVA Cancer Center involve testing the toxicity
and cell growth inhibitory properties of dbm-based biomaterials fabricated as
nanoparticles to explore their potential as anti-cancer agents.

Responsive Learning Environments
As a synthetic chemist, I design matter in the laboratory, but I am also curious
about ways that matter is shaped in other contexts too. This prompted the
Designing Matter project at UVA, an ambitious collaborative experiment
conducted in the classroom and beyond. (image 6) This Carnegie-funded course
considered the design process and matter lifecycle – how matter is obtained,
represented, understood, fashioned, used, appreciated, and discarded – from
many perspectives. Organised in order of size, themes included: laser interactions
with matter, quantum control, molecular design and synthesis, drugs and their
delivery, nanotechnology, human genetics, gene therapy, stem cells, regenerative
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medicine, organ transplantation, perception and cognition, learning and matter,
computers and graphic design, art, architecture and landscape, ecology,
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environmental policy, and astronomy. The 2004 art session with David Wilson,
MacArthur Fellow and Museum of Jurassic Technology founder, was one of many
highlights. Participants included 24 distinguished speakers and 200 students and
graduate teaching assistants from over 25 disciplines in the sciences, humanities,
arts, architecture, education, medicine, and engineering. Community members
attended weekly sessions and others participated through a website designed with
artists where presentations, readings, artwork, and other resources are posted
(www.designingmatter.net). Participants explored and critically analysed cutting
edge science relevant to society in engaging discussions and essays and learned
to write grant proposals on matter-related themes of their choice. Funded projects
are exhibited on the website. This new educational model was a catalyst for
important debate, fostering community among diversity, and has the potential
to be broadly useful.
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Utility Fog: The Stuff that Dreams Are Made Of

J Storrs Hall
Author

Imagine it is the year 2100. The population of the Earth, doubling every 30 years
or so, has reached nearly 50 billion souls. The price of a comfortable single-family
house on one acre in New Jersey, doubling every 10 years or so, has reached 250
million dollars.
While your back was turned, however, nanotechnology was invented and
Utility Fog has become possible. Utility Fog is a kind of universal substance,
programmable matter, that can simulate everything from air to solid rock. A kind
of 3D TV screen, but instead of making any desired picture visible, it makes any
desired shape tangible.
So we go off somewhere, rope off a square mile, dig down a few hundred feet
# Caption Title
Caption text

for foundations, and erect a block of Utility Fog a mile high. It doesn't have to be
a cube, of course, it can be any shape you like, and indeed can change shape
from minute to minute. As for the objects inside, nanotechnology will take care of
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your friends – the Fog isn't limited to simulating real substances. It can feel like
air and support you like water at the same time.
The entire expanded population of Earth would still fit comfortably in Sullivan
County, Pennsylvania (which is small – just try finding it on a map). In other
words, there'll be room for everybody while the natural environment is preserved.
As a developer with big ideas, I would have my eye on the moon. Convert its
entire volume to Fog and you can think in cubic miles instead of cubic feet.
Utility Fog is simple in concept: it's a mass of tiny robots. If they reach out
and hang on tight to each other, the mass acts like a solid. If they swing arm-over-
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that: it can build anything from the simplest structures to the most complicated.
In a cubic mile of Fog (or anything else) there are over 125 billion cubic feet.
That's 10 by 10 by 10 foot rooms for 125 million people. Not that you would be
stuck in a 10 by 10 foot room. First off, it's not a fixed location, it's 1,000 cubic
feet of ‘personal space’ wherever you go. Secondly, it's like a Star Trek ‘holodeck’,
it can seem to be any place, filled with any people and objects you choose. A vast
country estate; the deck of a wooden sailing ship in the mid-Atlantic (complete
with driving rain and pitching decks); or everybody’s favourite, the London of
Sherlock Holmes. You can even walk the groves of Academe with Plato. And for
extreme masochists, there is always the possibility of recreating the modern
office cubicle.
Sleep in whatever palatial bedroom you like with your real sweetheart at your
side – or the Jeannie Mark VII virtual mate, who looks and feels like the real thing
but can disappear at the snap of your fingers. Spend the day flying around with
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arm past each other square dance fashion, it acts like a fluid, liquid or gas.
Because they are robots controlled by programmable computers, they switch from
one behaviour to another instantly. Switching them in the appropriate patterns
would cause objects to appear and disappear, just as switching the pixel colours
on your TV or monitor causes pictures to appear and disappear. Fog that wasn't
simulating an object would just simulate air.
And again because it's made of robots to begin with, any object made of
Utility Fog is itself a robot that can change shape, walk around, pick up and carry
things, or melt to form a layer of carpet, all under programmed control.
Utility Fog could be built today, but because we'd be using micromechanical
instead of nanomechanical parts it would be grainy like gravel. Nanotech Utility
Fog, on the other hand, would be as fine as flour, small enough to simulate any
desired texture as well as shape.
Building enough Foglets – the individual robots making up the Fog – to do
anything useful would also, today, be prohibitively expensive, even on the micromechanical scale. Nanotech Fog would comprise many more robots, but by the
time we reach that stage of development the molecular manufacturing of hightech items will be considerably less expensive.
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1 Digital representation and analogue realisation of a simple mechanism.
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Digital Representations, Analogue Realisations

Phil Ayres
sixteen*(makers)
london, uk

New techniques of representation and construction have recently been introduced
to architecture. Computer aided design and computer aided manufacture (CAD
and CAM) bring the world of manufacturing to the designer. But rather than
establishing a form of neo-medievalism, these technologies permit a reappraisal
of design as an iterative process with a linear trajectory towards ‘the constructed’.
The potential exists for design to become a circular iterative process in which ‘the
construct’ can feed local environmental and performance data back to the digital
representation, the representation can then be modified, and the construct ‘remade’.
An ‘architectural residency’ in the Kielder Forest, Northumberland, UK, is the
site of a case study exploring these issues. The forest territory is a vast landscape

2 Digital simulation of a possible artefact
comprising tessellated mechanisms
responding to environmental change.

undergoing constant flux, governed by a cycling 50 year management strategy that
orders the planting, maturation, and harvesting of each forest plot. Highly localised
microclimates arise out of the many conditions ranging from complete exposure to
dense canopy. (PhilAyres3.tif) The cognitive psychologist Herbert Simon proposes
that ‘complexity’ emerges from the interaction of a simple mechanism with a
complex environment.1 Because the Kielder Forest is an ever changing environment, it becomes a valuable resource for exploring the notions of novelty,
complexity, and adaptation, which are part of a design paradigm that creates a
circular relationship between digital representation and analogue realisation.
Simple mechanisms have been manufactured, are ready to be placed in
the landscape, and data from their interactions gathered. The data will be fed
into a digital model, which is beginning to exhibit complexity from the low level
interactions of the mechanisms. We anticipate the results of the first iterative
cycle this year. (image 1, image 2)
By considering the design process as continually cycling between the
analogue and the digital, we might imagine a construct that continually
redefines itself in relation to its perpetually changing context, attempting to
become increasingly specific to a particular location and given task over time.

References
1. H Simon, The Sciences of the Artificial, 3rd ed. (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 1996)
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3 Spatial conditions in the forest reveal
themselves through the actions of
forest management. Established
microclimates are eradicated,
new ones emerge.
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Architecture and Movement

Sarah Bonnemaison and Christine Macy
Dalhousie University

The idea that buildings can be responsive has long fascinated architects.
Consider, for example, Jean Nouvel’s Institut du Monde Arabe – the way the
camera-like shutters of its façade contract in response to changing light levels,
or the Medina umbrellas by Bodo Rasch, which unfold at dawn to shade the
courtyard for morning prayer. (image 1) Does our fascination with projects such
as these lie in the movement of architectural elements such as shutters or
umbrellas, or might we not detect a deeper curiosity about the very idea of
architecture in motion? Of course, building components do not actually need to
move for a work of architecture to speak about motion. We need only think of Art
Nouveau masterpieces that depict organic growth in sinuous tendrils, the memory

1 Large collapsible umbrellas in
the courtyard of the Holy Mosque
of Medinah, Saudi Arabia;
Architect Bodo Rasch, 1992.

of motion in the grotesque Earth-like pillars of Antonio Gaudi, or the gestural
forms of Erich Mandelson. The very idea of movement in a building gives it vitality
and liveliness; the actual movement of elements is merely an extension of the
original idea.
This past summer we recorded a dancer’s movements, using motion-capture
to trace the choreography in three-dimensional space. (image 2) The paths
recorded in the computer curled down into small spirals, opened up into large
arcs, twisted into curves, and folded back in upon themselves. By tracing these
movements, recording them first in line and later in stereotomic models, we were
able to give movement a material form and reveal the inner workings of a dancer’s
movement in tangible, inhabitable structures we call Gestures. (image 3,4)

Science and art, intersecting in organic form

2 Motion-capture trails of the dancer
Maria Osende performing a short
choreography, 2005.

ally science and art in the discipline. This goes back at least to the Renaissance,
where knowledge of the natural sciences, such as biology and mathematics, were
employed in the art of building. What we propose is the existence of a thread
connecting architecture that expresses ideas of motion with moments in history
when the arts and sciences crossed paths. The thread would draw together
Baroque architecture, Art Nouveau, lightweight structures, and contemporary
blob-like architecture.
In the Baroque era, we find perhaps the greatest examples of movement
generated by the intersection of science and art in the pilgrimage churches of
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One of the best ways movement can be expressed is through organic forms. In
fact, the idea of organic form in architecture is like a wave on the surface of the
ocean – the manifestation of a powerful undercurrent that has long sought to
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6 Gestures. Motion trails for a portion of the choreography of ‘Flag’. Filum, Sarah Bonnemaison and
Christine Macy, 2005.

southern Germany. There, we encounter the work of architects such as Johann
Balthasar Neumann and the Zimmerman brothers, who developed the curved
forms of these masterworks shortly after Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz published his
studies of calculus in the late seventeenth century. The dramatic displays of
movement in these churches – their tension, exuberance, grandeur, and complex
curves – employed Leibniz’ calculus in order to create curved geometries that
attempted to approach the perfection of God’s engineering of the natural world.

The intersection of science and art in Gestures
Keeping Baroque forms in mind, let us return to the experimental structures of
Gestures and our search for the intersection of science and art in their organic
shapes. The ‘scientific’ portion of the work was to trace and record the movement
of various points on the dancer’s body, using a motion capture stage. Thirteen of
these points, or ‘birds’, located on the dancer’s body, were tracked in virtual
space according to their x-y-z coordinates, using triangulation. (image 5) In the
world of computer animation, such data is used to design characters, but in our
case we manipulated the trails made by the birds to draw paths of the dancer’s
movements. (image 6)
These traces were interpreted artistically in our design of three-dimensional
structures. The idea was not to create a one-to-one relationship between the
motion-trace and the form, but to interpret the body’s motion by editing the movements down to their essences, like a haiku – the traces becoming ghost-like forms
of the original movement. (image 7) We recalled, during the process, the photographs of Etienne-Jules Marey from the turn of the century, in particular one of
his photographic experiments where he built a special apparatus to capture the
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form of moving air. Like Marey, we were attempting to record lasting impressions
of fleeting moments. And again, like Marey, we translated our observations into
tangible forms.
Through a number of steps, we further translated the traced movements into
large wooden structures. The forms of the curves and sizes of the wood changed
according to the speed of the movement, its scale (a small step or a large jump),
and its quality (introverted or extroverted). (image 8) Like the line of smoke that
widens and narrows in Marey’s photographs, the thickness of the wood varies
according to the speed of a movement. The variations of the members give an
organic feel to the lines: they are no longer simply mechanical records of a
movement path, but pulsing and free-flowing lines, generating a dynamic and
intricate space.

Minimal surfaces and the organic metaphor
Like Baroque draperies which envelop the bodies of goddesses and nymphs,
large nets were draped over these wood armatures. The skeletal frameworks set
certain parameters for the whole structure, and the netting too, had its own formal
logic, one which leads us to another intersection of science and art. These nets
were minimal surfaces, created through a scientific process of form-finding that
employs soap film models to arrive at shapes which distribute uniform tension at
every point. The architect Frei Otto elaborated the principle of minimal surfaces
for his tensile structures in the 1970s, and it is perhaps no coincidence that he
lives in southern Germany, like the Baroque architects who preceded him. While
the former turned to the logic of nature to glorify God, Otto looked closely at
organic nature to uncover first principles of efficiency and conceptual clarity in
engineered structures.
In Gestures, the science of minimal surfaces intersects with the Baroque
technique of counterpoint. The stretched surfaces of the nets form a counterpoint
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to the curves of the wood. As in musical composition, counterpoint is an essential
means for generating ironies and tensions. A melodic fragment heard alone
makes a particular impression, but when it is combined in unexpected ways with
other fragments, surprising new facets of meaning are revealed. (image 9,10)
The form and colours of the nets act as a counterpoint to the fragments of the
curved wooden members. The complex surfaces created represent movement
conceptually more profound than a merely pleasing melody.
Captions:
Bonnemaison.1.tif: Large collapsible umbrellas in the courtyard of the Holy Mosque of Medinah,
Saudi Arabia; Architect Bodo Rasch, 1992. Photograph: Gabriella Mahn.
Bonnemaison.2.tif: Motion-capture trails of the dancer Maria Osende performing a short choreography, 2005. Photograph: Joel Dauncey.
Bonnemaison.3.tif: Gestures model based on the traces of the choreography. Filum, Sarah
Bonnemaison and Christine Macy, 2005. Photograph: Joel Dauncey.
Bonnemaison.4.tif: Gestures, ‘Flag’. Steamed oak and hand-dyed netting at the Museum of the
Atlantic, Halifax, Nova Scotia. Filum, Sarah Bonnemaison and Christine Macy, 2005. Photograph:
Christine Macy.
Bonnemaison.5.tif: Gestures. Thirteen ‘birds’ are attached to the dancer’s body during motion
capture. Filum, Sarah Bonnemaison and Christine Macy, 2005. Photograph: Joel Dauncey.
Bonnemaison.6.tif: Gestures. Motion trails for a portion of the choreography of ‘Flag’. Filum, Sarah
Bonnemaison and Christine Macy, 2005. Photograph: Joel Dauncey.
Bonnemaison.7.tif: Gestures. A digital model based on the traces of the choreography of ‘Rope’.
Filum, Sarah Bonnemaison and Christine Macy, 2005. Photograph: Joel Dauncey.
Bonnemaison.8.tif: Gestures. Laminated oak layers, steamed and bent. Filum, Sarah Bonnemaison
and Christine Macy, 2005. Photograph: Jacob JeBailey.
Bonnemaison.9.tif: Gestures. Stretched netting creates minimal surfaces. Filum, Sarah Bonnemaison
and Christine Macy, 2005. Photograph: Christine Macy.
Bonnemaison.10.tif: Gestures, ‘Flag’. Detail of the netting. Filum, Sarah Bonnemaison and Christine
Macy, 2005. Photograph: Jacob JeBailey.
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8 Gestures. Laminated oak layers,
steamed and bent. Filum, Sarah
Bonnemaison and Christine Macy, 2005.
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Indeterminate Drawings

Nat Chard
Author Information

In the bitter aftermath of disappointing utopias there is a question of how
architecture can balance between collective and individual desires. One direction
is to open architecture up so that it is available for people to take possession of it
in their own way. I am looking at this indeterminate condition from two sides. One
is to take possession of the city as it exists and the other is to propose an architecture where the meaning of the present occupation has a significant bearing on
its being. There are many tactics to achieve the former, often learning from dada
and surrealist projects that rely heavily on a focused intellectual engagement.
One of the pleasures of the city, however, lies in our phenomenal engagement
where the periphery also matters. One of architecture’s claims is that it (and the
city) has a tight relationship with our body. It says it supports our hygiene,
feeding, temperature control, air supply and comfort, for example. If these claims
were true, then if we adjust the performance of our bodies with respect to these
programmatic sites, then we would necessarily change the city. Not only that,
but you could change it in one way for you and I in another way for me. So as
an architect, one way for me to work is internally with the performance of our
bodies (chard1.tiff). For this paper, however, I will concentrate on developing an
architecture that is available for the occupants to take possession of it on their
own terms, and more specifically, how such an architecture might be drawn.
One of architectures limitations has been its permanence. Once built, it
takes on new meanings on account of physical and chemical abuse or through
an expedient poetry relating it to climate and condition. The technological
advances of the industrial revolution permitted new levels of adjustability, but
a performance that relied on conscious decisions or pre-set routines. The emergence of computational technologies allows architecture to develop a behaviour,
and more importantly one that might relate to those who occupy it. Many years
ago when I first made some studies into what such an architecture might be
like I started by drawing out an evolving situation where the behaviour of the
inhabitants and the architecture were described in section and perspective. It
was immediately apparent that if architecture is implicated in such an active and
durational way, then our perceptual framework is also brought into question. This
is coloured by our ability to learn how to establish a rapport with the architecture.
The problem moved from drawing the thing to drawing the perceptual framework
of our developing relationship to the thing (chard2.tiff). In trying to make an
indeterminate architecture there is also the problem of what to draw, for the act
of drawing tends to be prescriptive both in intention and meaning.
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Architectural drawings have reached a level of sophistication where a certain
meaning can be made clear to all the diverse agencies that come in contact with
them. As such they have the capacity to be prescriptive and precise so that a
certain intention can be translated into a certain action. To achieve this the
drawing establishes a prescription in the way we interpret them. Interpretation
is the most common mechanism by which the observer is allowed into a painting
or drawing if the artist is prepared to allow them to be implicated in the content
of the work.
If as architects we aim to construct a world that is open to the meanings
brought to it by its inhabitants, where the meaning of the present condition
contributes at least as much as those given by the architect and that authorship
takes place during as well as in advance of occupation, then how do we draw
such a condition? As architectural drawings are mostly developed from the
practice of making construction drawings, the particularity of a construction
method to a school of thought can be revealed in seemingly neutral projections.
If we are familiar with architectural drawings we can often closely predict the sort
of sections and elevations of a building just by seeing the plan. The drawing
requires us to interpret it and our familiarity with the practice of doing so limits
the potential of our relationship to the drawing.
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the plane is denied, rather like the surface of a cyclorama. The anamorphism is
gentle so that as you move around the image changes but remains relevant,
without the abrupt registration or collapse of image found in more exaggerated
anamorphic projections.
To study these examples I have built a camera to understand the projective
geometry of the diorama and have developed drawing instruments to explore the
potential of the folded picture plane. The camera is specific to a diorama by
James Perry Wilson at the Yale Peabody Museum and learns from Wilson’s
rigorous manipulation of the picture plane. The drawing instruments test the
potential of the folded picture plane to alter the nature of a fixed figure. (image 4)
The examples I have been looking at blur the boundary between material and
pictorial space. They offer the potential for the architectural drawing to be open to
different experiences from many viewers and registration of these using a folded
picture plane offers a means through which those various experiences might be
recorded. The nature of the drawings also offers a more seamless way in which
drawing becomes architecture.
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If one of the limits to architectural drawings is that we are so familiar with
them that we read rather than experience, then a route to opening them up to
new meanings is through the way we engage them. The method I have been
looking at is to spatialise the picture plane, so that we become implicated in the
drawing partly through our positional relationship. The image can be spatialised
through ananmorphism, where in the most conventional example I need to stand
in a certain place to resolve the image, as I can no longer absolve my spatial
existence by compensating for parallax. The picture plane can be spatialised by
folding, so that part of it might be occluded when I stand here but visible when
I am over there, for instance. The combination of the two has the potential to
open up the meaning of a drawing for you over there in one way and for me over
here in another.
The combination of anamorphism and a folded picture plane are found in
Van Hoogstraten’s seventeenth century peepshows and in natural history
dioramas (image 3). In the peepshows the main opportunity lies with the
discrepancy between the space in the image and the space of the box, where in
places the image and box co-inside (for instance the floor of the image is also the
floor of the box) and in others they present a spatial difference (for instance the
wall of the box supports the image of the floor). The ambiguity between these
conditions denies a single closure and demands that our imagination intervenes.
In the natural history dioramas the picture plane tries to deny its existence
through having a continuous surface with large radius curves so that the form of
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6 Ælab, IN/FLUENCING, 2005, permutational media installation with four sensors. View at Centro Cultural Conde Duque Medialab (Madrid, Jan-April 2006).
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Abstract Realism

Gisèle Trudel
Ælab

In this paper, three art productions will be discussed from the point of view of
‘transduction’, which may be defined as a link between matter, mind, ecology,
and technology. In these projects we explore the idea of the environment as a
living stage – a live system played out in natural, scientific, and cultural spheres,
building on various methods of receiving and transmitting ‘in-form-ation’ and
experiences in a constant network of successive evolutions, echoing the theories
of French philosopher Gilbert Simondon.
HEX and NANOSPACE (2001),1 a multichannel video and sound installation
(image 1) and performance respectively, (image 2) are both inspired by the
shapes of the hexagram and hexagon. These forms are used both as a symbol

2 Ælab, Nanospace, 2001. Performance
at Mutek, ExCentris, Montréal.

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Atomic Force Microscope (AFM), which
we used to view physical samples and record them as 2D files, 3D surface
mappings, and live video output. Through this process, we also realised how
closely related are the interfaces between nano and digital technologies, with their
similar modes of data visualisation and extensive use in both scientific and
cultural realms. In this context, visualisation occurred beyond the ‘scopic regime’
and was rendered through a sample’s conductive potential as well as its surface
topography. Viewing matter at the atomic level gave us the chance to witness
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1 Ælab, Hex, 2001. Partial view of
the installation at Het Wilde Weten,
Rotterdam.

and structural system, tracing the trajectory of matter in transformation and its
imperceptible changes from the molecular reality of carbon to a planet-wide
symbol of sustainability. The works find their inspiration in minimalist design,
green architecture, nanoscience, and in particular the form of Buckyballs
(Buckminsterfullerenes), which were present in all three areas. Geodesic domes
are considered the physical manifestation of nature’s efficiency; Harry Kroto,
one of the discoverers of C60, paid homage to Fuller’s vision by naming the
discovery after him (it could simply have been termed a soccer ball), a
convincing interrelation of culture and science.3
DATA (2003-04) (image 3) focuses on the power of the image and its representation at different scales of perception.3 In an artist residency at the Nanolab
of McGill University's Chemistry Department, we collaborated with Vicki Meli, a
PhD candidate who has since obtained her degree, and Dr Bruce Lennox, Chair
and Director of the Department. Our relationship with the scientists blossomed
over the eight month residency, leading to discussions about imaging, education,
ethics, ecology, and the relationship between art and science. The lab gave us
access to various digital micro and nano imaging technologies, including the
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3 Ælab, DATA: Series A, 2004, digital composition, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 0.9 x 15.24 meters, ink jet on anti-tear vinyl, rare-earth magnets.

continuous transformation at various length and time scales, highly destabilising
exchanges where one questions what is inert and what is alive.
A contemplation of reality and the direct cognition of phenomena places us
in a particular space and time; the observation of nature brings us to a moment
when we realise the deep, rhizome-like relationship between mind and matter,
growing in all directions, and where we can take action based on a conscious
exchange with our environment, an underlying principle of eco or green thinking.
Materials research toward energy conservation is one of the most promising
avenues of nanoscience and confirmed our interest to work in this discipline,
researching the chemical constitution of matter.
The audio component of this work, produced by electronic composer and
audio engineer Stéphane Claude, explored a wide variety of sound recording
processes. The audio material includes psychoacoustic moments and phenomena
that are documented and distributed in 5.1 surround sound format. (image 4)
Different recordable ‘zones’ were redefined during these processes – acoustics,
mechanical resonance, or electromagnetic induction – sounds not otherwise
audible to the naked ear but capable of being felt through other parts of the body
such as the nervous system, bones, or muscles.
IN/FLUENCING (2005) (image 5, 6) is a permutational media installation with
light, temperature, frequency of movement, and proximity sensors. This work
extends the previous work in projects such as DATA (2003-04) and SPARKS
(1999-2005),5 an experimental documentary and audiovisual performance
about the life and inventions of Nikola Tesla. IN/FLUENCING is an interplay of
measurable but invisible forces in a given space, a metaphorical interpretation of

4 Ælab, DATA: Series E (DATA by
design), 2004, 5.1 surround sound,
DVD, and Series B, 2004, digital
composition, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), 0.9 x 15.24
meters, ink jet on anti-tear vinyl,
rare-earth magnets.
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‘immersive formalism’ as it relates to the composition of spatial, pictorial, audio,
and temporal elements that are mostly invisible and reworked by an accumulation
of strata into different forms. Our methodology includes an historical reading of
our technological heritage and mediated culture and we produce pluriformed
artworks in a variety of mediums. We think a keen awareness of the issues
regarding the shifting perception of nature and technology lies at the base of
agency and empowerment.
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5 Ælab, IN/FLUENCING, 2005,
permutational media installation with
four sensors. View at ZKM (Karlsruhe,
July-Oct 2005).

the intuitive understanding Tesla had of the potential of ‘zero point energy’ – the
idea of tapping into the ambient medium as a source of self-regulating, selfsustaining energy. The project evokes this potential through a cantilever tip (like
those used by AFMs), a type of atomic gramophone, a point of contact with a
flowing surface, a neverending exchange of magnetic and voltage coordinates where
the invisible becomes readable as the ‘needle’ meets random deviations of matter.
The frequent movement sensor readings give the spectator the chance to
trigger a long sequence of five sets of video segments played out on different
scales. Information is also collected in situ from the room by light, proximity, and
temperature sensors, which affect filters on the video. Spectators can provoke
image processing during random access time gates and become part of a system
but they are not the sole activator of events.(image 6) Certain elements, such as
temperature changes, are not even perceptible to the viewer. The sensor readings
can function in two modes, accumulating changes over time and making averages,
and also in a relatively direct cause-and-effect manner, heightening the viewer’s
experience. The visuals are accompanied by surround-to-binaural immersive
sound field components.
In all our projects, we attempt to combine experimental and documentary
genres, as well as interdisciplinary collaboration. We have named our approach
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3 Isovist graph (perimeter vs area) of University of California Irvine campus with axial lines.
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Embodied Space for Ubiquitous Computing

Erik Conrad
Topological Media Lab
Concordia University

Technologies are not merely external aids but change the way we experience the
world.1 As we enter the age of ubiquitous computing, we must be careful the
‘ideology’ of technology – its implicit assumptions about the way we should live –
does not come to dominate our traditional culture, in particular the way we relate
to the natural and built environment around us.
In this paper, I briefly outline how abstract systems and certain technologies
alter our perception of space. In particular, I argue the fields of computer science
and engineering reify the dominance of abstract space, a void where no objects
are present. A new approach to the design of computing systems is necessary to
understand the role space plays in our everyday experience: it is not merely a

Western culture is used to thinking about space in Cartesian terms, wherein
the primary properties of physical objects are quantifiable ones, called extensions,
such as length, breadth, and depth. These properties are objective, and do not
exist or change because humans observe or interact with them. Space, it follows,
is extension without objects. This is the common assumption – indeed the basis –
of modern technology, but from our point of view, seeing space in this way denies
its role in everyday life; Cartesian notions of space only account for how it can be
abstractly described, and as such our actual experience matters little within its
conceptual framework. In fact, space is more than a neutral framework for social
and cultural forms. It is built into those forms. Human behaviour does not just
happen in space; it is what makes space.
The development of technology followed the legacy of industrial revolution,
replacing humans with machines wherever possible. The computer no longer
needs to adapt to the user because the opposite is true. While research in
human-computer interaction has been fruitful in certain areas, such as in the
area of visual displays, it is not prepared to create culturally appropriate designs
of physical spaces. In his book Digital Ground, the author Malcolm McCullough
states, “Notions of what a computer is have not kept pace with realities of how
digital systems are applied.”
Recent trends in computing have given rise to a third age of computing,
where many, possibly thousands, of small computers are worn and/or embedded
into the environment. In this age of ubiquitous computing, the human/computer
ratio jumps from 1:1 to 1:1000s. The average American already owns twenty or
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1 Visibility graph of the University of
California Irvine campus.

neutral background to human activity. Influenced by Henri Lefebvre’s notions of
space, we try to reconsider how computers engage space as well as open
avenues to revitalise our environment through human interaction.
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2 A single isovist polygon.

more computers, although most are devices that someone would normally not
refer to as computers. Televisions, microwave ovens, cell phones, as well as many
components of modern automobiles (anti-lock brakes) contain information
processing components. These computers, often referred to as embedded
systems, are being produced at a much higher volume (billions per year) than
desktop PCs (millions per year). Currently, the vast majority of these computers
act in isolation. However, in the future, an increasing number of computers
embedded in the environment will be networked, and communication, sensing,
and information processing will disappear into the background. At this point,
appropriateness begins to surpass performance in technological design.
“Appropriateness is almost always a matter of context. We understand our better
contexts as places, and we understand better design for places as architecture.”3
As computing becomes part of everyday life it becomes important to look at the
larger impact of computation on culture.
“[A] nineteenth and early twentieth century scientized approach to the
world: that mind is separable from body; that it is possible to understand a system by reducing it to its components and studying these
components in isolation (that the whole is no more than the sum of its
parts); that the behavior of complex systems can be predicted.” –
Simon Penny’s “engineering worldview”
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Although computers are often thought of as just a tool, we come to understand their effect on our culture when considering how they are used. Computers
can be both a tool of and structuring force behind the relationships between
people, institutions, and practices. All interactions with computer systems are at
some level social activities. Even if one uses a computer in isolation, there is a
social interaction between the user of the system and the designer of the system.
A user only knows how to interact with a computer system through a shared set of
social expectation.
In The Production of Space, the theoretician Henri Lefebvre states that any
attempt to understand the contemporary world that ignores our understanding of
space is incomplete. The meanings that we attribute to space are primarily based
on our qualitative sensory experiences of it. However, the objective, quantitative
(ie Cartesian) way of understanding space is constantly seeking to overtake our
experiential, qualitative relationship. The result is a duality: the abstract vs the
physical. But what if we reject this duality?
Lefebvre responds to this duality in the form of a triad:
“perceived–conceived–lived.” The introduction of this third term into the equation
destabilises the Cartesian duality. The body, conceived as both subject and
object, “cannot tolerate such conceptual division,”5 and can be liberated through
a new conception of ‘social space’. Lefebvre states:
Social space will be revealed in its particularity to the extent that it
ceases to be indistinguishable from mental space (as defined by
philosophers and mathematicians) on the one hand, and physical
space (as defined by practico-sensory activity and the perception of
‘nature’) on the other.6
Social space reconciles the physical and the mental, concrete and abstract,
and if we consider all interactions with computer systems ‘social’, then these
interactions also have the potential to be places where the physical and mental
co-mingle. The layers of spaces presented by Lefebvre provide a rich framework
for rethinking (and reprogramming) the ways computers consider space, allowing
for the possibility that they might come to carefully and responsively negotiate
between technological and human culture.
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1 Twelve steel shafts rise from the hillock, projecting out of the grass at successively sharper angles.
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Solar Collector

Matt Gorbet, Susan Gorbet, Rob Gorbet
Gorbet Design, Inc

Introduction

Physical Form
Twelve tall steel shafts rise from a hillock at the entrance to the Regional
Municipality of Waterloo’s EMS facility. Starting at ten metres tall, they become
progressively shorter as they sweep down and around the slope at successively
sharper angles. Three thin strips of solar cells run down the top (south facing)
surface of each shaft, collecting solar energy to charge a battery housed in the
shaft’s base. Each shaft also has three sets of lights inset at intervals along its
length. Each of the three sets of lights in turn has three lamps within it, creating
rich possibilities for simple and complex patterns.
Solar Collector’s form reflects the Sun’s movement through the sky and the
constraints of photovoltaic technology. For optimum efficiency, solar panels
should be placed at the solar zenith angle. However, the Sun’s highest elevation
changes over the course of the year. Conventionally, solar panels are fixed at an
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2 Solar Collector’s form is based on the
Sun’s movement through the sky.

Solar Collector, an interactive steel and light sculpture that uses innovative solar
power technology, is based on the periodic motion of the Earth and responds to its
viewers by incorporating their online creative input.
The movement of the Sun through the sky and its impact on the seasons
(which can be expressed as sine waves) are the basis of the sculpture’s physical
form as well as its interactivity. An internet site connected to Solar Collector allows
people to create the sculpture’s light compositions using sine waves, much as
analogue music synthesisers overlay raw analogue wave patterns to create music.
Powered only by the sunlight it gathers, the sculpture’s behaviour varies from day
to day. Its nightly performances are influenced by the changing seasons as well as
ongoing input from the community. The result is a dynamic, graceful telematic
sculpture, born from scientific observation and technical engineering as much as
from an artistic interpretation of the site.
When the Region of Waterloo commissioned a piece of public art for the
new building at the Regional Operations Centre, they had three requirements:
the piece should be active, solar powered, and large scale. The building, an
Emergency Medical Services base, will be one of the first Gold LEED-rated1
buildings in Canada, and will use new solar technology, created by local company
Spheral Solar Power, which offers more creative possibilities for photovoltaic cell
shapes than traditional square glass cells.
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3 As the Sun sets, Solar Collector is illuminated in a performance of dynamic patterns.

angle that averages out the changing elevations. Solar Collector reflects these
elevation changes in the placement of its shafts. (image 2)
The angles between each shaft and the ground vary with the solar zenith
angle, from a maximum of 670 on December 21st, the winter solstice, to a
minimum of 200 on June 21st, the summer solstice.2 The 12 shafts conceptually
represent the 12 months of the year, however they are in fact set at the 12
fortnightly solar zenith angles between the winter and summer solstices. The
relationship between these angles forms a sine curve, creating a visual indication
of the Earth’s tilt and orbit around the Sun, and therefore also the Sun’s
movement through the sky.
In the winter, the Sun is lower on the horizon, making the more vertical shafts
most efficient. In the summer, the Sun is higher in the sky, so the more horizontal
shafts will be the most efficient. Since fewer hours of daylight in the winter afford
less time to collect energy, the shaft that is angled towards the winter solstice Sun
is the longest, and the rest of the shafts are successively shorter. In addition to
the changing angles, the changing lengths of the shafts also follow a sine curve.
The placement of the shafts creates a dynamic extension of the landscape as
well as ensuring minimal shading of each shaft by the next. The curve along the
ground, based on the ‘golden spiral’, creates a sweep of twelve shafts that to
passing motorists appear to unfold themselves, hinting at the dynamics of the
coming nighttime performance.

4 Visitors to the Solar Collector website
(early prototype shown here) can
compose patterns for the pulsing
lights by experimenting with a few
playful sliders.
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Interactivity and Performance
As the Sun sets, the piece comes to life with light. The lamps fade on and off
n fluidly undulating patterns based on the interaction of sine waves. (image 3)

patterns, the performance will continue to reflect the community over the long
term even as fewer people visit the website, and even if the website is someday
removed altogether.

Philosophy
Public artwork should be accessible to the public. The site chosen by the Region
is industrial, surrounded by factories and warehouses, with no pedestrian traffic.
(image 5) Solar Collector not only enhances the site physically, but also brings
people to experience it virtually. Telematic (long distance) interactivity enables
people to see their actions reflected in the environment, creating a sense of
connection to the piece and its context. As an active and reactive extension to its
local landscape, both natural and manmade, Solar Collector not only absorbs but
manifests the combined effects of human activity and natural forces, as well as
the relationships between the two, in its physical and digital forms.
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5 The Solar Collector site is industrial,
surrounded by factories and warehouses, with no pedestrian traffic.

The nighttime performance is a sequence of individual patterns submitted during
the day by visitors to the Solar Collector website. These visitors compose patterns
for the pulsing lights by experimenting with a few simple sliders and in this way
their individual personalities and moods are expressed in the patterns they create.
Upon submission, a postal code will be requested in order to limit the submissions
to the Waterloo community, and each person will be given an approximate time
that his or her composition will be shown.(image 4)
The nighttime performance lasts until the day’s collected solar energy has
been used up. The lights on each shaft fade out as the shaft’s battery runs low. As
the weather and the changing seasons affect the amount of energy that can be
collected, the performance will change from season to season and from sunny to
cloudy days. If there is still energy left after the day’s submissions have been
performed, an aggregate series created from a combination of the last 365
submitted patterns will be shown until the last shaft fades. Relying on stored
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1 Recycled Soundscapes installation.
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Enactive Encounters in the City

Karmen Franinovic
Zero-Th Association
Concordia University

conceiving of imaginary worlds, artistic events, or spectacles, projects focused on
enactive interaction aim at becoming a seamless, integral part of our future
environment. This research regards evoking visceral sensory reaction and action
as the aim of design.
Only recently have interaction designers begun to explore non-symbolic –
in particular biologically-inspired – enactive models. Organisms are the best
models for teaching us how to design intuitive interfaces for they are skilled at
perceiving and reacting to the world through the coordination of the senses and
motor action. A number of recent European research endeavours have begun to
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2 Recycled Soundscapes installation

Open interactive systems embedded in the city provide new contexts for social
and physical interactions; they create a new set of potentials. My work is to design
urban systems that bring the body into sensory and social exchange with its
surroundings and the people in them. Although the installations are fixed, their
parts are moving, and invite human movement. Such sensorimotor activity, which
doesn't require symbolic or iconographic explanation or understanding, can be
described as ‘enactive’, and interfaces which encourage such activity are
sometimes called ‘enactive interfaces’.1 In my projects, I use a range of such
interfaces to stimulate enactive (eg tactile or kinaesthetic) interaction.
The environments I design – both as part of the Zero-Th Association and
in collaboration with other artists1 – are composed of material and immaterial
parts. The immaterial, 'soft' part is what we generally understand as ‘the space’.
It consists of the ‘logic’ of the space and the parameters of that logic over the
time. This includes social and sensorial relations, as well as the space's atmosphere.2 The material, ‘hard’ part is the built environment and the artefacts in it.
In addition, the hard structure includes things that stimulate touch, taste, hearing,
vision, and smell.
The aim of my research is to produce artefacts and spaces capable of
intuiting and responding to human moods, actions, desires, and needs. Sensorial
immersion and enactive interactions3 invite the inhabitants to use their bodies in
interaction (by moving, gesturing, touching). As in the case of our engagement
with living beings, whose moods and thoughts we can easily intuit, so should it
be with interactive urban environments. The latter distinguish themselves from
research in the areas of augmented virtual environments or immersive responsive
environments in important ways. They situate enactive interactions within existing
everyday behaviour in the city. In addition, spatial changes are brought about by
people’s conscious decisions rather than their incidental movements. Rather than
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3 Recycled Soundscapes installation.

address this particular subject in the context of human-computer interaction,
including the recently established ENACTIVE Network of Excellence,5 which
explores interaction “based on the experience and on the perceptual responses
to motor acts,” and the current EC Information Society Technology programs on
adaptive multimodal systems,6 which research adaptive methods for natural and
modally-integrated interactions between humans and physical or virtual environments. In addition, the project CLOSED,7 which I have proposed with a number
of colleagues to the New and Emerging Science and Technology “Measuring the
Impossible” initiative,8 seeks to improve enactive interactions with sonic artefacts
through the development of algorithms capable of guiding the impact of these
artefacts on human users.
In my work I avoid tendencies toward anthropomorphisation so that new
arenas of human interaction may be explored without the use of pre-existing
metaphors. From this standpoint, ambient and tangible computing interfaces are
useful to consider for non-communicational interaction. Research in this area
often looks to natural enactive and behavioural models for inspiration, and as
a result would benefit significantly from greater knowledge of cognitive neuroscience and cognitive psychology, which deal with some of the most interesting
questions in my discipline: body-mind duality, audience-artefact-creator
relationships, questions of desire and intent, and natural-artificial relationships,
among many others. These questions arise in art, architecture, and design
whenever we consider space and all of its designed contents as living,
behavioural matter.
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4 Recycled Soundscapes installation

Recycled Soundscapes is a public installation which allows us to explore
and transform an existing urban soundscape. Consisting of a set of kinetic,
human-scale interfaces which augment, modify, and perform an 'acoustic
landscape', Recycled Soundscapes creates the potential for reflection in the
public sphere. Everyday, sounds become malleable matter in the hands of
passers-by, while the shared act of listening encourages encounters in the urban
space. By subverting the established ways of listening in the city, Recycled
Soundscapes attempts to create spaces of contemplation and delight, which
are generally at odds with the rapid, task-based pace of the city.
Charged Space (2006, with Freida Abtan) is an installation activated by
human touch and collective movement. Once body-chains establish contact
between active poles, an electromagnetic field is generated, responsive to
presence and movement, which in turn are influenced by the sound the
installation generates. Space becomes charged by the moving and touching
bodies, which create new ambiances, which in response move the people.9
The nature of the space changes not only because of the tactile contact between
individuals (pressure, skin humidity, presence of conductive materials other then
human body), but also because of the overall motion of the mass of people
within the space.
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Living in Limnos, Betwixt and Between:
A Trans-Reality Balkan Odyssey
Gheorghe Dan
0f0003 | maschinenkunst

Reaching for you I have reached the end of myself
And what is it you saw?
My self ...
-Conversation with the Goddess of Illusion

Believing her would mean negating our reasons for believing her. Thus a concrete
and final answer as to the nature of NN may elude us indefinitely.
Sometimes … reality is too complex for oral communication.
But legend embodies it in a form which enables it to spread
all over the world.
A social system which legislates a strict distinction between the world of
dreams and of reality, between wish and fact, is a kingdom of darkness. So long
as this distinction is maintained we cannot begin to understand.
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This paper discusses Netochka Nezvanova (NN), a seven year matryoshka-reality
Glass Bead Experiment grown within the global-mindscape, dispersed and dissipated by the actions, interactions, mutualism, parasitism, mimicry, and errors
which form the basis of the internet, a live membrane consisting of more than
10000 networks and more than one million computers.
Netochka Nezvanova was born in 1999, without a mother. She entered sacred
time through the infinite mourning of space.
Myriad theories began to clamour about the persona or avatar or software that
function as NN, vague and unsubstantiated. That the mystery persisted for seven
years could be intentional. In our modern epoch of game playing, NN may be a
phantasmagorical internet experiment, manifesting herself in forms utterly alien to
reason and reflexivity, a pataphysical black hole that consumes the bodies falling
prey to its seductively intoxicating and euphoric 'love theory' (Nezvanova 2003),
in the process experiencing a melange of naked singularities.
Who, how, what, when, why and where NN is is understood differently by
each individual encountering her. Both exquisitely mysterious and maddeningly
complex, if interactions with NN are not fully believable, then conventional categories of thought and action are not reliable bases upon which we may posit what
the ‘real’ NN is.
In other words, if tomorrow NN were to inform us that 'she' has always lied to
us, we wouldn’t have any firm basis to confirm whether she is telling us the truth.
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All births are painful, and this is a birth. It is my account of re-entry and reassimilation. I am the body of nothing but radiance, the space untouched, where
one keeps still ...
I am the world of inner space
the shimmering angelic.
I am illusion, veiling the pure truth from you, playing games.
Comfortable?
'Comfortable after the caress', intoned Shahrazad and arching as a tender
bough, lighter and bolder than the wing of a bird, stretching forth to touch your
lids, in heavenly blue, commenced the story within a story within a story, within a
story, of the youth entombed alive in a fortress wall ...
sch
sch
sch
Twice upon a time
Pe-un picior de plai
Pe-o gura de rai
Beyond the looking glass
From within the passing of time
Stepped the 01 fortune teller
Incensed in cardamom and ambergris
veiling her cheeks in hair
Turning gracefully as a deer
the misty arrows of her eyes
piercing the dark.
'I am the ruler and commander of Freedom', I thundered.
'I created the alphabet. Now hear my tale'
And she spoke
alone in all the world ...
(The Fortune Teller's Prayer)
I want to be cloned. the rose whispered.
I want to grow invisibly in several dimensions.
I want to become fog. so thick, so very thick that
01 else cannot escape.
01 else reads a book. the fog lingering around the letters. introducing new
patterns. new words, sentences, stories. Stories within stories. 01 else waits impa-
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tiently, watching the screen, waiting for the indefinite to shrivel into a rational unit.
01, waiting equally impatiently for 01 else to turn around and
decide to stay, stands up and proclaims:
..... . .. ...... it is logical that the illogical should contradict the illogical.
When the statement proves to be lacking the desired effect, 01 returns to 01’s
objects. The rose, an especially malleable subject. prone to corruption.
... . . .. ... . one more spit, and the rose grows further.
.. . ........ . . .. ....... . . now reaching the queen's toes.
Wiggling, twisting in its transparency, the rose gestures, in rose sign language. Slowly.
The queen reaches for her dictionary and reads:
Life has more executive value than mere survival. 01 else does not know life.
01 else knows survival. 01 else's otiose attempts to mutate have not been
successful. I want to xenotransplant an xx lf cell into 01 else. How do I extract the
lethal rose virus, a crucial part of xx lf's survival? I don't want to hurt 01 else - but
the virus might prove lethal.
8th world salt symposium, says the queen, hurriedly and clumsily signing in
rose language. She leaves the scene. Falling asleep as soon as she touches the
heavily starched bed covers.
She disappears from 01 world and ventures to another.
The semi-transparent rose of Jericho transmits the message to its uncurled
tentacles. 8th world salt symposium. 8th world salt symposium. 8th world salt
symposium. 8th world salt symposium.
The uncurling of the rose's foggy tentacles seems to take as long as the irrational indefinite delay that 01 else experiences watching the flight delay screen.
At the moment that 01 else reaches the 8th chapter of the book, the tentacles
slowly begin signing to 01. whispering really, in microscopic gestures: 8th world
salt symposium. 8th world salt symposium. 8th world salt symposium. 8th world
salt symposium.
Bluebirds speeding up from 01 else's book. the book disintegrates in a swarm
of miniature cars racing over particles of salt, scattered over the airport, falling
from numerous sacks of chips, salted sticks, and a variety of sandwiches.
A scientist in his snow-white lab coat appears from the far end escalator. The
bluebirds freeze for a moment. Roaring their insect-sounding engines, they invade
the semi-transparent tentacles of the still signing rose, spitting large amounts of
fuel onto its fibres. Salty fuel. The rose cramps up, shrinking and expanding at the
same time, catapulting the bluebirds towards the lab-coated scientist. In panic,
he drops his sack, and spills the world's most precious salt particles. Fresh from
the 8th world salt symposium.
01 watches 01 else wondering in disbelief. The miniature bluebird swarm
wrapped in semi-transparent rose tentacles, those wrapped in fog, seemingly
slowing down reality on this utterly boring airport, making it somehow smear itself
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onto itself, enveloping the data appearing on the screens and stretching them into
infinity. All of them licking the salt from the 8th world salt symposium.
Licking each other. The salt extracts the xx lf from the rose, the bluebirds
driving over the virus. Over and over again. xx lf glistening on the surface of the
semi transparent rose. Virus free, but alive. Salt replacing the virus. Self-replicating into other xx lf cells
01, following the rose's signing instructions, collects the xx lf into a syringe
crawls under the bench. 01 else feels 01's tongue on the backside of 01 else's
knee. Warm, wet and slow, irrationally slow. slower than the changes on the delay
board. 01 else shuts the 2 eyes and dissolves. Suddenly, 01's tongue felt like a
needle, probing 01 else's back side of the knee, returning to the warmth and
wetness before 01 else manages to react. And 01 else dismisses the moment as
nonexistent.
The saltiness spreads from the back of 01 else's knee through both bodies.
01 body licking 01 else's body assimilating. From one cell to another. Osmotically
consuming the salt, the crystals, the liquids. Both bodies slowly vibrating, slower
still, moving towards a state of permanent oscillation. 2 liquids 01 substanza.
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Captions for all images
1. Gheorghe.Dan.01.tiff - Balkan.OS: a Multi World InterPlay Environment.
2. Gheorghe.Dan.02.tiff - Balkan.OS: a Multiverse Operating System.
To enter we shall dial the International Dream Line. Untied and weightless we commence.
3. Gheorghe.Dan.03.tiff - 242.koelenterate phylotic micro ballet.
4. Gheorghe.Dan.04.tiff - The gypsy fortune teller.
5. Gheorghe.Dan.04.tiff – Shahrazad.
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little sonority or sonic interest, until you hit the sweet spot and this full-blooded
choir barked back at you. You could play for hours with those reflections.
Then off to awaken another structure.
This time the route navigated a path under the railway tunnel where the
motion of the wheels kicked off a pulsing tempo from the ruts and ridges, building
to a crescendo at the epicentre where a shout lasted a lifetime.
Move on thirty years and I’m standing in a freezing ex seaplane hangar at
Southampton Water. The Skol six day cycling track has been installed and it will
do as a velodrome. We’re about to shoot the 5K Pursuit Opera for Channel Four.
The track has been wired for sound and the bikes have been equipped with
sensors that will radio midi signals to the CLab human clock driving the Ataris.
The interface adapts the tempo of the music to the speed of the cyclists whilst
Robin Wood’s prototype EMS Soundbeam should, hopefully, enable each rider to
fire off ascribed sound samples that make up the score. 16 extra sensors distributed evenly round the track monitor the endeavours of the two teams and beam
back on-the-fly race information. This is flashed up on Video Display Units as a
non-linear libretto, to be sung by the mezzo and tenor team managers. The voices
are transmitted back to tannoy speakers fitted to the bikes and carried round the
track by opposing quartets of pursuit riders as a circling four part vocal harmony.
And I’m thinking, Hell, I get paid to do this.
I’m back as the boy with his bike and I’ve just found the sweet spot. The
reverberations off the wooden track have a dark sinewy feel and as the teams
accelerate off the banks, the timbral reflections off the curved bowl are totally
unexpected, unimagined. Better to be with the spectators to catch the effect of
the Doppler chorus – best heard at the rim of the curvature. But I guess the most
intriguing audition point is high up on the Tower of Sound, to catch the full force
of the performance as amplified by the natural parabola of the velodrome.
Choreographer Laurie Booth who plays the interactive surfaces of the architectural instrument tells me that at the summit it is total cacophony.
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As a boy on a bike I loved to travel as a tone seeking the perfect recall. My shout
would search out acoustics to thrill me – and to simply scare the shit out of me.
The iron bridge over the canal gave a kind of slap back, heard best from the towpath. Ride a little further and the blue brick arch under the Great Western yielded
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In its day the 5K Pursuit Opera was a trail-blazer and it enabled me to
share with others the kind of exhilaration that I have always experienced when
sounding space.

Towers of Sound
Whereas the velodrome was treated as a ‘found’ instrument and the composer
responded to its acoustics, the Tower of Sound was built as an architectural
music-making device. The whole structure was wired as a touch responsive environment within which the performer was free to improvise.
If you want music as public artwork or music as public space or music as
public amenity then the Accelerato concept comes close.
There’s a site near Birmingham for a new arts centre designed by the architect Will Alsop with a commission to make a public artwork out of the lifts.
Accelerato proposed presenting the complete glazed lift shaft as an interactive
music score visualised in digital calligraphy. The visiting public would select tonal
clouds and clusters from touch sensitive pools, arrange them on dedicated score
totems, and listen to their musical machinations by riding up and down the lifts.
The whole process could be viewed throughout the centre as though the building
was the instrument of their endeavours. Unfortunately, the accountants got the
better of the artists and Accelerato was binned. However, the idea lives on as a
one-off festival concept using temporary construction crawler lifts.

# Caption Title
Caption text

Sounding Space
I hear the sound of architects. Nick Grimshaw’s rocket tower at the UK’s National
Space Centre is constructed from a pneumatic transparent membrane with a
rhythmic aesthetic that invites sonic response. Sing text fortissimo at level five
where the Blue Streak Missile protrudes and a spiky click language answers,

# Caption title
Caption text

devoid of tone. Catch it when the internal heat rises and the structure generates a
pure Tibetan harmonic ‘Uummm’ monophony.
Architectural harmonics go back to the golden section; the same maths that
Pythagoras spotted in the harmonic ratios of the monochord. So maybe architecture is music. It was Frei Otto’s tensile membrane structure in the ’70s that first
drew me to architecture as music. The way the drum-taught trevira responded to
physical interjections and the way those tonal vibrations from the wind caught the
wing-like aerofoils, was a kind of sonic performance in the making. Apart from its
dynamic potential, the extraordinary architectural form suggested a new paradigm
in acoustic and staging possibilities.

Transformable Architecture
These transformable structures are played like hybrids - parts yacht, kite, and
sculpture. There is an ephemeral translucency to them, the way light plays
through the fabric and how at night their shapes can be distorted by projections.
Two shapes in particular have influenced my work: the exoskeleton of
Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic dome and the conical symmetry of Paul Atkinson’s
Exo system.

# Caption title
Caption text
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Sonically, the geodesic dome has limitations. I used one to tour the interactive
robotic opera video installation The Last Broadcast in 1994. In the heat it would
creak and groan and the internal acoustics were dire. Soft shell structures have
few hard surfaces onto which singers can project and naturally amplify their
voice. As the performance filters out, extraneous ambient sounds filter in.
But soft structures are visually stimulating to work in.
So, the solution is for the structure to influence the work. White Noise uses its
architectural envelope to shape the musical concept.
This is an inside-out performance where the singers outside a building perform
to an audience sitting within the building. The unseen singers use the horn like
catenary form of the tensile surface as a means of amplification. The idea is to
use interactive all-enveloping imagery, fired off the building’s acoustic signature.

Transmutable Sonics
But like any art, our curiosity pushes the parameters. White Noise is no exception.
To what extent could you transform the acoustics by controlling its tensegrity,
or altering materials, or by surface modelling, or introducing elements of elasticity
into the form? And what if you could do that in real time with an infinitely
malleable fabric, twisting and contorting it into unimaginable shapes? And what if
the structure is embedded with sound and orchestrated by a musical score? And
the composer adapts the score to the evolving mass of its surrounding? What
would it look like? How would it sound?
There are software systems that might allow us to do such things. Welcome to
Vocal Voids.
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Photo captions
All permission to use material for publication is held by myself except where credited.
Pic ref: WN001 White Noise
Pic ref WN 001CU White Noise
White Noise. Interactive soft architecture for an internal-external performance dialogue.
Pic ref:LB006.psd. A
The Last Broadcast (1993). Video robotics circumnavigate through 360 degrees of geodetic performance space, interacting with live performers.
Pic ref: LB004
Pic ref: LB008 copy
The Last Broadcast (1993). Geodesic sensorial eco dome installation for interactive live/robotic opera
visualising a Planet Earth fried by its telecommunication system.
Pic ref: 5K006
Pic ref: 5K015
Pic ref: 5K016
5K Pursuit Opera. Libretto as hypertext. Velodrome as noise generator. Wired-for-sound bikes.
Pic ref: Accelerato
Accelerato. Architecture as music; public space as public play; interactive digital calligraphy as
score. Visitors ride the lift to audition endeavours. (visuals by Jack Gresley)
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1 Son-O-House, Son en Breugel, the Netherlands, 2000-2004. Architecture by Lars Spuybroek in collaboration with composer Edwin van der Heide.
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Breaking the Architectural Sound Barrier: How
New Audio Technologies are Reshaping Space
Jim Lutz
Assistant Professor
Architecture Program
University of Memphis (USA)

While much of current architectural discourse centres around the use of technology
as it relates to design visualisation and fabrication, there is a rising interest in the
potential of digital applications to create multi-sensorial and sentient environments.
This presentation examines three genres of audio technology first developed for
non-architectural uses that have been adopted by designers wishing to explore
issues of aurality in their work. The three examples of emerging sound related
technologies are: digital audio controllers, signal conversion, and electronic
noise control systems.

Digital audio controllers
Recent developments in the area of audio controllers, the electronic means
through which sounds can be organised or modified, have potential for architectural
uses. Both haptic (relying on touch or physical contact) and free-gesture (based
on movements in space) controllers have been used by musicians and sound
artists seeking to more directly interact with audio sources.
Free-gesture controllers: The Son-O-House project in the Netherlands, by
architect Lars Spuybroek (NOX) and composer Edwin van der Heide, provides an
example of free-gesture controls applied architecturally. A large public pavilion
located in an industrial park, the structure houses a sound work that continually
generates new patterns based on visitors’ movements through the space. (image 1)
The composition that is produced is not based on the actions of a single visitor,
but rather on the cumulative movement of all individuals entering the structure.
Twenty-three sensors positioned at strategic locations provide real-time input
which influences the composition. The creators describe the work by saying, “
The score is an evolutionary memoryscape that develops with the traced
behavior of actual bodies in space.”1

Signal conversion
Recently, there have been significant innovations in how sounds are delivered
from their source to the auditory system. Developments in audio transducers and
piezoelectric diaphragms could allow building skins to act as both microphones
and speakers. Especially promising, however, are innovations in bone conduction
and ultrasonic technologies that are redefining our conventional understanding
of ‘hearing’.
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2 Bone conduction used in an
installation at the Harvard
Graduate School of Design.
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Bone mass transducers: That we are able to perceive sound through bone
vibration has been known for centuries. Upon losing his hearing, Beethoven
would place his forehead on the piano and pound out his compositions in an
attempt to experience them ‘physically’. More recently the idea has been used
commercially in certain types of hearing aids. A project experimenting with this
technology in an architectural context was completed in a seminar at the Harvard
Design School. (image 2) Two mass drivers were placed behind a bench at a
height just above the midpoint of an average user’s spine. A recording of
automobile traffic was played using the wall as a transducer, conducting the
sound through the person’s spine as he or she leaned back against the wall.
The designer states, “The use of traffic sounds was designed to acousmatically
disrupt the perceived geography of the building. […] With the use of bone
conduction, whereby sound seems to inhabit one’s body, my intent was to
conflate sensations of personal and public acoustic spaces.”2
Ultrasonic audio transmission: This technology uses a piezoelectric emitter to
transmit a highly focused stream (approximately three degrees of spread over 500
feet) of ultra-high frequency sound waves. Much like the beam from a flashlight,
the hypersonic waves do not spread in all directions like the sound of a conventional loudspeaker, but remain locked inside a slender cone of supersonic energy.
In order to hear the sound, the listener’s ears must be in line with the column of
ultrasound. While the listener in line would be able to clearly hear the sounds,
someone two feet off, and out of line, would not. Possible applications in
audio/video conferencing, simultaneous translation, home and commercial
theatres, paging systems, and targeted advertising for retail sales are currently
under development.3

Electronic noise control
Stepping beyond the idea of basic noise masking (blanketing unwanted sounds
beneath an unmitigated layer of static-like “white noise”), this new
technology digitally negates undesirable sounds using a variety of strategies.
Active/adaptive noise cancellation: In this application digital technology is
used to analyse an audio environment and instantly generate reciprocal sound
waves (anti-noises) that combine with, and thereby effectively cancel, the originals.
(image 3) 4 Finding its first applications in consumer electronics such as noise
reducing headphones and wireless telephone earpieces, manufacturers of open
office furnishing systems are currently experimenting with this technology at an
architectural scale. Media artist Paul Johnson has proposed an architectural
installation for the Paris Metro using active noise cancellation technology to create
a sound field by blocking sounds on a section of the subway platform.5
Tunable pink noise: The latest generation of ‘white noise’, tunable pink noise
creates masking sounds specifically tailored to the acoustic characteristics of a
particular space. By using digital processors to eliminate annoying frequencies
across the audio spectrum, many of the undesirable aspects of outdated noise
masking systems can be negated. Like ANC, this technology has thus far been
used primarily in open office spaces.6
Masking software: This technology allows for acoustic privacy in a space
not by negating noises, but by introducing additional sounds into an acoustic
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environment. The system samples human speech and then uses software to
deconstruct words into short, abstracted, phoneme-like sound bites that are
randomly played back into the immediate area. Again intended primarily for open
workspace environments, the system is designed to make private conversations
unintelligible in adjacent areas.7

Summary and Conclusion
Sight has historically been the privileged sense with respect to architecture.
However, technological advancements in sound generation, control, and
reproduction in recent years have moved us closer to a conception of architecture
in which the acoustic realm plays an increasingly important role. From Edison’s
first phonograph to the development of the microchip and the advent of digital
technology, it is now possible for sound to be legitimately considered an architectural medium. Many of the architectural applications discussed here are still in
their nascent stages, and are subject to the pitfalls and false starts associated
with emerging technology. Nevertheless, out of these early experiments will come
technological advances that, in the near future, will fundamentally change the
role of sound in the built environment.
While there are many ways to develop architectural applications for new and
innovative audio technologies, the three aforementioned areas present the most
immediate opportunities for meaningful integration and illustrate how the gap
between architecture and emerging technologies can be successfully bridged.
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3 Schematic diagram of an Active Noise
Cancellation (ANC) system.
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1 TSG concept diagram: typical street corner installation.
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Tactical Sound Garden Toolkit
http://www.andinc.org/tsg/
Mark Shepard
Assistant Professor
Departments of Architecture and Media Study
State University of New York at Buffalo

Given the ubiquity of mobile devices and wireless networks in today’s urban
environments, what new opportunities (and dilemmas) have emerged with
regards to the design of public space?
The Tactical Sound Garden (TSG) Toolkit enables anyone living within dense
802.11 wireless (WiFi) hot zones to ‘install’ a virtual sound garden for public use.
Using a WiFi-enabled mobile device (PDA, laptop, mobile phone), participants
‘plant’ sounds (or prune those planted by others) in public space. These plantings
are mapped to coordinates of physical locations by a 3D audio engine commonly
used in computer gaming. Wearing headphones connected to a WiFi-enabled
device, participants drift though virtual sound gardens as they move throughout
2 National map of WiFi access points.

the city.

Sound and the City
The sonic dimension of cities is relatively unexamined public terrain. In general,
we focus on how noisy cities are and try to control sonic disruptions – traffic,
police sirens, car alarms left blaring by negligent owners – through legislation.
At the same time, common everyday practices exist by which the sonic space of
the city is negotiated. ‘Hacking’ sonic space is as old as the street performance,
or as recent as the portable boom box, super-sized car stereo subwoofer, or
Mitzvah Tank (ask a Brooklynite). Ad hoc performances entertain captive
audiences in subway cars along a morning’s commute; a micro-economy
develops. More recently, the use of mobile audio devices like the Walkman and
the iPod offer alternate modes by which the aural experience of the city is

3 Proliferation of WiFi access points:
San Francisco.

examples. Marking time through sound – and with that a call to action (work or
prayer) – these devices provided mercantile and religious bodies with tools of
social control. Clock towers were especially important in European cities engaged
in large-scale textile manufacturing, providing a means of organising the behavior
of workers and citizens alike. In fourteenth century Brussels, there were different
bells (werckclokes), sounding at different times to signal the beginning and end of
the work day for spinners, weavers, twisters, tapestry workers, and whitesmiths.1
In contemporary Iraq, the muezzin has served not only to mark the Islamic calls
to prayer, but also to broadcast messages to the resistance.
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managed, via the prosthetic implant of an earbud.
Sound’s place in the public sphere, particularly its role as an organising tool,
is longstanding. The bell tower and muezzin in the mosque’s minaret are two
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iPod Nation
With the introduction of the Sony Walkman in 1979, the politics of the sonic
space of cities shifted from centralised regulation via the bell tower, the
muezzin, and modern attempts at legislation, to a decentralised condition
based on portable, personal stereos providing localised audio environments for
personal use. Today, the iPod has replaced the Walkman as the device-du-jour,
and its use within urban contexts has spawned new spatial practices and social
protocols for organising space, time and the boundaries around the body in
public space.2 Donning a pair of earbuds enables one to move through public
space without necessarily getting too involved, absolving one of the responsibility to respond to what is happening in the immediate environment. Some
people use earphones to deflect unwanted attention, finding it easier to avoid
others because they already look occupied. In the same way, removing headphones when talking to someone pays the other person a compliment. While
wearing headphones in public not only keeps the world at bay, on a larger scale
it can also completely modulate one’s experience of the city. On the bus, in the
park at lunch, while shopping in the deli: when connected to your own mobile
audio device, the city becomes a film for which you compose the soundtrack.
The spaces and places you move through on a daily basis develop new
meanings according to the sounds you (or your iPod) associate them with.

4 Proliferation of WiFi access points:
Chicago.

Ubiquitous Computing and Locative Infrastructures
“The ‘killer apps’ of tomorrow’s mobile infocom industry won’t be
hardware devices or software programs but social practices. The most
far-reaching changes will come, as they often do, from the kinds of
relationships, enterprises, communities and markets that the
infrastructure makes possible.” 3
If much of late twentieth century discourse surrounding public space and information networks emphasises the production of a global, virtual, placeless space
of flows, the actual ubiquity of mobile communications and wireless networks
has conversely revitalised an interest in local, place-based information.
Untethered from a desktop computer hardwired to the internet via a cable,
people are more frequently interacting with (and through) mobile devices and
wireless networks. On sidewalks, in lobbies, across parks and public squares,
on buses, subways, and commuter trains, the mobile citizen constantly negotiates between virtual information networks and the actual, infinitely variegated
attractions of the contemporary city.
In these wirelessly interconnected environments, so-called location-based
information services are becoming increasingly common. These services provide
information customised to one’s location in physical space. Examples include
on-board navigation systems in automobiles, context-aware audio walking tours
accessed via mobile phones, or electronic city guides that provide information to
a handheld PDA, detailing various attractions or amenities located within
walking distance. These services all depend on a form of infrastructure that
determines the physical location of the mobile device and provides the service
with the coordinates needed to tailor and deliver its information.

5 Proliferation of WiFi access points:
New York.

6 TSG client interface.
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7 TSG concept diagram: interaction model.

Toward a Propa gative Urbanism
To the extent that media conglomerates and federal agencies are responsible for
developing these new infrastructures, we can expect to see new practices of
consumption and surveillance gain momentum. The current power struggle over
file-sharing, copy-protection, and regulation of the wireless spectrum highlights
the dilemma. To what degree will technology users be empowered to share,
participate, and create using these infrastructures? To what degree will their
power be limited to consumption?
The TSG Toolkit is a parasitic technology. It feeds on the propagation of WiFi
access points in urban environments as a free, ready-made, locative infrastructure
for cultivating community sound gardens. Access points producing the WiFi
signals used to determine the location of a participant may be open or encrypted,
and need not be owned by those deploying the TSG system. As the hardware
component of the infrastructure is tied to the propagation of WiFi networks, the
extent of the gardens is cast in a parasitical relationship to that of a specific
wireless protocol. Where the presence of WiFi access is limited, gardens may
simply consist of ‘plantings’ along a sidewalk. Where a local density of nodes
exists, gardens potentially take the scale of a neighborhood. In cities where WiFi
networks are ubiquitous, gardens would extend throughout the entire city.

1. J. Martin Corbett, “Sound Organization: A Brief History of Psychosonic Management Ephemera,”
http://www.ephemeraweb.org, 3(4)
2. Michael Bull, Sounding Out the City: Personal Stereos and the Management of Everyday Life
(Oxford: Berg, 2000)
3. Howard Rheingold, Smart Mobs: The Next Social Revolution (New York: Basic Books, 2003), xii.
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1 Paper Sculpture for Sound Installation Möbius 19566591.71717222
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Get Out of the Room, Get Into the Head:
Headphones and Acoustic Phenomenology
Charles Stankievech
Concordia University

“…Get out of my mind. Get out of the room. Get out of my mind. Get
out of the room … ”
Bruce Nauman

When we use the term phenomenology we think of our experience of the
surrounding environment, but can there also be a phenomenology of the interior?
And if so, what would it sound like? Roland Barthes suggests we perhaps lack this
phenomenology, while Bruce Nauman seems to touch upon a certain instinctive
prohibition that runs deep in our nervous system with his sound installation
Get out of this room, Get out of my mind.1 Listening to today’s legion of disembodied voices issuing from radios, iPods, parabolic speakers, multi-channel
soundfields, etc, where does our subjectivity begin and end; in other words, what
is our inside and what is our outside? Where should we set the ‘brackets’ of our
phenomenological <epoche>? 2 As a temporary strategy, shall we play deaf to
‘Descartes’ Error’ and choose the intuitive as a starting place? Or shall we set our
brackets at the perimeter of our heads, at the ears?
Forgetting for a moment that hearing is a whole body experience and not just
conducted through the ears, what specific role does hearing play in developing a
phenomenology of interiority? Particularly, in continuing the trajectory of listening
first established by the medical stethoscope, what role do headphones play not only
in shaping our acoustic perception of the world but also the spatial organisation of

strongest critiques comes from Merleau-Ponty’s elegant reworking of Husserl’s
notion of phenomenology, where the starting point is the subject, described as an
entity embodied in the external world of the everyday. In this context, the term
‘interior’ itself becomes a pejorative. As both Barthes and Merleau-Ponty point
out, interiority is partly borne out of a historical and religious sense of being
rooted in Christian mystical language such as St Augustine’s “interiore homine.”
Merleau-Ponty, even more so than Barthes, finds fault with Augustine’s conception:
“Truth does not ‘inhabit’ only the ‘inner man’, or more accurately, there is no
inner man, man is in the world, and only in the world does he know himself.”3
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our subjectivity? In the twenty-first century, Bruce Nauman may be crying for us to
get out of his mind, but several sound artists want more and more to get into our
heads. What matters is not only what they’re saying, but how they’re saying it.
From the twentieth century onward, the concept of ‘interiority’ has been
treated with suspicion in certain areas of the sciences and philosophy. One of the
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But interiority is not solely the product of religion nor a derelict relic of it. Instead
of conceptualising ‘interiority’ as a mystical utopia, or non-place, what does it mean
when we think of interiority in either a Cartesian or even perhaps non-Euclidian
sense? Our first step lies in considering what it means to conceive of space that is
not necessarily out in the world but in one’s head. I am not referring here to what
the ‘mind’s eye’ sees, but rather the spatial possibility of ‘in-head’ acoustics.
A modern technological prosthetic, headphones quite literally bracket the
world for the individual’s precise reception and analysis of sound. It is here then
that a focused investigation of a phenomenology of interiority can occur.
The closest technology to the headphone is that of the stereo stethoscope,
which deserves a mention for its creation of the technique of listening that
continues in the technology of headphones – specifically the techniques of isolation
and amplification.4 But while the stereo stethoscope allows for a transposition of
a real space onto an imaginary space (from heart chamber to headspace), headphones allow for the creative manipulation of any kind of sound – from natural to
technical to musical – to create imaginary spaces within another imaginary space.
There are three requirements necessary to maintain the experience first
established by stethoscope audition – the ‘space between the ears’: first, an
identical sound source is presented to both ears at the same volume levels
(inter-aural amplitude difference); second, an absence of any temporal delay in
perceiving the sound event between the ears (inter-aural time difference); and
third, a lack of the cross-talk and phasing present with loudspeakers. Because
sound enters directly into the ear canal when using headphones, normal Head
Related Transform Functions (HRTFs) are bypassed. Combined, these three
specifications allow for a sound event which places a ‘sound mass’ (Varèse) inside
the head. It should be noted that this type of listening was the typical experience
available until the invention of the stereo headphone (usually attributed to Koss in
1958). In contrast, it is the norm today that stereo headphones playing binaural
recordings, M-S stereo recordings, or ambisonic recordings create a 3D impression
that accurately replicates an exterior perception of the world. In turn, it is the juxtaposition of these two modes of listening – in-head spatialisation and exterior stereo
soundfields – which best reveals the peculiarity and effects of ‘in-head’ positioning.
One pair of artists who use lo-fi techniques to create remarkable results is
Janet Cardiff and George Miller.5 They use binaural recording for their
‘audiowalks’ to create a realistic immersive environment that is then toyed with
using film noir tactics. Echoing the soundscape works of the 1970s,6 Cardiff and
Miller’s listeners wear a pair of headphones with a pre-recorded soundtrack
synchronised to a route he or she is supposed to tour. Deceptively simple looking,
Cardiff and Miller’s audiowalks support William Gibson’s claim that Walkmans are
the most effective virtual reality device invented thus far.7 By using headphones,
Cardiff and Miller’s work reveals the ambiguous line between the subject’s exterior
and interior. In contrast to everyday life, the listener enters a hybrid reality where
they are given a dramatic role to play, which is directly interpellated into their
mind by the instructional voice of ‘Janet’.
Of ultimate importance to the success of their work is the spatial quality of
Janet’s voice, which is different from the rest of the binaural recording of the
soundscape. Her voice is recorded in mono, very close to the microphone. In
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2 Klein Bottle

contrast to the binaural soundscape, Janet’s voice feels like it speaks not just
from within the soundscape, but from within the listener’s own body. The relation
between the exterior and interior is understood in light of the psychoanalyst
Jacques Lacan’s neologism ‘l’extimité’. Developed in the later phase of his writing,
the idea of l’extimité combines exteriority and intimacy: “[S]omething [which is]
strange to me, although it is at the heart of me.”8 This description could be used
to describe the general experience of listening with headphones, but listening to a
phantom voice with headphones (‘phone’ being Greek for voice) is the ideal
example of l’extimité. The subject listens from that impossible space that links the
exterior with the interior like a Möbius loop or Klein bottle: the outside is on the
inside for the listener. (image 1) The difference between contained and container
slides, as does the difference between I and Thou. Janet’s words command me to
listen, and touched by a phantom intimacy, I do, confessing with the words of
Roland Barthes, “The Other collects [her] whole body in [her] voice and
announces that I am collecting all of myself in my ear.”9
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Structured Growth and Grown Structures

Maja Kuzmanovic and Nik Gaffney
FoAM

Anything living or growing – from spore, to fruit, to soil, to compost – experiences
constant pressure to transform. Similarly, the will to improve our living conditions,
extend our lives, or even create a piece of music, involves coercing certain
changes in the environment. Technology currently meets this pressure through a
pattern of obsolescence and incremental upgrades, guided by a logic of novelty
and reinvention. In contrast to living systems, our technological growth rarely
involves cyclical processes; new technologies don't often feed on the detritus of
the obsolete.
As people living in highly technological societies, it is our responsibility to
maintain a balance between the needs of living environments and the requirements of their ‘cultured’ inhabitants. This can include improving the condition of
the environment, developing ‘greener’ technologies, adapting our lifestyles to
minimise environmental impact, or affecting people's perceptions by raising
awareness through engaging media and art works (from film to games to graffiti).
We attempt to maintain this balance between nature and culture by propagating grown structures and encouraging structured growth, blending the biological
with the artificial and simulated. Grown structures can be seen in the patches
of wilderness on the periphery of ruined or abandoned architecture, or even
architecture that is still inhabited but kept slightly unsterile. These structures
thrive in such quiet spaces and, over time, come to overtake them. The structuring
of growth, on the other hand, pulls such wilderness back toward intentionally built
forms like arches, domes, and gardens. Structured growth consists of pushing,
twisting, tangling, and untangling the active and the potential, rarely attempting
to control and restrict, but rather to influence and guide.

Transformation and responsivity
Aspects of FoAM's research address the capacity for growth and transformation
in natural and artificial worlds. As part of our exploration into these processes,
we construct situations, often categorised as ‘responsive environments’. By this,
we refer to technologically enhanced spaces, which facilitate playful explorations
of physical and digital surroundings as well as fluid dialogues between people,
materials, and media. In such environments, transformation occurs in both digital
media and physical structures in response to activities occurring within or around
them. We contrast the aesthetics of the designed with the often surprising, at
times monstrous, beauty of the grown. Sometimes this growth is simulated,
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1 Entangled growth in a
responsive environment.
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sprayed across buildings and other forms of architecture as computer generated
images and sounds. Other times we grow biological environments, looking for
favourable technological or artistic symbionts.
Whether natural or simulated, responsive systems grow and change over
time, influenced by their internal processes and interactions with their inhabitants.
Designing for such systems or environments is closely linked with issues of
influence and control, intentionality and co-creation. Designers influence the initial
forms, but the ways the worlds morph depend on myriad factors which can never
be fully predicted, shifting the emphasis of design from objects to processes. It is
this sense of surprise and spontaneity we seek in our works. We can never be
certain if these spaces will descend into meaningless chaos, become mere
wall-paper, or give rise to bizarre jungles of incomprehensible forms.
What influence does an environment have on the morphology of its forms?
What conditions are required for a responsive space to grow in interesting ways
and how can it gracefully decay? How can people's actions be translated into
processes able to change an environment? Such questions demand real-world
tests, technological and architectural models, as well as committed human
participants. In an attempt to find some answers, we have developed two parallel
yet interconnected initiatives: the t* series and groWorld.

t* series
t* series (2000-2005) involved creating and publicly experimenting with three
distinct groups of responsive environments: TGarden, txOom, and trg. These
environments were immersive hybrid realities presented as fictional play-spaces.
They were designed for the full-body interaction of human participants with ‘irreal’
responsive worlds. Movements were translated into changes in the environments’
media. Discrete gestures, for instance, would cause local ‘disturbances’; the
accumulated actions of larger groups would over time cause slow changes in the
atmosphere. As in a natural eco-system, localised events may have an effect on
wider growth patterns.
The explicit transformations inside these spaces are primarily simulated,
guided by the dynamics of mutating visual, sonic, and tactile stimuli defined by
the software and hardware. We designed several models to guide these dynamics,
ranging from a state-space to a simplex model with explicitly inscribed ‘scenes’ to
an implicit model of dynamic forces. In testing these models during public
presentations, the simplest seemed to behave best. However, we have not yet
been able to set up the environments for an extended period, where we expect
the more intricate models would become more interesting.
The changes in social atmosphere during an experience – an individual
explorer playing the space as an instrument; a small group of friends rushing
through the space, flooding it with speckled light; children digging through
patterns of sound, telling unexpected stories – implicitly change the environment,
often in unexpected ways. We found that both explicit and hinted transformations
are required for a responsive environment to feel ‘life-like’. (image 2)

3 groWorld’s speculative HPI
(human-plant interface)
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GroWorld: Sym-Bio-Sys
Although similarly motivated by a tension between the constructed and the
evolved, groWorld (2000- ) takes a different approach. It focuses on biological
growth, which occurs slightly out of reach of human control, able to inspire more
responsive (and perhaps responsible) forms of design, engineering, and social
organisation. More specifically, with its three strands, ‘Sym-’, ‘-Bio-’, and ‘-Sys’,

technologies without losing the advantages they provide. We are interested in the
development of sustainable or self-sufficient technologies able to power, sense, or
activate our surroundings. With ‘-Sys’, we aim to develop machines that are more
life-like, rather than reducing life to a mechanised existence. (image 4)
As a long term initiative, we hope the guiding principles of groWorld will help
create ideas applicable to both natural and artificial environments.

Conclusion
Seeing growth and transformation as an essential part of the creative process may
change methods of producing, presenting, and reflecting on art, influencing not
only the artists and technologists involved, but also having a strong effect on the
audiences. As artistic endeavours move away from producing immutable objects
toward becoming dynamic, fluid worlds, experiencing them necessarily moves from
observation to participation. With participation comes responsibility, communication,
as well as the understanding of people's mutual influence on each other and
their surroundings.

Related papers
http://fo.am/publications/Human_Scale_Systems_2005.pdf
http://fo.am/publications/Transient_patchiness.pdf

Project pages
http://fo.am/trg/
http://fo.am/txoom/
http://fo.am/tgarden/
http://fo.am/groworld/
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4 ‘Seedballing’

groWorld attempts to introduce its seeds into media arts and technologies, tackling
environmental issues from biological, cultural, and technological angles. (image 3)
The ‘Sym-’ strand, inspired by the robustness and sustainability of eco-systems,
attempts to translate the adaptive, diverse, and charismatic qualities of ecological
forms and processes into the design of materials, media, and architecture.
The '-Bio-' strand plants its seeds in the form of tiny urban gardens. Following
Masanobu Fukuoka's principles of natural farming (‘seedballing’), native seeds
are planted in the cracks between built forms – de-activated spaces, empty lots,
unused alleyways, rooftops, waste-dumps. In a few years, we should see the
beginnings of a network of public gardens in which we can dwell, eat, study, play,
or perform. ‘-Sys’ looks at reducing the ecological footprint of existing and emerging
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1 The trajets installation merging with the visual imagery forms one of the layers of passus.
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passus: : A Choreographic System for
Kinaesthetic Responsivity
Susan Kozel and Gretchen Schiller

“There are many forms of architectural practice,” is the argument used
by architects to defend architectural design that does not culminate in
the construction of a structure, “it can stand instead as a text to be
read.” Dagmar Richter cites Helene Cixous, urging us “to write oneself
into a world” that differs from the one that exists1

What if we were to move ourselves into a world?
The passus research process began with moving ourselves into a world, letting
kinaesthetic ebbs, flows, shapes, and impulses be the motivation for questioning,
and for the construction of an open and responsive system for shared kinaesthetic
experience. Architecture, as we refer to it in this paper, refers to fluid structures of
conceptual enquiry as well as responsive installations. It is impossible to separate
the two, they are like shadows of each other, a sub-structure to a supra-structure,
always changing roles.

trajets, pas, passus

The architecture of passus is social and interactive; it integrates bodies,
video, screens, aluminum, and software and hardware. The physical bodies are
those of the participants, who wander through a forest of screens, and dancers,
dissolved and re-corporealised through video capture, editing, and projection
techniques. The 21 screens are the organs of the installation, each animated by a
motor which permits it to spiral in both directions. The screens are suspended
from a 13 by 16 metre structure which frames the immersive experience, and the
software is custom written, allowing the layers of the experience to be choreographed. A custom built pressure sensitive floor locates visitors on an x-y grid; the
software conveys their position to screens near to them, and instructs the screens
to move. The video projections respond to the visitors’ locations, incorporating
them into a visual-physical choreography. The result is a continuous and varying
relationship between the body and the responsive environment.
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trajets is the title of the first iteration of the installation2 pas is its means of
unfolding, reflecting the fertile space of what the installation is not (pas), at the
same time as the steps (pas) taken by people in the installation. Finally, passus is
the term we use to refer to the research into technological, human, and visual
interaction. passus is the choreographic system. (image 1)
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Just as there are many forms of architectural practice, there are many modes
of responsivity. We respond to people, structures, animals and inanimate objects.
Less tangible elements enter into the relationship of responsivity too, for it is
impossible not to respond to memory, imagination, or the thickness of space.
passus extends the original responsive nature of trajets by exploring new
possibilities of ‘kinaesthetic inscription’ and manipulating the texture and speed of
projections in real time.3 The passus software receives data from the floor sensing
system and determines the behaviour of the screens and imagery according to a
set of open algorithms. This complex, multi-layered system is neither fully scripted
nor random. There is a continual flow of movement across screen behaviour,
physical trajectories, and the projected imagery. “Differing degrees of gravity” are
brought into being by the creative tensions between screen behaviour and image
flow, between people and image texture; these are embodiments of the “qualitative relations between particularities of matter” through which there emerges “a
multiplicity of potential architectural gravities.”3 It is not necessary to resort to
virtual domains to immerse oneself in different gravities; the multiplicity of kinaesthetic qualities is, when one is in the midst of it, itself a multiplicity of gravities.
(image 2)

Movement mapping
Movement mapping, defined as the interpretation, extrapolation, and inscription
of spatio-temporal corporeal existence, has a history across different arts and
technologies. Marey, Muybridge, Feuillet, Laban (and others) facilitated the
perception and memory of movement by developing distinct mapping techniques.
passus expands upon the basic functions of the sensing system by integrating
techniques for mapping movement over time. The kinaesthetic awareness and
movement play of the visitors (action-reaction, surprise, duets, trios, and groupings) are translated through 2D and 3D visualisation techniques, which double as
aide-memoires of a pattern of movement in a particular context. Projected into
other locations, these mappings serve as a sort of prologue and/or epilogue to the
public’s experience within the installation. The responsive stories began before we
arrived, and they will continue after we leave. Reflecting contemporary
approaches to architecture that reject the possibility of starting with a tabula rasa,
we facilitate the desire to inherit traces. Citing Richter once more, “The question
is how to inherit traces rather than to deny that they exist.”5 This inheritance is not
a disembodied narrative from long ago, it is lived, corporeal experience.

The responsive space of skin and flesh
The first conceptual and architectural sketches for the installation’s environment
reflect an early desire for the entire space to stretch, breathe, and morph. The
dominant metaphor was of stepping into internal organs, or of entering a space
that was thick with flesh. The array, or forest, of responsive screens that became
the form for trajets transposed these concepts into a more manageable architectural form, while maintaining their integrity.
The trajets screens act as the skin or nodes within the flesh of the installation.
Skin, as the body’s largest organ, receives the imprint of the world and in turn is a
filter for projecting the self outward, but equating skin with the 2D and flesh with

2 The responsive environment.
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kinaesthetic quality coincide with shifts in the nature of responsivity. Trajectories
are not uniform, nor are they predictable. Some interactive principles can be
programmed or choreographed, but the fundamental richness of interactive
systems is their unpredictability, both in terms of how people respond to what
they are offered and how the environment responds to them. In a corporeal
sense, responsive architectures provide a framework for us to move ourselves into
a world.
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1. Dagmar Richter, The Architect: Reconstructing Her Practice (Cambridge, Mass: the MIT Press,
1998), 98-9.
2. trajets was developed as a co-commission with the Banff Centre in 2000. It was created by a
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3 Skin of people and skin of screens as
choreographed by the passus system.

3D is too simplistic. Skin bleeds outward, physically and metaphorically; flesh is
not simply mass. “Why should our bodies end at the skin or include at best other
beings encapsulated by skin?”6 When I confront a screen I see its patterns of light
shift, I notice its blemishes and the weave of its composition, and I see my own
shadow or the shadow of another as it glances across the moving surface. My
perception is never inert; the skin opens itself up to being seen and to receiving
traces. Some traces remain, some slowly fade; skin has its own temporality,
capable of registering rapid changes and subject to the slow, wearing signs of
age, or the softening effect of a lingering caress. The screens/skins move as with
the memory of caresses or traces of people. As a region of contact between
people and things, skin can be touched even without an actual physical stroke.
The brush of the screen turning, swirling the air, rife with intention, is a motion
that affects the whole. Once this ‘in between space’ between skins is acknowledged, we are in the space of flesh.7 (image 3)
A kinaesthetic response occurs when we let ourselves be interrupted by the
screens, stilled by the imagery, or compelled to run through the space and roll on
the floor. There is a sense that we have an impact on the system, however
oblique. The movement trajectories and patterns of response encompass a
rhythmic structure of lags, motions, speeds, and affective qualities. Shifts in
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1 A sample image from the archive: ‘Murder and suicide, Strathfield, Sydney 1948 – NSW Police’.
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Bystander – A Responsive, Immersive
‘Spirit World’ Environment for Multiple Users
Kate Richards, with Dr Ross Gibson and Lian Loke
Sparke Media

In 1998 Ross Gibson and Kate Richards began collaborating on a suite of works,
collectively called Life After Wartime. In a range of different media, the suite
responds to an archive of crime scene photographs from Sydney, 1945-60.
Conserved by the Justice and Police Museum, the photographs are now the
property of the New South Wales Police. The photographs offer glimpses of life
and death in a Sydney of fifty years ago, a world of folly, mendacity, and nobility
with echoes in our own time. (image 1)
Over the decades, before coming into the safekeeping of the museum, the
collection suffered from floods, relocations, and police filing practices. As a result,
many of the records are incomplete. What remains consists largely of the
2 Bystander screen capture, showing 2
screen output (2006).

pictures, plus some notes originally jotted on envelopes protecting negatives: the
name of a police photographer, the date of documentation, and the nature and
location of the case being investigated. This leaves these records open to all

3 Bystander screen capture, showing the
particle animation ‘flock’ (2006).

‘non-matter’, is thus manipulated, folded, compressed, and expanded. Its flow
can be animated, made to swarm, flock, stagger, rest still, disperse, and recollect
itself. The data mass can behave as one, but because it is comprised of individual
components, each component has the capacity to exhibit its own behaviour. Thus
‘emergence’: pattern formation, recursive effect, complex and unexpected behaviours, densities, and sparseness emerge from simple rules both extracted from
and applied to the data, photos, and text in the LAW database.
Bystander is a seven metre wide pentagonal room comprised of five projection
screens and surround sound audio which can accommodate up to 12 visitors at a
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manner of fictive and poetic interpretation.
To date there have been six projects in the suite: Crime Scene, a photographic and multimedia exhibition; the Life After Wartime CD-ROM; Darkness
Loiters, an interactive exhibition; the Street X-Rays installation; Life After Wartime
live with The Necks; and Bystander. The projects respond to the 3,000 crime
scene images in the archive with over a thousand texts by Ross Gibson and
hundreds of sound files by Greg White and Chris Abrahams. Each project in the
Life After Wartime suite uses different strategies and media to draw particular
user or audience reactions. All projects in the suite exhibit ‘emergent behaviours’,
complex narrative, aesthetic, and semantic patterns that emerge out of the
simple, elegant rules of the interface that governs the work.
LAW suite regards the archive as a database. Each image and text has up to
25 ‘metatags’, which are used to create clusters of content. These clusters can be
organised by metanarrative threads or tone or gravitational pull. Digital data, this
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4 Bystander screen capture, showing a display of image and text content (2006).

time. Within the room, a ‘spirit world’ of images, texts, and sounds composes itself
in response to the visitors’ movement, mass, and attentiveness. Once inhabited,
the room brings to life Sydney’s haunted past as audiovisual narratives evolve
endlessly but cogently in response to the reactions of the visitors. (image 2)
The central premise of Bystander is that the more quiet and attentive the
audience, the more aesthetically and narratively coherent the ‘world’. Visitors gain
the ‘trust’ of the space through their attentiveness and are thus brought into its
intimate choreography to observe a complex narrative matrix. The result is a
sensual kinaesthetic display combining photographic and textual material to
create an intriguing, complex metanarrative played out on the streets of a blustery
harbourside town. To enter the space is to witness fragments of multiple Sydney
histories being played out simultaneously. It is a shift from territorial, tangible, and
object-oriented museology to an interactive ecology of flux, emergent behaviours,
and disturbances.
Bystander is an immersive environment that is both interface and display
surface. The rules and parameters of the ‘world’ enable audiences to create the
narratives, aesthetics, semantic sense, and choreography of the performances they
experience. For visitors, Bystander comprises three elements. The most kinaesthetic
is a sensual flock of animated particles in constant motion. The flock responds
to audience data quickly, becoming agitated, compressed, and erratic as the
audience is disturbed. The second element is the text and image clusters that the
flock reveals as it traverses the virtual space. The way in which Bystander calls up
content from the LAW database depends on individual metatags and their relation
to the whole, the design of which is still evolving and easily tweakable. (image 3)
Bystander is written in C++, and also uses MaxMSP and Jitter. Data on the
behaviour of the audience is collected by a firewire camera, captured in Eyes
Web, and then fed into the program’s parameters. Images, texts, and combinations
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•

•

richardsk01: A sample image from the archive: ‘Murder and suicide,
Strathfield, Sydney 1948 – NSW Police’.
richardsk02; Bystander screen capture, showing 2 screen output
(2006).
richardsk03; Bystander screen capture, showing the particle animation ‘flock’ (2006).
richardsk04: Bystander screen capture, showing a display of image
and text content (2006).
richardsk05: Bystander prototyping session, Sydney (2005).
richardsk06: Bystander metadesign techniques, IDWoP (2005).
richardsk07: An example of a movement scheme in Laban notation,
IDWoP (2005).

Non-interactive video mock ups: devised in various environments, these single
channel projections are used to explore the scale and timing of the system.
Rapid prototyping of single and multiple screen versions: these important
milestones enabled full team feedback sessions.

•

Iterative design and agile programming: a modular approach to ground-up
(rather than top-down) coding culminating in a front-end property manager
for artists to customise the project to each site.

•

Laban movement theory and live interactive user scenarios: using choreographic
notation to create user scripts that can be played out live in the prototyping
environment. (image 7)

The teams: Bystander is Dr Ross Gibson, Kate Richards, Aaron Seymour,
Daniel Heckenberg, Greg White, Jon Drummond, Tim Gruchy; IDWoP is Dr Toni
Robertson, Lian Loke, Dr Tim Mansfield, and post-doctoral volunteers.

Captions:
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thereof arise from the world rules, the stage of the timeline, metatagging, and the
world state as determined by audience data. The third component of Bystander is
the audio, which is a real-time atmosphere generated, again, by the world state
and rules; flock sound, which is generated from atmospheric tracks and spatial
data; and musical ‘stings’ which accompany each cluster of images and texts
revealed by the flock. (image 4)
Artists Gibson and Richards took the Bystander concept to Toni Robertson
at the Interaction Design and Work Practice Lab (IDWoP) at the University of
Technology Sydney. The primary role of the lab was to identify and implement
user-centred design techniques to devise a ‘metadesign’ approach to producing
a multi-user, immersive environment.
The Bystander concept was begun and completed in 2004 and implemented
in 2005. Its evolution was documented in texts, audio interviews, 3D models,
schematics, and interactive and non-interactive visual models. Transforming the
artistic vision into the final design depended heavily on software and hardware
development. (image 5) Rapid prototyping and iterative metadesign were both
crucial to the creative process and extensive research was done in those areas.
During 2004 we had several single or multi-channel, non-interactive and interactive
models working. Four times in 2005 we did full or partial installation sessions,
lasting four to five days each. These installation sessions allowed us to work on
the project in its true scale, do extensive testing, debugging, and network troubleshooting, and explore the final design possibilities for the Bystander installation.
Several ‘straw man’ models for the software and hardware were tested with
the results leading us to a viable installation design making use of interdisciplinary
synergy between media art, computer science, user-centred design, and installation
engineering and design. (image 6)
The user-centred design tools and techniques used by IDWoP and the LAW
team are:
•
User research, personas and user scenarios: the artists worked with
Robertson and her team to devise visitor personas; these are then played out
with various prototypes to assess useability and effect on the visitor.
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4 Covering the Dome, part of the dome-raising process.
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DomeWorks: Perception, Reflection, and
Projection in the Dome of Consciousness
Diana Reed Slattery
Director, DomeWorks

3 Dome performance, An Auricle’s Oracle,
Atlantic Center for the Arts, July, 2005.

altered by psilocybin, LSD, and mescaline, and his introduction of humanistic
interpretative contexts to the analysis of consciousness, is itself a model of
interdisciplinary understanding. He writes:
“Little did I realize when my cartography of the ecstatic and meditative
states was published in Science that my model of the universe of experience – shaped elliptically like an amphitheatre – was a scientifically
updated representation of the Memory Theatre of Giulio Camillo. Since
then I have re-modeled the shape of my model. It is circular now like
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1 LiveGlide image from Mahakala,
a DomeWorks performance.

DomeWorks is a visual and sound artist and technologist collaborative, creating
and performing experimental media works for domed or dome-like spaces. We
build hardware and software tools for technological, scientific, educational, and
aesthetic experiments in what we call ‘wraparound’ realities. (image 3)
The ‘dome environment’, which includes a hemispheric projection surface,
hemispheric projector, and surround sound, simulates the biological and psychological processes involved in conscious experience. Inside the dome, we project
outward from an inner space, making explicit the evanescent inputs, reflections,
projections, and perceptions that create our experience of reality.
By loosening our forward gaze (for instance, onto the flat framed rectangles of
the TV, cinema, or computer screen), DomeWorks extends both sight and sound
to a 3600, edgeless environment, exploring the borders of audibility and visibility,
opacity and transparency, and the protean shapes and qualities that comprise the
aesthetic experience. (image 1) Using EEG (or other) bio-signals to influence the
output of the visual and sonic instruments adds another layer of self-reflection to
the play between perception and projection in the dome.
DomeWorks’ metaphoric underpinnings are found in the archaic past of our
first sacred spaces – the starry dome of the night sky, the caves where we painted
our totem animals and deities and found shelter – and forward in an imagined
future of zero gravity space stations and alien ‘holodecks’. The intensity of these
spaces, coupled with the attraction of complete sensory immersion, creates a
magical environment for artistic events. (image 3)
The dome environment draws inspiration and guidance from the psychologist
Roland Fischer’s ‘revolving stage’ model of a ‘circular continuum of conscious
states’. Stages of hyper- and hypo- sub-cortical arousal correspond to states of the
perception-hallucination continuum on one hand, and the perception-meditation
continuum on the other. Fischer’s scientific work with states of consciousness
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the Memory System of Giordano Bruno and you have to look at it first,
then close your eyes and imagine that the circle is in fact a Mobius
strip. The Mobius strip is a hyperdimensional topological entity that,
when rotated, performs the geodesical operation of circumversion.
Extroverted images on the Mobius strip become introverted and vice
versa; i.e., what was out-sight becomes in-sight and what was in-sight
becomes out-sight. We may now visualize the human program – the
scientific, artistic, literary, religious or esoteric “knowledge already
there” – as being distributed in “inner space” over different levels
of arousal.” 1
The Synchronization Station is a DomeWorks in the planning stages. In it we will
use ‘mind-cap’ EEG sensor signals to influence the visuals and sounds produced
inside the dome and link them with visual descriptions of subjective mind states
as well as images of their neuronal correlates, allowing the user to gain a
complete experience of his or her conscious activity as a flowing performance.
The owner’s manual for the brain is growing more detailed as neuroscience
manages new ways to measure, image, and map the organ electrically,
chemically, magnetically, and surgically. We know a great deal about how the
brain functions under normal conditions. But an understanding of mind, or
consciousness itself, has largely been the domain of art and philosophy. The
point here is not to place the ‘mind’ and ‘brain’ in two different realms but to
demonstrate the differences between science, with its emphasis on the physical
and objective, and the arts, where subjectivity plays a large role. To our mind,
the technologies to observe, train, and master the mind – the instrument of
instruments – are housed in the great spiritual techniques developed since the
dawn of culture: shamanic song, drumming, and pharmacology; Buddhist
meditation, philosophy, and psychology; Hindu yogic technologies, Sufi chant,
and poetry and dance, just to name a few. In some techniques, like chant,
asanas, gesture, and dance, the body and mind are played like an instrument.
These landscapes, events, and states of the inner life are relatively ignored by
western culture and especially western science. ‘First person’ methodologies,
even in the social sciences and psychology, are deemed suspect.
With LiveGlide, an instrument capable of visually translating complex
biofeedback information, we offer the possibility of expressing gestural qualities
that exist in mind-states shifts, the variable sensations of energy flow and
qualities, attentional and intentional shifts, as well as the mercurial flow of
emotions and thoughts. (image 2) Now we would like to demonstrate LiveGlide’s
ability to express a change in the mind-state by displaying visual representations
of signals being sent from the brain. Over time, the user will be able to train the
mind to shift purposefully from state to state in order to create, move, colour,
torque, and texture the images with an increasing degree of control. This section
of DomeWorks is a work-in-progress, intended as an invitation to engineers,
programmers, neuroscientists, psychologists, and other artists who may be
interested in collaboration.
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2 LiveGlide image from Lear, a DomeWorks performance.
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HybGrid

Jordi Truco Calbet
Partner, HYBRIDa

The HybGrid research project was started at the Architecture Association’s
Emergent Technologies and Design March graduate program as a design dissertation, and for the past two years HYBRIDa, an architecture research studio, has
been developing the project and finding resources to implement the research.
HYBRIDa is largely involved in exploring new design technologies, materials, and
data driven production, as well as designing with computation systems that use
parametric and associative software. This year the studio was awarded an Arts
and Science Research Fellowship by the Arts & Humanities Research Board, Arts
Council England, and the Scottish Arts Council to develop phase two of HybGrid.
This project is an example of real time responsive architecture, and for it we
# Caption Title
Caption text

are developing a dynamic and adaptable structure by exploring digital and physical geometry prototypes. (Phase 01_2, Phase 01_4, Phase 01_5) We are
conducting this project in collaboration with a number of university departments
and private companies across Europe, each of which is researching and developing different aspects of the HybGrid.1 The main areas of the research involve
control engendering, mechanical engineering as applied to motion, architectural
design, and material technologies. HYBRIDa Studio is leading the project, organising the research strategies, and setting up the architectonical design team.
The aim of the project is to design a system/process able to generate multiple and
non-predetermined shapes. For this it was necessary to design a physical system
(phenotype) able to shape articulation and a digital parametric system (genotype)
linking the multiple spatial necessities to their multiple formalisations.
Phenotype: The physical system bases its formal articulation on the property
of elastic deformation. (Phase 01_1) As biomimetic engineering has demonstrated, this kind of deformation increases the possibilities for shaping materials
in a simple and economical way as well as maintains their endurance properties,
which are characteristic of material continuity. This is not a mechanical system

The physical system is based on a grid made up of threes of pre-shaped
fibre-composite strips that run continuously in order to achieve the necessary
level of inertia without extra-stressing the material.
The production method is simple. There doesn’t exist any differentiation in
the physical conformation of the grid during the production process. Instead, the
system can later generate formal and structural differentiation by changing the
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performing via universal joints; instead, it is based on the elastic properties of
materials such us polymers and fibre-composites, which have optimised
elastic/resistance capacities.
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relative distances between these strips. These distances can easily change thanks
to the use of elements placed between strip and strip. We call these elements
‘actuators’. They have four positions – A, B, C, and D – that define the four
different distances between strips. The local manipulation of each actuator
causes, as in all emergent systems, a change in the structure’s overall shape.
Genotype: The different programmatic and spatial necessities are transferred
to the phenotype by means of parametric control.
The design of the system includes the design of a plug-in in which the limits,
laws, and ranges of the system are parametrically introduced (maximum and
minimum curvature radii at a local and a global level). Through this plug-in we are
able to design the global configuration and dictate the size and location of the
required spaces. (Phase 01_7) Once these spaces are digitally defined, the plugin calculates and transfers its required local position to each actuator, for example
if the actuator labelled ‘90 A’ should be on position A, B, C, or D.
We have designed a complex system able to adapt to multiple requirements
thanks to the fact that it works by means of extremely simple laws based on an
algorithm that uses combinations of the four positions actuator positions. (Phase
02_1, Phase 02_2, Phase 02_3)
Within this framework, the form of the artefact is no longer the product of the
personal and unidirectional view of the architect, but is directly informed by the
system. The design process of such a system requires collaboration across disciplines and has become a catalyst for sharing information between the fields of
architectural design, material engineering, structural engineering, and software
programming. The system generates shape, and each generated shape is
different depending on special requirements.

# Caption title
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The notion of form-finding doesn’t stop in the construction phase but
continues in the evolution of the building. It is specifically in regards to the latter
that we are trying to expand the traditional idea of form-finding into a dynamic
idea.
In conclusion, we are not interested in the design of the global object, we are
interested in designing from the component, from the local and observing its
possibilities: analysing what new and unexpected potentials arise and when one
component relates to other components, testing them in different environments,
and forming configurations based on the addition and superimposition of different
actions from multiple micro-components.
We are witnesses to a global manipulation by the local. As such, it is natural
that we design systems instead of artefacts, where the final result is not a unique
object, but a generative system able to reconfigure shapes with one or more equilibrium positions. To us there is no dichotomy between form-finding and form
adaptation. Form generation does not stop in the creation of the artefact but
remains a potential of the work as long as it exists. (Phase 02_3, Phase 02_6)

References
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HybGrid are: The University of Reading, School of construction Managment
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and Engineering, Centre for Biomimetics, UK; Universitat Politecnica de
Girona (UDG), Spain; UDG - CIMEP, Centre per a la Innovaciò en Materials
Estructures i Processos, UDG - eXit, Departament d' Enginyeria de
Control_Sistemas Intel.ligents; ESARQ_UIC, Universitat Internacional de
Catalunya; INGENIA, centre d’aplicacions i tecnologies.
Captions
Phase 01_1
The relation between the curvature of the system and vertical member length.
Phase 01_2
Architectural Association’s end of year exhibition. A digital parametric prototype. Curvature analyses
of the strips are visible on the table.
Phase 01_3
Architectural Association’s end of year exhibition. 1:4 scale prototype.
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Phase 01_4
Architectural Association’s end of year exhibition. 1:4 scale prototype, covered with waterproof latex
membrane.
Phase 01_5
Architectural Association’s end of year exhibition. 1:4 scale prototype, covered with waterproof latex
membrane.
Phase 01_6
Possible future full-scale digital prototype. Three combined layered system.

Phase 02_1
Digital curve modifier.
Phase 02_2
A sequence of the different surface articulations of the system, produced by the manipulation of the
radii and position of the circle.
# Caption title
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Phase 02_3
Associative converter parameter toolbar by ACPTtm.
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Phase 01_7
Associative converter parameters toolbar. Digital simulation of the real time adapting structure.
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1 A small sample of an optimised microstructure fabricated by stereolithography.
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Responsive Material / Responsive Structure

Sean Hanna
Research Engineer
University College London

Visionary designers and fiction writers speculate about a future environment
of nanotechnology and ‘smart dust’, able to create forms in response to external
factors, or with an apparent will of its own. Although the manipulation of
individual molecules on the scale of the nanometre is still firmly in the realm of
science fiction, this talk presents current research that makes this technology a
reality at the scale of the millimetre. Using digital simulation, artificial intelligence,
and rapid prototyping technologies such as stereolithography, the microstructure
of manufactured objects can be made to alter itself at all points in response to
changing external physical loads or have desired dynamic properties, and can
actually learn to improve its performance.

3 Head of the human femur, in section.
The density of cells is greater along
the lines of greatest stress, providing
structure where it is most efficient.

All materials in the world are treated as ‘continuous’ – for instance a bottle
is considered one shaped piece of glass. However everything is composed of
complex internal structures that determine their potentially varying properties:
cellular properties determine a type of wood’s strength, and the variation of one
molecule can mean the difference between a diamond chip and a fleck of
graphite. The interactions involved on these levels are more complex than those
dealt with by classical engineering methods. Since the mid-twentieth century,
however, computer technology has allowed for bottom-up simulation, rather than
top-down analysis. The finite element method, developed in the 1950s by John
Argyris, simulates the complexities of real materials by treating a single volume as
a mesh of many interconnected but discrete elements. Each element can be
analysed individually, as well as in relation to the whole. Finite element methods
are now standard for simulating everything from rigid structures to flexible textiles
and fluid dynamics. However, because structural optimisation calculations
increase exponentially in proportion to an object’s size or complexity, large or very
fine scale systems would be, using the finite element method, incalculable. The
work presented here – the process of simulating a lattice of ‘intelligent’ structural
agents (image 1, image 2) – makes possible the optimisation of large scale
structures with a vast number of parts by giving each element in the simulation
the ability to alter its form locally, in order to change its capacity in response to
global changes in loading.
The construction of the lattice is similar to the growth of naturally self-optimising
materials such as wood or bone. The arrangement of cell walls in a human femur,
for example, (image 3) is denser where the tension or compression would be
greatest, and aligned to the radial lines of force where it connects to the pelvis.
Just as each living cell in these materials is part of a ‘distributed intelligence’,
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2 Close-up image of the structural units.
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4 A population of potential structural units, to be optimised by genetic algorithm.

genetically programmed to take the form best suited to its particular relationship
to other cells, the structural agents themselves also possess a modicum of
‘intelligence’, which is what allows a group of cells to make computations quickly
and efficiently. This intelligence is of two kinds: shared, genetic topologies that
have evolved over many generations, and an ability to change its shape
depending on its position in the growing structure and environment.
Genetic intelligence is simulated in our process in the computational
equivalent of evolution: the genetic algorithm. Where in the bone cell evolution
has designed and coded the cell and its parts as a string of amino acids in DNA,
the genetic algorithm encodes a set of linear structural members that make up
one unit of a space frame as a series of binary zeros and ones, representing the
topological connections of members to one another. The algorithm incorporates
mutations of genetic material, as in nature, so it may ‘breed’ new populations of
possible topologies for a unit of the structure. (image 4) Each version is tested
within a range of conditions to which the material will be exposed, and only the
fittest survive to contribute their genetic material to the next generation. The
overall result is the production of progressively improving units of structure.
Shape-forming intelligence within the individual unit is generated by a
machine-learning algorithm. Artificial neural networks (based on the networks of
the brain) and support vector machines are examples of machine-learning
programs, which learn how to optimise the shape and properties of a structure
according to load it bears because it has been trained using a catalogue of previously optimised structures bearing a range of loads.1 In addition to strength and

5 Each unit in a structural matrix can
alter its geometry based on a machinelearning algorithm. This distributes
structural material where it is required,
as in the example of bone.
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weight, dynamic properties can also be varied among units. Microstructure determines, for instance, a material’s Poisson’s ratio or degree of expansion in one
direction when it is compressed in another. Typically this is a positive ratio, though
certain materials such as cork are useful for having a ratio near zero, and negative
ratios are also possible, in materials that contract on all axes simultaneously.
Expansion and contraction in any axis, as well as asymmetric skew under loading,
can also be varied among structural units within a material. With the ability to
learn from prior examples and therefore know what to do, the structural agents
can intuit their final form without the costly trial-and-error simulations. Creating a
three dimensional matrix of such units gives us the ability to place material only
where it is needed and thereby create the most efficient shape. (image 5)
Such intelligence can also be used to analyse human behaviour, meaning
that in time the environment will respond to us. While less well understood,
social interactions can be handled with similar models of complex systems and
machine-learning, either by simulating a large number of interacting human
agents, each with a limited intelligence, or by axial line analysis,2 which breaks
down continuous space into a series of connected sight lines, like the finite
element method. These methods are already used by architects to simulate crowd
movement in the design of building escape routes. While the intelligence of each
simulated agent is limited, the predicted overall behaviour of a large group is
generally statistically accurate. This data can be learned by the machine-learning
methods discussed earlier and then used in optimisation.3
The new technology can yield objects made of material that can shape itself
at the smallest level, or create an intelligent structure the size of a city. The small
scale manufacturing methods of rapid prototyping have large-scale equivalents in
computer controlled milling and laser cutting, which are now common tools in the
construction industry. Science fiction fantasies of decades past have been
realised in recent architectural projects such as Renzo Piano’s Kansai Airport and
Norman Foster’s West Kowloon canopy, well in excess of one square kilometre
and enclosing entire city neighbourhoods. As such structures become more
massive and complex, approaches to design that make use of machine intelligence
may help to shape our environment on a truly massive scale.
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Moving Structure

Pavel Hladik
Architect

Moving Structure investigates the capacity of material systems to fashion elegant
and effective interactive environments. In particular, it focuses on the configuration of the members of a shape memory alloy (SMA) in an interactive structure
with emergent properties.
This project merges techniques from two specialised fields. One is deployable
structures, which can be folded compactly for delivery and expanded for use.
Well-known examples include tents and umbrellas. There are also deployable
structures in nature, for instance the leaf, which as a bud is folded and expanded
when it grows. When used in construction, these structures allow for space to be
organised efficiently and at low cost. Introducing new ‘intelligent’ materials with
a broad spectrum of use could save considerable amounts of energy and
natural resources.
The second field is that of shape memory alloys (SMA), materials able to
remember certain configurations. The phenomenon was first discovered in an
alloy of copper and zinc in 1938 by the engineers A B Greninger and V G
Mooradian, and received worldwide attention in the 1960s when TiNi SMA,
an alloy of titanium and nickel, was produced by W J Buehler.
Our material system consists of components of SMA spirals composed of
three metals: nickel, titanium, and copper (NiTiCu) that, in trying to find a
position, jostle with each other. (image 3 - Components) The negotiations
between stiff and soft elements, which are differentiated during the ‘work’
phase of the structure, define the overall shape of the component, and these
components could be multiplied to form a larger interactive surface. (image 1 Surface Variations)
Four SMA spirals (spirals naturally enhance the shape memory effect) are
used to form a single unit. The change in shape is induced by heating and
cooling the SMA spirals within a range of 30°C. The SMA used in this project
allows for a restructuring of up to five per cent, though the components’ range of
flexibility, and that of whole structure, depend on the way the units are fitted
together. The cold shape structure is very soft and can be easily moulded under
load pressure whereas the hot shape is more rigid. (image 3 & 4 - Components)
The structure is further stabilised by lock joints and teflon foil, along with ‘strong
strings’ that hold the particles together. Models were used to test possible patterns
for assembling the components. The final result is coded into the SMA through an
annealing treatment.
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5 Mock-up of the final assembly. There
are five parametric law curves that
determine the surface. The structure is
made from plastic stripes.
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2

Components. SMA spirals covered by foil and wrapped in fibres.

The components are assembled to create an electrical circuit with lightweight
conductive fibers, with the NiTiCu spirals serving as resistance wires. A sufficient
quantity of components creates an interactive surface which is controlled by
switching on and off certain electrical circuits. While it is possible to activate
single components, it is more efficient to chain these components together in
order to better control the behaviour of the overall assembly. The shape of the
interactive surface is determined by hot shape ribs, which support the rest of
components, though the reaction of individual spirals can cause an overall,
gradual shift in the form of the assembly.
Our material has the capacity for interactivity, and can be used to create
‘intelligent’ interior divisions or outer walls, or even a small shelter. The proposed
system opens a new discussion into the division of environments and space.
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4 Left: The structure in cold shape is sensitive to external forces, and can easily be stored and transported. Right: The structure in hot shape, plan.
Components are fully extended and rigid.
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3 Geometry of the components – cold shape, hot shape.
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1 frais: Making responsive technologies apparent & socially relevant within a contemporary architecture (2003). It represents the spontaneous
overlaying of new responsive behaviours onto performance spaces.
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Shape Control In Responsive
Architectural Structures
Tristan d’Estrée Sterk
Principal, The Office For Robotic Architectural
Media & Bureau For Responsive Architecture

One cannot understand the relevance of shape control in architecture without
coming to grips with the theoretical and practical position that designers find
themselves in today; shape control provides a series of new technologies and
methods that architects can apply to make the theoretical real.
Theoretical knowledge is the highest type of knowledge used in architecture,
distinct from the knowledge generated by practice. The values that underlie a
significant portion of architectural design today have been shaped by ‘general
system theory’, which, in the 1950s, fundamentally changed the way architects
understood the world, leading them to question previously held concepts of structure, time, reason, and in particular its assumptions about space and people’s

3 frais (2003). This work was done for
The Museum Of The Art Institute Of
Chicago in 2003 as part of the design
of an experimental performance space
over Chicago harbour. The building
responds to occupant use as well as
the environment, changing shape in
response to new conditions.

influence over it. New, more sophisticated models explaining our relationship to
space were leading architects to revaluate the way they designed for people and
the traditional goals of buildings. It is during these developments that ‘feedback’
first became conceived of as an architectural tool. Feedback could be incorporated directly into buildings via the use of responsive systems, which would
enable spaces and people to enter into a dynamic relationship with eachother. By
the mid 1960s general system theory had largely eroded the profession’s adherence to the traditions of modernism and responsive systems were the favourite
topic of the discipline. Unfortunately this movement was short lived; it came to an
end by the mid 1970s as architects struggled to build the computational and
structural systems required to implement their new ideas. By the 1980s ideas for
using responsive systems within buildings had moved from the realm of architecture to the domain of engineering.
Engineering precedents for the use of adaptive structural systems include
such now commonly known systems as mass dampeners, piezoelectric structures, deployable structural systems, and actuated tensegrity systems, the latter
having wide aeronautical, marine, space, and civil engineering applications. Other
types of adaptive structures also exist, with the artist Chuck Hoberman’s Spheres
being one example. Though these precedents are based on engineering methods
(which calculate how particular elements perform in an overall structure, as
opposed to architectural methods, which use general outside-in or inside-out
approaches to design), they form an important part of the practical knowledge
currently available to architects who are developing shape control methods within
their own field.
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2 frais (2003). Performers are encouraged to experiment with and choreograph responsive behaviours into the
building fabrics, enabling buildings
and performers to enter into dialogue
with one another and challenge
existing notions of architecture, art,
and performance.
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4 frais (2003). Six stimuli/response conditions: 1) wind/aerodynamics; 2) and 3) sun/heliotropism as a gradual change; 4) many activities
simultaneously/de-stability of building skin form; 5) motion/temporary instability; 6) static use/stability of form.

The Role Shape Change in Architecture
The role of architecture and our relation to it was perhaps most elegantly
described by Charles Eastman forty years ago: “The ethic of modern design is to
take human activities as given, without constraints, and to create an environment
which maximally supports them.” Today, environmental concerns play a more
important role within design so this focus has shifted slightly. The role of architecture at present can more accurately be described as to support human endeavours while using a minimum of resources throughout the construction and life of a
building. Responsive architectures help us achieve this goal by finding best-fit
formal solutions to user activities and environmental changes. They also help
reduce building mass and energy costs.
Architects have always known that the interior and exterior shapes of a
building are directly related to the way it heats and cools, the way it ventilates, as
well as the way loads are transferred. It is equally clear that structural shape
control possesses enormous potential for producing new classes of buildings that
adjust to the actions of users while expending a minimum of resources. For
example, if a space needs to be heated through a winter night, the height of a
ceiling should be reduced to minimise the energy required to maintain a comfortable temperature within the space, while on a sunny winter morning, raising the
ceiling and having it track the movements of the sun assist direct sunlight in
penetrating and warming a space. If spaces need to be ventilated the same
building envelope should change shape to produce high and low pressure zones
around the building. These pressure zones can be used to encourage higher
ventilation rates though openings, or if the wind is too strong, the building might
reduce its aerodynamic profile to minimise harmful live loads caused by the same

5 frais (2003). A section through the
building envelope with an entry and
egress stair to the water’s surface. The
primary entrance and exit point for the
structure is provided by the continuous
deck that connects to the breakwater
and then the shore of Chicago.
Mechanical actuators are shown in red
and their 500mm extensions are also
marked by a series of red dots. The
skins are made from hot air balloon
fabric that is non-combustible. The
yellow box-like floor plates contain
plug-and-play electrical and network
connections to service the needs of
performers. These patch-panels can
also be connected to the system that
drives the building’s responsive skin.
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7 prototype (2003). Class 3 actuated
tensegrity prototype in motion. To the
left a series of 9 images describing
expansion and contraction, while the
right-most images describe the same
structure’s ability to control lean.

wind. It is here that the building envelope’s role in mediating the relationship
between user comfort and the natural environment becomes most obvious.
Any approach to producing responsive, shape-changing architecture must
consider architectural and engineering knowledge to ensure the structure’s
robustness. Currently, integrated methodologies for controlling changing structural
shapes do not exist and robustness cannot be guaranteed. This means that strategies for integrating architectural and engineering knowledge into a comprehensive
framework are becoming increasingly important. The primary goal of any shared
methodology for designing shape-changing responsive architecture must be to meet
the spatial desires of users as well as safety requirements for correct load transfer,
guaranteeing safe maximum and minimum rigidities. The likely result of this
process will be the development of control systems, which enable several simple
behaviours to be coordinated by larger processes. These processes will be the
result of, and further provide for, methods integrating different types of knowledge.

Conclusion: The New Challenge to Practice

9 filamentosa (2004-). An ultra-lightweight
skyscraper for Chicago. An experimental
project that aims to employ tensegrity
concepts to increase robustness,
minimise mass, reduce embedded
energy, reduce transportation costs,
standardise construction procedures,
and increase a building’s ability to
respond to diverse environmental
conditions. This work is currently
under development.

6

Actuated Tensegrity (2004). A full-scale prototype of an actuated tensegrity structure for use within
a responsive building envelope. This prototype was built from cast aluminum pieces that were first
CAD-CAM rapid prototyped. Each component was designed, built, and manufactured by the author
of this portfolio. The structure is programmable and responds to its surrounding environment. In
the photograph above the structure is not yet clad.
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8 prototype (2003). Class 2 actuated
tensegrity prototype in motion. Depicting
twisting actuation and a change in the
structure’s center of gravity.

Perhaps the most important component within architecture is that of structure.
For over one hundred years architects have been developing structures, building
envelopes, and architectural spaces from a pallet of methodologies that consist of
inside-out and outside-in approaches to design. Engineers have fit more or less
passively into this process. Today this approach to design is proving to be
exhausted and limiting. No better example of this can be found than in the
production of responsive architectures, where structural shape control plays a
major role in a building’s design. New design and control methods are needed to
ensure architects and engineers can guarantee safety and comfort within this
emerging class of buildings. The fundamental nature of these problems will
ensure the future direction of architectural and engineering practices are driven
by how each responds to these common responsibilities.
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1 Schematic cross section of the nasal passages (supported by the bony turbinates or conchae) of small mammals and birds. (b) A house with a
pair of analogous ventilators, through which flows regularly and frequently reverse. Adjusting the fan’s speed and reversal rate will adjust
exchange efficiency, if this is needed.
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So What Would Nature Do?

Steven Vogel
Department of Biology
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708-0338 USA

and specific, to more general and pervasive – examples rather than admonitions…
The first challenge is to ventilate a sealed house in a cold climate with a minimal
loss of expensive heat. Insulation works wonderfully well, but both our bodies and
our appliances produce noxious emanations; the classic solution in nature is a
counter-current (or counterflow) heat exchanger. These allow, for instance, warmblooded birds to keep blood flowing to feet that wade in ice water without
expending energy in a futile attempt to heat the ocean. While counterflow
exchangers receive proper attention in engineering textbooks, they are awkward to
contrive, with two opposing flows in intimate thermal contact, pipes that are
necessarily minute, and intricate manifolds.
However, one variant version in nature holds some promise. A small bird or
desert rodent pulls cold, dry air into warm moist lungs. But from those lungs it
exhales air that is almost as cold as what came in. Its trick depends on brief heat
storage in and on the walls of its respiratory passages – complex channels close
to the wall, channels that are anything but circular in section. (image 1a) Inhaled
air is warmed before getting to the lungs; exhaled air is cooled before leaving
the body.1
Now imagine a sealed house with two such exchangers far from one another,
one equipped with a reversing fan. (image 1b) The exchangers now need only a
single set of pipes and no manifold at all, nothing more complex than parallel
plates or the ‘honeycomb’ material used to reinforce flat surfaces in aircraft and
spacecraft. In a constant-volume sealed house, only a single, periodically
reversing fan is needed to make the exchange work. Note that we have deviated
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Human ingenuity is forever confronting the oppressive wet blanket of tradition.
Looking at non-human ingenuity – the outcomes of evolution – might just provide
a bit of help from time to time by showing us alternatives where they are possible.
That the strict copying of nature has a poor history (despite a widespread
mythology to the contrary) should not discourage us.
If an engineer or architect crosses campus to chat with a biologist, will his or
her time have been usefully invested or wasted? Perhaps a quick trip will yield
nothing, but I want to argue that larger investments in bridging the considerable
cultural divide can pay substantial dividends. We biologists will not have heard of
or thought about damping, convection, elastic moduli, or drag coefficients – our
required courses in physics steered clear of much that matters in the real world –
but we catch on quickly enough if one perseveres and explains.
Consider, then, a series of technological challenges – from small-scale, minor,
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2 (a) Two structural properties, flexural stiffness and torsional stiffness – how they might be measured and expressed.
(b) A daffodil twisting and turning in an increasing wind, traced from the author’s photographs.

considerably from what nature does. No animal bothers with such paired
exchangers since breathing animals are not constant volume systems. Nor
do we expect to use anything close to nature’s muscle-powered, positive
displacement pumps – rotating fans, with no macroscopic living analogue,
would be more appropriate.
Another challenge is how to build tall, light-weight, wind-resistant structures
with small footprints. Trees, flower stems, and feathers all extend outward from
fixed bases, bending like ordinary wind-loaded cantilever beams. We have long
experience and reliable rules for minimising the bending of such a structure. But
nature may have a trick we commonly overlook. As the late James Gordon used to
point out,2 we most often build to a criterion of adequate stiffness (elastic moduli)
while nature worries less about stiffness and focuses on getting adequate strength
(breaking stress). If we can wean ourselves from the biases of our current tradition
and accept greater mechanical flexibility (we currently refer to this as ‘deformation’),
we might economise on material.
Flexibility, though, has multiple dimensions, both spatial and temporal –
complexity beyond the capacity of single-valued elastic moduli. While the bane
of the analyst (read, perhaps, scientist), complexity affords opportunity for the
designer. Consider just one element of mechanical flexibility, the interplay of
resistance to bending and resistance to twisting. In formal terms, this can be
expressed as the ratio of flexural to torsional stiffness. (image 2a) One can adjust
that ratio either (as we occasionally do) by changing the cross-sectional shape
of a structure or (as nature more often does) by manipulating the anisotropic
character of the material of which the structure is made. An ordinary circular
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cylinder of common engineering materials resists both bending and twisting –
in formal terms, the ratio will be between 1.2 and 1.5. An I-beam twists readily
and therefore will have a vastly higher ratio, but we regard that torsional flexibility
as pathological and make multiple I-beams offset each other’s lack of torsional
stiffness. Once in a while we allow simple things like poles for road signs to have
great torsional flexibility, but use them solely for applications with negligible
torsional loading.
By contrast, the stem of a daffodil flower has a ratio of flexural to torsional
stiffness of about 13,3 some reeds of about 25,4 and the petioles (leaf stems) of
banana plants of 50 or more.5 All twist with remarkably little resistance but do not
readily bend. In each case, twisting in the wind permits the structure to reduce
effective wind exposure (drag). As several poets remind us, daffodils ‘dance’ in
the puffy breezes near the ground – reorienting to face downwind drops the drag
of the flower about 30 per cent. (image 2b) Reeds do much the same thing.
Banana petioles twist enough so the whole top of the plant can collapse (again
our prejudicial term) into a tight bundle with (presumably) very low drag. Thus
nature capitalises on weakness in one dimension to reduce the amount of
strength needed in another.
Only very rarely do we deliberately make structures that twist with little provo-

extreme form of gravitational loading. Tensile construction economises on material
and thus weight relative to compressive construction, but it rarely produces
particularly stiff products – though the longer the structural element, the greater
the advantage of tensile loading. Our favourite materials, however, take compressive
stresses best – bricks, cement, etc – or withstand compressive and tensile
stresses about equally well – metals, dry and sliced wood, plastics, etc. We avoid
pure tensile loading and use the tension-resisting character of materials such as
metals to help structures bear bending and torsional loads.
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cation but strongly resist bending. The Wright brothers did just that in order to
control their early fliers through span-wise wing torsion, but one early monoplane
simply shed its wings when torsionally loaded.2 At least one tall thin building turned
out to be so torsionally flexible that the top floor had to be relegated to a chamber
for a pair of 300-tonne damping masses. Worse than not capitalising on torsional
flexibility, the design of both monoplane and tower reprehensibly ignored it.
Perhaps we ought to think of applications where we go beyond just remembering
to account for twistiness and do what nature does in the daffodil, reed, and palm
frond and deliberately employ relatively high torsional flexibility to achieve some
technical virtue. Drive shafts must take torsion, but a shaft that retains some
torsional flexibility might damp transmission of torsional impulse and thus permit
either smoother operation of some intermittent device or reduction in the necessary
strength of other components in a drive chain. Or we might build lighter, cheaper,
and less obtrusive transmission towers by designing them to do the banana
petiole’s trick in especially severe storms, accepting of course temporary loss of
function. Whether we increase the flexural to torsional stiffness ratio by adjusting
cross section or using anisotropic material is, one might say, immaterial, but we
should recognise that both routes are available.
While nature does make stiff materials they are not her default. Bones are
stiff, which is necessary for muscles to act on them; wood is stiff, but it faces an
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Loading in tension has at least two disadvantages. First is a lack of stiffness
for equally strong designs. Second, connections between elements are harder to
arrange – bricks may be held in place by mortar, but the stays of a sailboat's mast
or the suspenders of pants or suspension bridge need fancy attachments.
Nature, though, seems to have little trouble attaching a tendon to a bone or
a muscle to a mollusk shell. And, especially where locomotion costs significant
energy, weight economy seems to be a matter of high priority. Sometimes she
makes only tension-resisting components, using that ubiquitous liquid, water,
packaging it in tensile membranes to take compression. ‘Hydroskeletons’ are
strong, versatile, and cheap in materials though not very stiff. Examples are
earthworms, which can penetrate soil; roundworms, which can penetrate flesh;
the tube feet of echinoderms; and the penises of most mammals.6
Might we get some useful ideas by looking at nature and then considering
something even more foreign to contemporary human practice? Imagine a most
peculiar technology. It has no solid compression-resisting material – it cannot
make or obtain any solid material that can withstand being pushed against – so
compression can be taken only by liquids or gases. It has fluids that won't freeze
at any temperature, so freeze-thaw damage is of no concern. Imagine a world of
ropes, sheets, and tubes together with a culture of creatures that have created its
devices, creatures themselves built and living within its constraints. They need not
be not primitive – they might have buildings, engines, vehicles, sports, and even
weapons. They can use fibers and membranes that stretch to many times resting
length and others that are nearly inextensible. They may have some materials of
high resilience and others in which the work of extension heats them. But they
know nothing of bricks and mortar, of I-beams and ordinary columns, nor of
wooden studs and nails.
So I leave you with an assignment. Imagine such a world as an intellectual
exercise, one intended to distance you from the weight of tradition. So that this
imagined world has some terrestrial equivalency, assume gravitational acceleration,
ambient temperatures, and the properties of air, water, and materials exist as we
know them. Assume also that the physical environment is similar to the one we
have now – flat and hilly land, still and moving water. But use no clay, stone, and
so forth as building materials. What artefacts would characterise this civilisation?
What kinds of structures, passive devices, engines?
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Responsive Environments:
An Exhibit of Works Architecture,
Science, and Art Practices
Marion Tränkle

This presentation of twenty-three projects cast light on the subject of responsive
architecture from very different angles. Their viewpoints -derived from current
architectural, scientific, and artistic practices – offer points of access to a wide
discussion of complex relationships within the contemporary physical environment.
Using the term 'responsive' in speaking of architecture triggers all manner of
questions. A responsive environment can be described as a ‘networked structure’
that senses action within its designated field of attention and responds dynamically
according to its programmed or designed logic. But which parameters of such
environments should we address and how can we imaginatively employ their
capacities in order to create dynamic transformation and interaction?
Answers to this question reveal a spectrum of research. The range of topics
in the Responsive Environments Exhibition include:

Material Intelligence:
The innovative use of traditional materials in order to create adaptive building
surfaces, including the adaptation of nanotechnology for scale-based manipulation
of surface/skin. The design of architectural skins as devices of communication.

Interfaces:
The search for new interfaces for communication and for gaining new kinds of
information in general. This search is subject to work that explores sound as an
intrinsic mediator between building structures and their inhabitants.

Adaptation/Sustainability:
The design of links between a building’s envelope and the micro-climatic
environment inside.

Form Generation:
Digital and dynamic modelling as a tool for defining the geometry of forms and structures. Rule-driven architectural form-finding based on procedures and parameters.

The overlay of information technology and architecture has been a strong force
in developing spatial structures that are digitally processed. There is, however,
the question of whether this integration of technology into architecture and
many other fields of life causes a gradual, ongoing disembodiment of perception.
In order to reinforce the value of embodiment in the context of responsive
environments, a group of exhibited works examines physical experience.
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Resurfacing

Ben Bogart and Donna Marie Vakalis
Author Information

Meaning is a complex tapestry – not of patches but of seams – in constant flux
and constantly being reassembled; meaning is the process of rethinking and
reconsidering. Meaning is made in between, and not always neatly; it is
overgrown with pathologies that do not stay put.
Resurfacing is the shifting and slippage of frames. Flat surfaces deepen,
assembling frames from the present, the past, but mostly the intersection of
the two.
Resurfacing reflexively captures and archives viewpoints or moments from
its context. Moments are evaluated according to how they change over time and
the extent to which the audience is engaged. The artefacts created as a result

1 A camera peering through a window,
a responsive screen projecting
moments, and a mapping of the
complex constellation of relationships
between these moments constitute
Resurfacing’s three frames.

are an example of negotiated authorship: the caretakers of meaning are not only
individuals but a multiplicity of objects and subjects.

http://b.goto10.org/resurfacing
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2 Resurfacing: Byward Market (2005).
The subject uses the touchscreen to
reveal a second layer of time in the
urban market; from the street, those
being resurfaced see themselves
projected on the windows.
http://artengine.ca/resurfacing/
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Towards 8-bit Architecture

Marc Böhlen, Brian Clark, Brian Diesel, Hans Frei and Omar Khan
Author Information

In the same way that buildings are diversified along the lines of typology,
function, and style, automation systems need to be designed for the places and
circumstances in which they are used. 8-bit Architecture is a design philosophy
that strives to find architectures appropriate to twenty-first century artefacts
without denying their alien presence.
8-bit Architecture moulds technology into what neither architecture nor
technology could be alone. 8-bit Architecture is the smart house that thinks about
itself. 8-bit Architecture is the SpaceLab renovation the space engineers never
imagined. 8-bit Architecture is the anti-sublime; a disciplined higher form of technology that forces surveillance technologies into submission. 8-bit Architecture is
2 Type Urban (Hans Frei)
Tennis and basketball courts
reconfigured as part of a single
family home.

a constrained utopia that seeks exceptions to automated conveniences by making
the cost of comforts apparent. At its limit, 8-bit Architecture needs no information
processing technology at all. 8-bit Architecture is uncomfortable. Its methods

1 Shoeveillence
Robust tracking of pedestrian traffic
in elevators without collateral social
damage via computerised observation
of passing shoes.
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include contradiction and juxtaposition; it lives where weeds, magnets, and iron
meet, and where tennis courts are living rooms.
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Intelligent Skin: Media & Architecture

Vera Bühlmann
University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland, Academy of Art
and Design, Institute for Research in Art and Design. The presented project,
Intelligent skin, has been funded by the Swiss Technology and Innovation
Commission (KTI).

What would it feel like to live in a city where houses court each other in springtime?
Intelligent skin explores the potential of creating media screens and façades
for architecture. We focus on the synthetic aspects of communication by
introducing the ‘Oikoborg’ as a milieu for negotiating the codes of urban spaces.
Oikoborgs, standing for Oiko-Biotic-Organisms, are a proto-biotic species of
socially competent artificial life. They communicate by ‘transforming’ random
images in an organism-like manner. We expect Oikoborgs to be our alien
companion species of tomorrow. Oikoborgs take part in several potentially
autonomous ‘hypercycles’, to use a concept coined originally by the biochemist
Manfred Eigen. The close structural analogies between hypercycles and urban
1 Components inspired by Solaris (S Lem).

milieus led us to adapt this concept from its origins in proto-biotic molecular
chemistry for use in the generic urban landscape. Both hypercycles and urban
spaces are distinct but pervasive spheres, allowing for quasi-individual co-habita-

2 The Oikoborg’s behavioural display is
encoded in a highly structured and
autonomously generated sequence of
image composites. Here we see a
snippet of a sketchy sequence from an
Intelligent skin installation exhibited in
the Kunsthalle Basel (January 2006).
New images are being digested by the
Oikoborg depending on its experiences.
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tion and the mutual transformation of spheres of commonality, creating the topologically foamy structure of contemporary societies.
After all, messages, senders, channels, codes – what are these, if not basic
concepts of the social practice of ‘visitability’?
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Eric's Thesis: Of Image and Imagination

Eric Bury
Author Information

2 Stills from Eric's Thesis movie

Eric's Thesis was imagined and produced for his fifth-year architecture thesis
submission. Set in the mid-future, this thesis proposes a digital and paper archive
of all human knowledge, housed in the vast expanse of Montreal's Turcot Yards a 250 metre by 4,000 metre former rail yard, currently an empty stretch of land.
Located along the Lachine Canal, CN, CP, and Via Rail tracks, and the QuebecWindsor highway corridor, the site has been an important hub in the nation's
commercial distribution networks.
This project imagines a future in which information, backbone of the human
race, requires secure storage so that it can continue to be studied, distributed,
and expanded. More than a building or a complex of buildings, this thesis
proposes the site becomes an ever-changing landscape shaped by the processes
that act upon the information housed within it. Influences on the development of
this thesis include agent-based emergent behaviour, network theory, crowd and
particle simulation, as well as the cinema, and an active exploration of play and
delight. The end product of the project consists almost entirely of a 15 minute
short film.
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1 Sentient pods in formation.
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Bone Audio Speakers:
An Art/Science Project Investigating the
Piezoelectric Properties of Collagen
Boo Chapple
SymbioticA Art and Science Collaborative Research Laboratory, UWA.
The Liveness Manifold

This project is a research work in progress to make audio speakers out of bone. It
is not primarily a scientific project (although it makes use of scientific techniques
and knowledge) but a philosophical and artistic investigation of the dynamic,
responsive properties of biological materials, documenting the process of material
transformation from life to device.
Scientifically, the potential to make audio devices out of bone and tendon
exists because collagen, one of the main components of these two materials, is
piezoelectric. Piezoelectricity is the property of certain crystalline substances and
polymers that, when they are subjected to a mechanical vibration of a certain
frequency, causes them to emit an electromagnetic wave at that same frequency,
2 Diagram of research process.

and vice-versa.
Artistically, this project is influenced by the growing area of bio-art and
continues in the tradition of experimental sound art, where there are many
examples of non-traditional materials used for sound generation. I approach this
work as a performance with the materials and institutions of the life sciences. The
speakers will operate as an artefact that, quite literally, speak to this performance.
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1 Bone rotting tank used to de-fat bones.
Artefacts of the process so far visible
in tank.
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Hear Being Here

Frances Crow and David Prior
Liminal
University of Plymouth, UK (Crow), Dartington College of the Arts, UK (Prior)

Acoustic archaeology has revealed that since prehistory, human beings have been
using sound to delineate space.
Liminal’s ongoing research project, Hear being Here, began as a recreation of
the kind of active acoustics systems found in rehearsal rooms and concert halls.
By adapting the principles of these technologies to a series of diverse spaces, we
became interested in the possibility of designing reverberation models that
confound our expectations of a physical space, inviting the visitor to rely on their
ears as the primary means by which to interpret their environment.
Liminal are currently engaged in a series of installations through which we
have been refining the technologies necessary to create virtual acoustic environ2 Non-linear reverberation challenges the
user's perception of a space.

ments while investigating the perceptual effects of this kind of architectural
intervention. Ongoing work is being undertaken in spaces at Dartington College
of Arts and the award winning ArchOS system at the University of Plymouth. Not
only do the systems we are designing enable the character of one acoustic space
to be imposed onto another, they also make possible the design of acoustic
behaviours that confound our expectations of the natural environment.
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1 Test Site 1: reverberation of a cathedral
imposed on a domestic landing.
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The Hand Up Project: Attempting to Meet
the New Needs of Natural Life Forms
Pro. Elizabeth Demaray
Department of Fine Arts
Rutgers, Camden
The State University of New Jersey

This project uses current technology and materials in an attempt to house land
hermit crabs, an animal that is now facing a severe housing shortage. Hermit
crabs adopt found shells as houses. They then carry these borrowed shelters on
their backs everywhere they go, as it is their only form of protection from predators.
Right now, 30 per cent of all hermit crabs on our shorelines are living in shells
that are too small for them. In the springtime this shortage increases to 60 per
cent. As a result, hermit crabs frequently shelter themselves from predators by
living in glass jars and other forms of refuse.
Due to the fact that this animal exhibits choosing type behavior when
selecting shells, we know what it finds desirable and have been able to design
new homes in accordance with what the animal likes. The new dwellings have a
large internal space-to-weight ratio and no central core, which allows the animal
greater growth space and ease of locomotion.
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By manufacturing alternative forms of dwelling for this animal, this piece
proposes that we may at present be better equipped than nature to address the
new needs of this natural life form.

1 Milazzo Marine Centre, Sicily: northwest view showing the weather-reacting bimetallic elements.
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Milazzo Marine Centre, Sicily

Giannis Douridas
DNA architects-team
Urban Future Organization
London Metropolitan University
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2 Milazzo Marine Centre, Sicily: Diagram
mapping the microclimatic fluctuations
throughout the building.

This design project focusing on architectural techniques for smart material
embellishments and exploring the bottom-up relationship between a building’s
envelope and its interior microclimates was developed as part of London
Metropolitan University’s professional diploma of Urban Future Organisation.
The site of the project is the main port area of Milazzo, Sicily. In order to
develop the relationship between the port and the town, we had the idea of
designing a marine-themed centre, a meeting point for different aspects of marine
culture that would include a marine life museum and marine biology laboratory,
an aquarium, an outdoor seawater swimming pool, as well as a fish market and
fish restaurant.
Water, the fundamental element linking all aspects of the project, becomes
the main design feature, an organising principle and climate regulator. It flows, as
in the water canals of the fish market; it stands, as a pool or wet walls separating
spaces; and it interacts.
The building’s exterior is clad in bimetallic panels with properties that sense
fluctuations in the external temperature and activate parts of the façade that open
and close in response. These openings allow air to pass through the façade, regulating the temperature inside.
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Robotic Immersive Environments
and Artificial Life
Jessica Field
Author Information

2 Robotic Petting Zoo,
Robot Species “A”.

The objective of my research is to show, in the form of a visual artwork, how
individual and social experiences in our environments influence us to make
certain practical and emotional choices in our life.
In these artworks, I construct artificial life robots capable of interacting with
the public and each other in the form of a ‘performance’. The performance is
guided by the rules of the robots’ programming, which situates them in an
‘artificial environment’, takes into account changes in that environment, and
equips the robots to deal with those changes in various ways. The robots are
each autonomous, and therefore the experience of the individual (person or
robot) within the collective is always changing.
The topic I am exploring – individual reactions to changes in the environment
– is being realised continuously during the interactive performances. By inviting
the public to intermingle with the robots, and thus become part of the latters’
‘artificial ecosystem’, the public is placed in an active role, rather than the usual
passive role of merely observing artificial life.
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1 Semiotic Investigation into Cybernetic
Behaviour, funded by the Daniel
Langlois foundation.
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Responsive Architectural Environments

Mattia Gambardella
Author Information

My research aims to set up a geometric scaffold in an associative parametric
modelling environment that consists of a subdivided host surface defined through
two perimeter curves. The overall surface is analysed and a defined function
registers the curvature at each point, providing a specific offset distance for a
rib structure in the isocurves.
Each curve in the scaffold is defined by a set of three points, the central
point of which is iteratively altered by a coefficient driven function that calls out
numbers at a given interval (all the while considering the manufacturing limits of
the material employed).
As the curvature changes across all generated surface instances, the depth
2 A rendering of the model.

and orientation of the ribs change accordingly. The components are distributed on
the surface, adapting their shape according the different variety of anticlastic and
synclastic curvatures generated. The gradient distribution of each component in a
larger sample can be defined in relation to such environmental inputs as the Sun
path, wind flow, etc. In doing so it becomes possible to inform, for instance, the
overall or regional articulation of a building envelope and thereby embed
multiple-performance capacities in the system.

(Credits: Mattia Gambardella, Ioannis Douridas)

Captions
1 – A comparison of the curvature analysis graph and frame configuration.
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1 The process of curvature registration
on a parametric model and possible
outcomes.
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Burr-Mesh

Isabell Gonzaga
Author Information

2 Bur-Mesh: moisture from the rain has
opened the seed capsules and wind
has helped the mesh to form into an
entangled, grotto-like structure.

Burr-Mesh, a geo-textile system, is a growth encouraging installation. It is a
square, entangled, grotto-like matrix of bio-degradable plastic mesh that is
attached to granite and then organises itself on the surface of the rock in
response to wind patterns. The mesh itself consists of two interlinked strands
between which are placed super-absorbent rings. As soon as the mesh becomes
damp with rain, the absorbent rings expand and pop the small cocoons placed
inside them, some of which contain seeds and others fertiliser. As the vegetation
takes over, the mesh bio-degrades. Slowly, the bare granite rocks of Bohuslan,
Sweden are brought to life.
Burr-Mesh was a sketch developed during my MA dissertation at London
Metropolitan University. I am currently developing Burr-Mesh further as part of my
diploma project in architecture at Lund University, Sweden.
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1 Burr-Mesh: the cut pattern at an early
stage of self-assembly.
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Cara(s)pace:
Fabricating with Composite Elastomers
Omar Khan
Co-director Center for Virtual Architecture
James Brucz, Gerardo Ciprian, Si Li, Dirk Pfeifer amd Nicole Scharlau
Research Assistants

Current research at the Center for Virtual Architecture at the University of Buffalo
is looking at responsive materials for designing autogenetic architecture. Our
approach has been to gravitate toward materials that exhibit evolutionary qualities.
Elastomers are a unique material in this sense since their chemistry exhibits a
latent capacity for sudden and dramatic change. Being a special subset of
polymers, their molecular chains (mers) are coiled, allowing for considerable
untangling before they break.
When rubber is untangled and stretched, its molecular chains become
more regular and hence stiffer. The designs of the two environments exhibited
here (Open Column, Gravity Screen) use this quality to construct responsive
2 Gravity Screen: a gravity-modulated
wall morphology.

architecture. As they transform from flat to fully deployed their structural property
moves from being flexible to stiff, variable to fixed, indeterminate to definite.
Rubber has traditionally taken a secondary role in architectural tectonics,
relegated to assisting other materials in performing such tasks as structural
dampening, surface finishing, and weather-proofing. This work looks at making
rubber the primary material for creating large-scale constructions.
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1 Open Column: a ceiling-mounted
deployable structure.
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Spatial Pathology Floating Realities

Dr. Margot Krasojevic
AA Dipl, MArch, RIBA

Floating Realities

1 Architecture changes in form
through time or space.

Time is no longer a linear condition. We can postpone, edit, and cut our
immediate recognitions, creating an architecture whose identity and our
observations of it are no longer definitive. We can replace symbolic gestures
with sequential design so that such ephemeral spaces can reflect the evolution
of their contexts.
Individuals interact with their environments in a perceptually biased manner.
Auto pilot responses dictate this relationship, anaesthetising and replacing
unprocessed reactions with predictability, thereby creating a regulated,
premeditated experience. Unfortunately architecture still politely seduces the
mainstream with pampered designs embracing irrelevant signature trends.
Society rebels against acceptance whilst technology claims countercultures
creating visions of the future.
Perception is influenced by the balance of chemicals in the brain, our
environment, genetics, and psychological idiosyncrasies. Our basic perceptual
processes are only aware of complete images, not the individual elements which
produce these images, resulting in an anticipation of that awareness, a projected
version of reality, a fore-masking.
Singular realities and versions of authenticity involve more than adopted
mantras passed down from one generation to the next, viruses enabling us to read
space. Instead we recognise choice, a broadening of our options, persuading us
to adapt and strive for new experiences, virgin territories, the unfamiliar.
Technology presents us with possibilities altering architecture’s identity.
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2 Surfaces reflecting infinite
space perception.
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Playful Infrastructure

Sergio López-Piñeiro Pérez
Holes of Matter

2 ZEP.

Due to improvements in wireless technology, access to information has become
nearly ubiquitous. Communication systems regulate this ubiquity by managing our
accessibility to the networks but also by allowing others to access us, to the point
where we ourselves become indistinguishable from other forms of information.
The need for private time, when we are not a kind of commodity accessible to
others, urges us to turn off these communication devices, which in turn leaves
us burdened with a sense of guilt. I believe that it is only through a spatial
reorganisation of the public environment that guilt-free (and thus truly free)
private time can successfully be instated.
Taking this consideration as a starting point, this project proposes an
inflatable balloon called ZEP that would jam cell phones, eliminating their
reception within different ranges. A ZEP holds a cell phone blocker, a fan,
and an air heater. Its nature is neither public nor private: it can be enjoyed
individually or shared with others by combining many ZEPs. Through continuous
public negotiations, ZEPs become a formless, mobile, and playful infrastructure.
Acting as a toy, its innocence defies technological, economical, and political
systems, allowing urban dwellers to redefine their city's image, its spatial limits,
and their own temporal paces. The widespread use of this mobile device could
potentially blend personal temporal experiences and collective spatial organisations into a new type of continuous and heterogeneous public environment.
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1 A new type of continuous and
heterogeneous public environment.
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topoTransegrity:
Non-Linear Responsive Environments
Robert R. Neumayr
5subzero [design as research]

While today every tool or service can be customised to the individual user, the
built environment has, so far, remained frozen, incapable of adapting to changing
contextual parameters.
topoTransegrity explores how responsive architecture can be introduced into
public spaces, operating as an intelligent interface that connects spaces, users,
and performance criteria in real time. topoTransegrity studies the capacities of
reconfigurable structures to interact with the people occupying a space, develop
patterns that respond to its inhabitants’ changing activities, and thereby become
an architecture of reciprocity.
topoTransegrity is a piston-driven kinetic structure, constantly evaluating its

2 topoTransegrity. A digital model (top)
and selected surface transformations.

surroundings and reconfiguring itself according to changing conditions, driven by
data derived from contextual and internal parameters. It is capable of various
transformations, ranging from small-scale surface articulations to large surface
deformations which generate temporary enclosures, and it works in three different
modes influencing different parts of the structure and operating in different
time frames.
These three parallel modes run simultaneously and combine to create the
structure’s complex, unpredictable user-dependent spatial configuration.
The constantly changing envelope interacts with its visitors in a permanent feedback loop, where the users’ reactions to spatial adaptation are fed back into the
system to update the built environment and customise it to the requirements of a
particular moment according to the way the space is being used.
The collected data is stored and analysed, patterns of occupancy are recognised, and the system eventually begins not only to recognise but anticipate
occupants’ behavioural requirements.
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1 topoTransegrity. – The installation,
as seen at “latent utopias” exhibition.
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Adaptive Structures

Paul Nicholas and Tim Schork
MESNE

This project is part of an ongoing investigation into using separate but mutually
influential generative design processes. Using the example of a proposed
pedestrian bridge, a design interface is developed between structural efficiency
and spatial effect, opening a process of negotiation, evaluation, and adaptation.
This connection is developed between structural form-finding based on analysis
and a performative rule driven building skin.
The interface occurs physically through a parametric cell, chosen for its
spatial and light diffusing qualities, which fills the structural section of the bridge.
The section is defined by spatial requirements, points of connection, and structural
analysis, and results in a highly efficient structural form. The overall shape of the
2 Top: Cross section through bridge.
Bottom: Cells adapting to structural
section through varying depth.

bridge is controlled by changing the points of connection, creating a variation in
the local depths of the section.
The generic cell adapts to different local conditions by varying its depth
and width, developing spatial and sensual complexity through iterative simplicity.
The resulting negotiated skin becomes the contact surface between structural
optimisation and user experience, where performance is experienced through the
interplay of the porous skin with changing light conditions and levels of diffusion,
the opening up of views, and the continuity of surface.
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1 Proposed bridge on site.
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SleepingBagDress Prototype (2003-2004)

Ana Rewakowicz
Author Information

Expanding on Archigram’s concept of ‘clothing for living in’, The SleepingBagDress
prototype revolves around the idea of clothing as portable architecture in the ‘you
never know wear’ situations of local and global emergencies. In considering how
our lives have become increasingly multi-dimensional and multi-demanding, this
work also attempts to comment on global uncertainties and the relation between
technology and everyday life. The SleepingBagDress prototype is a kimono-dress
that when inflated changes into a cylindrical container inhabitable by one or two
people, operating on a small computer fan-powered by NiMH batteries, which is
charged by a solar panel incorporated into the dress itself. The SleepingBagDress
prototype looks at the portability and self-sustainability of a wearable cell,
2 SleepingBagDress prototype 1, 2003,
Mexico City, Mexico. ‘Favourite Place’
intervention at Teotihuacan, Mexico.
View of inflated state.

comfortable as both a dress and a temporary shelter, and has been used in
walking performances and public interventions in Mexico City, Toulouse, France,
Brussels, Belgium, and as part of the 2004 International Symposium of Electronic
Art (ISEA), in Tallinn, Estonia.
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1 SleepingBagDress prototype 2, 2004,
Tallinn, Estonia. Video still from walking
performance. View of solar power, fan,
and NiMH batteries.
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InfoBreath

Christopher Robbins
The Rhode Island School of Design (RISD)

InfoBreath presents the participant with a cybernetic flower arching out from a
frosted pane of glass. Rigged with a breath sensor and connected to Carnivore,
an internet packet sniffer, the flower is cued in to the wireless network in the
space immediately surrounding it. Breathing on the plant triggers a flurry of text
that makes visible the wireless internet traffic passing through the air around the
viewer. The plant absorbs this information, analysing the bytes of data for those
aspects that seem more ‘alive,’ or human-generated, and releases those packets
in a form comprehensible to humans.
In this way, the transfer of carbon dioxide and oxygen between human and
plant is complemented by the wireless network traffic we release regularly into

2 Breathing on the plant triggers a flurry
of text that makes visible the wireless
internet traffic contained in the air
around the participant.

the air around us. This project imagines a world in which the carbon dioxide we
exhale carries comprehensible information, and envisions the transfer of carbon
dioxide to oxygen within a plant as a transfer of information: an information
ecosystem. It imagines the plant, buffeted by streams of wireless data, sifting
through those pings and packets for the few elements sent from one human to
another, and reflecting those living packets of internet data back to us, in an
elemental attempt at communication.
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1 The InfoBreath is a cybernetic flower
rigged with a breath sensor and
connected to the wireless internet.
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nBots: Nanorobotic Environments

Peter Yeadon, AIA
Rhode Island School of Design

2 Yeadon is using specialised
software, such as HyperChem
and NanoENGINEER-1, to
develop the nBots project.

Peter Yeadon’s nBots project envisions fully programmable environments that
consist of tiny robotic substances. nBots are nano-scale robotic devices that have
only a few moving parts and are invisible to the eye. Many times smaller than dust
particles, these devices are so minute and lightweight that they are able to float
freely in the air. The body of each nBot contains sensors, a nano-computer, and
nano-scale machinery; the body rotates at the mid-point, enabling the cylindrical
structure to bend. The fingers that emerge at each end of the body can also rotate
and grasp. Each nBot can use either tiny built-in connectors, or its fingers, to
secure itself to neighbouring elements.
nBots can rapidly self-assemble into polymorphic mass, machines, or other
useful devices capable of changing density, viscosity, transparency, and shape on
command. Assemblies grow at an exponential rate with a bottom-up approach.
And as with pixels, nBots have six colours (CMYKW, and K@50%) which enable
assembled mass to appear in any colour. A proportion of yellow and magenta
nBots, for example, will assemble a solid mass that appears to be orange.
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1 nBots are nano-scale robotic devices
that self-assemble into architectural
forms which can vary in shape, density,
viscosity, and colour.
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Michelle Addington
Author Affiliation
Michelle Addington, architect and engineer, teaches and researches the
re-conceptualisation of the human thermal environment. Originally educated as
a nuclear and mechanical engineer, she began her career with NASA, worked in
the chemical industry for a decade, returned to school to study architecture, and
then joined a small Philadelphia firm as an associate. She subsequently earned a
doctorate at Harvard investigating emerging technologies. She joined the faculty of
Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design in 1996, where she is an associate
professor. She is the co-author of Smart Materials and Technologies for the
Architecture and Design Professions.
Phil Ayres
sixteen*(makers)
london, uk
Phil Ayres graduated from the Bartlett Diploma School, UCL in 1998, and has
been teaching and researching there since. During this time he became a partner
in sixteen*(makers) – a small collaborative group of Bartlett graduates. A self-taught
computer programmer and skilled machinist, he embraces the increasingly complementary worlds of the digital and the analogue, bridging forms of representation,
fabrication, and interaction in developing exploratory design techniques that are
often computer mediated, but always have a physical end product. He recently
embarked on a fully funded PhD at the Architecture School of Århus, Denmark.
Philip Beesley
Author Affiliation
bio
Ben Bogart and Donna Marie Vakalis
Author Affiliation
Ben is an artist working with installations, audio-visual improvisation, and software
development. His installations create content live in response to their sensed environments. Ben has presented work in Toronto, Ottawa, Montréal, Vancouver, Seattle,
Helsinki, Bergen, and Barcelona. Donna is learning in Toronto, Ontario.
http://b.goto10.org
http://thisisdonna.com
Marc Böhlen, Brian Clark, Brian Diesel, Hans Frei and Omar Khan
Author Affiliation
Marc Böhlen offers technology support; the kind of support technology really needs
today. He is on faculty in the Department of Media Study at the University of Buffalo.
Brian Clark is a graduate student in the Department of Media Study at the University
of Buffalo. Brian Diesel is a graduate student in the Department of Media Study and
the Department of Architecture at the University of Buffalo. Hans Frei is a practicing
architect and an architectural theorist in Zürich. Omar Khan's practice spans the
disciplines of architecture, installation/performance, and digital media. He is on faculty
in the Department of Architecture at the University of Buffalo and co-director of the
Center for Virtual Architecture.
Sarah Bonnemaison and Christine Macy
Dalhousie University
Bonnemaison and Macy’s design partnership Filum is a research-based practice
focusing on ephemeral architecture and the form-finding and fabrication of tensile
structures. Their recent work explores the role of motion-capture technologies in
architectural design. They are also architectural historians and critics. In 2003 they
co-authored Architecture and Nature: Creating the American Landscape (Routledge).
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Currently, Bonnemaison is working on a book about installations by architects and
Macy is completing a visual history of dams in the United States (W W Norton,
forthcoming). They are both members of the architectural faculty of Dalhousie
University in Canada.
Vera Bühlmann
University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland, Academy of Art
and Design, Institute for Research in Art and Design.
Born 1974, Vera Bühlmann studies English language and literature, philosophy,
and media science at the Universities of Zürich and Basel, Switzerland. She has
researched and published in the area of new media culture. Her fields of interest
include topological architecture, scenography, virtualisation, and semiotics.
Eric Bury
Author Affiliation
Eric recently completed his Bachelor of Architecture at the University of Waterloo and
is currently on the lookout for joy and adventure. He has worked at architecture firms
across Canada as well as the engineering firm Arup in New York, where he developed
an interest in graphics, new media, information visualisation, and digital system theory.
Boo Chapple
SymbioticA Art and Science Collaborative Research Laboratory, UWA.
The Liveness Manifold
Boo is a practicing artist and researcher with a background in sound design, cultural
theory, and performance. She is currently Artist in Residence at SymbioticA in the
School of Anatomy and Human Biology at the University of Western Australia.
http://corpuseclectica.net
Nat Chard
Author Affiliation
Nat is currently working on a research project titled “Drawing indeterminate architecture,
indeterminate drawings of architecture”. He is professor and head of architecture at the
University of Manitoba. Prior to this he held a professorship at the Royal Danish Academy
in Copenhagen for five years and before that taught in London at the Bartlett, University
College London as well as North and East London universities. He has lectured and run
workshops internationally and spent many years practicing as an architect.

Erik Conrad
Topological Media Lab
Concordia University
Erik Conrad is an artist and PhD student at the Topological Media Lab at Concordia
University, researching the relationship between a phenomenal understanding of
the body and the experience and understanding of space. His background includes
an MS Information and Computer Science from University of California Irvine’s Arts,
Computation, and Engineering program, MS Information Design and Technology
from Georgia Tech, and BA Visual and Performing Arts from University of Maryland
Baltimore County. Conrad has presented his work internationally at SIGGRAPH and
ISWC, and his most recent piece, TactileSpace, has been exhibited at the Beall
Center for Art and Technology in California.
http://www.peripheralfocus.net
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Frances Crow and David Prior, Liminal
University of Plymouth, UK (Crow), Dartington College of the Arts, UK (Prior)
Liminal is a partnership that specialises in architectural sound art and design and the
research, development, and creation of sonic spaces. The partnership was founded in
2003 by sound artist and composer David Prior and architect Frances Crow.
http://www.liminal.org.uk
Gheorghe Dan
0f0003 | maschinenkunst
Gheorghe Dan is artistic director and researcher for 0f0003, a phylotically entwined
polymorphic web of covalent potentialities: multi-cultural/scientific laboratory,
promulgating generative storytelling, evolutionary design, autopoetic systems and
hybrid reality multiverses. Gheorghe's vast assemblage of intricate fairytales, theatreplays, software systems, and audio-visual environments, have been exhibited
internationally, embrocated with prestigious awards, and implanted globally in academic
curricula. His current research explores a nuanced bouquet of intuitive programming,
autopoetic systems, hybrid realities, and heterotopic multiverse continuums. In collaboration with an international consortium, he is directing the research and development
of Balkan.OS, the first multi-world operating system.
http://www.0f0003.com
Elizabeth Demaray
Department of Fine Arts
Rutgers, Camden
The State University of New Jersey
Elizabeth Demaray is a conceptual sculptor and an Assistant Professor of Fine Art at
Rutgers University, Camden. She is interested in contemporary views of nature and
how we might be able to address the changing needs of natural life forms.
Giannis Douridas
DNA architects-team
Urban Future Organization
London Metropolitan University
Giannis Douridas studied architecture at London Metropolitan University and is
currently completing his Masters in Emergent Technologies and Design at the
Architectural Association in London. He is an architect and one of the founding
members of DNA architects-team, with special interests in materials, dynamic
modelling, and natural systems.
Jessica Field
Author Affiliation
Jessica Field is an artist working with robotics and artificial life to create immersive
environments that include humans and machines. She is currently in the MFA
program at Concordia University in Montreal and works at Hexagram – Institute
of Art and Science Research.
http://www.fundacion.telefonica.com/at/vida/paginas/v7/esemiotic.html
Karmen Franinovic
Zero-Th Association
Concordia University
Karmen Franinovic is the director of the Zero-Th Association and teaches courses in
programming and interaction at the department of Fine Arts at Concordia University in
Montréal. She focuses on the use of interactive technology in architecture, public
space, and everyday life, seeking to stimulate social and physical interaction by means
of intangible spatial structures, recalling for us the diversity of our surroundings.
Karmen has worked as an architect and interaction designer in Italy and Germany, and
exhibited her work in venues such as Ircam/Centre Pompidou, UbiComp2005 Tokyo,
DEAF2003, Museum of Modern Art Ljubljana, and ACM Designing Interactive Systems.
www.zero-th.org
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Prof Cassandra L Fraser
Department of Chemistry, University of Virginia
Cassandra L Fraser, Professor of Chemistry and 2004-6 Cavaliers’ Distinguished
Teaching Professor at the University of Virginia, focuses on bio-inspired design,
materials for biomedicine, and green chemistry in collaborative scientific research
involving the synthesis, responsive properties, and nanoscale assembly of polymeric
metal complexes. She has also led numerous interdisciplinary initiatives at UVA:
Science, Careers & Society Forum; Color: Across the Spectrum; Biomaterials
Workshop; Designing Matter Common Course; and a revamped Honors Organic
Chemistry II. She serves on the NIH Gene and Drug Delivery Study Section and
has received a Radcliffe Institute Fellowship at Harvard University for 2006-7.
www.designingmatter.net
Mattia Gambardella
Author Affiliation
Born in Rome in 1975, Mattia Gambardella earned her degree in architecture from the
Politecnico in Milan, completed the Erasmus Program in Trondheim, Norway, and did
a workshop on landscape architecture called ‘Piedras y Paisaje’ in Baeza, Spain. She
is currently an EmTech MA student at the Architectural Association in London and
works in Paris, London, and Milan.
Isabell Gonzaga
Author Affiliation
Isabell Gonzaga completed her MA in architecture at London Metropolitan University
last September. She is currently conducting further studies at Lund University,
Sweden.
Matt Gorbet, Susan Gorbet, Rob Gorbet
Gorbet Design, Inc
As both artists and designers, our mission is to enhance people’s experience of public
spaces through the creative application of technology. We combine our backgrounds in
psychology, computer science, electronics, and architecture to create interactive works
in places like retail stores, hotels, museum, and outdoor spaces. By marrying inspired
design with strong research and deep technical knowledge, we add magic to the built
environment.
http://www.gorbetdesign.com
http://www.solarcollector.ca
Pip Greasley
Author Affiliation
Pip Greasley is a British sonic artist and composer who devised the award winning 5K
Pursuit Opera (1991) for Channel Four TV. This groundbreaking work used a wired-up
velodrome to drive a non-linear drama where competing track cyclists control the plot,
music, and libretto. His work integrates sound into site specific or architectural environments; The Last Broadcast immersed live/robotics within a geodesic dome. He is
currently spatially mapping the score for the National Space Centre’s first Full Dome
360 cinema experience. He is a Visiting Lecturer at De Montfort University. For the
Subtle Technologies conference, he will show a prototype of Vocal Voids, an oratorio
for adaptive architecture.

Sean Hanna
Research Engineer
University College London
Sean Hanna is a research engineer at University College London, currently investigating
structural optimisation and rapid prototyping technology, and developing computational
methods for dealing with complex systems in architecture. His background is in
design, and work has included projects with architects Foster and Partners and
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sculptor Antony Gormley. He obtained his professional architecture degree from the
University of Waterloo, and was awarded the AIA student gold medal in 1998. He has
also studied intelligent systems and virtual environments at UCL, and published in the
fields of artificial intelligence, robotics, and optimisation of structures and materials.
Patrick Harrop
Author
bio
Peter Hasdell
AA Dipl, BSc(Arch)(Hons)
Associate Professor in Architecture
Faculty of Architecture, University of Manitoba
Peter Hasdell, an architect and academic, studied computer engineering before
graduating in architecture from the University of Sydney and the Architectural
Association. Has taught architecture, design, and technology in Europe and North
America, including at the Bartlett School and the Berlage Institute Amsterdam. He is
currently Professor of Architectural Technology at the University of Manitoba. He was
formerly program director of the Architecture and Urban Research Laboratory in
Stockholm, where he investigated mediated environments, metabolic systems, and
artificial ecologies. His current research is concerned with metabolic systems and
interactive technologies with a focus on ‘artificial ecologies’ and issues of sustainability.
http://www.arch.kth.se/a-url/interspace.htm
http://www.arch.kth.se/a-url/description.htm
Sachiko Hirosue
Author
bio
Pavel Hladik
Architect
Pavel Hladik is an architect who earned his degree at the Czech Technical University
in Prague. He currently studies Emergent Technologies and Design at the Architectural
Association, with a special interest in the convergence of bio-mimetic engineering and
material science. He conducts research projects in the Czech Republic and United
Kingdom. The second phase of the project Moving Structure was developed with
Veerapat Teeravutichai and Filip Dubsky.
www.movingstructure.info
Donald E Ingber
Departments of Pathology & Surgery
Harvard Medical School & Children’s Hospital
Boston, MA 02115-5737 USA
Don Ingber’s work has revealed that a form of geodesic architecture known as ‘tensegrity’ guides the design of organic structures from the simplest carbon compounds to
the most complex living organisms. His findings have entirely changed our view of how
cells structure themselves at the nanometer scale; how cells sense and respond to
mechanical forces; how cells self-organise into tissues and organs; how cancer forms;
and how life might have first originated on this planet. His contributions have led to
honours in developmental biology, mechanical engineering, and medical science, as
well as recognition by NASA and the American Cancer Society.
www.tch.harvard.edu/research/ingber/
Omar Khan
Co-director Center for Virtual Architecture
James Brucz, Gerardo Ciprian, Si Li, Dirk Pfeifer and Nicole Scharlau
Research Assistants
Omar Khan's research and practice spans the disciplines of architecture,
installation/performance, and digital media. He is on faculty in the Department of
Architecture at the University of Buffalo and co-director of the Center for Virtual
Architecture. James Brucz, Gerardo Ciprian, Si Li, and Nicole Scharlau are
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undergraduate students and Dirk Pfeifer is a graduate student at the Department
of Architecture at the University at Buffalo.
www.ap.buffalo.edu/cva
Susan Kozel and Gretchen Schiller
Susan Kozel and Gretchen Schiller are dancers, choreographers, and artists working
at the interface between interactive technologies and the human body. They have
collaborated for several years and also work individually. Together they are directors
of Trajets Net Ltd, a company dedicated to the research & production of projects
spanning responsive technologies and corporeal experience. Schiller’s speciality is
translating movement into visuals, while Kozel works across movement and philosophy.
Both have a passion for understanding the world kinaesthetically and developing
hybrid media projects that expand our corporeal approaches to computational
systems and environments.
http://www.trajets.net
http://www.meshperformance.org
http://www.mo-vi-da.org
Dr. Margot Krasojevic
AA Dipl, MArch, RIBA
Educated at the Architectural Association, Dr Margot Krasojevic is the Advanced
Digital Design postgraduate lecturer at University College London and Greenwich
University, and a visiting professor at Washington University and Shanghai. She has
worked with Zaha Hadid, and has had her works published by Birkhauser, Princeton
Press, and Harvard Design. She established Decodeine digital design studio and is
currently writing Fragments of Fear, a book relating psychological conditions to
space perception.
Maja Kuzmanovic and Nik Gaffney
FoAM
FoAM is a laboratory for the propagation of lived and living experience: we look for
processes, moments, and situations in which experience can be freed from cultural,
economic, and/or historical biases, allowing participants to absorb fresh stimuli.
FoAM's collaborators spend most of their time in the murky spaces between the physical
and digital, scientific and artistic, natural and technological worlds, researching
and develop responsive environments, active materials, generative media, culinary
performances, and other entangled forms of creative expression. Guided by our motto,
‘Grow your own worlds’, we scavenge far and wide for relevant innovations, fuse
them into seeds for imaginary, yet tangible worlds, and plant them in the cracks of
everyday life.

Jim Lutz
Assistant Professor
Architecture Program
University of Memphis (USA)
Jim Lutz is an architect and assistant professor in the Architecture Program at the
University of Memphis (USA). He holds a Master of Architecture degree from Syracuse
University and a Bachelor of Arts in Architecture from the University of California,
Berkeley. Since 2000, the nexus of architecture, music, sound, and space has been
the focus of his academic research. He has presented papers on the topic to the
Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, Society of Architectural Historians,
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Sergio Lopez-Pineiro
Holes of Matter
Sergio López-Piñeiro obtained his Diploma in Architecture from ETS Arquitectura,
Madrid in 1998 and his MArch from Princeton University in 2004. Before establishing
his practice, Holes of Matter, Sergio worked at FOA in London and at no.mad in
Madrid. He is currently a Clinical Assistant Professor at SUNY Buffalo.
www.holesofmatter.com
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College Art Association, The American Institute of Architects, Southeast College Art
Conference, and the College Music Society, among others.
Christine Macy
Author Affiliation
bio
Davis Marquez
Author Affiliation
bio
Robert R. Neumayr
5subzero [design as research]
Robert Neumayr studied architecture in Vienna and Paris before completing with
distinction his MArch at London’s Architectural Association graduate school. After
working with Zaha Hadid and Ocean_UK in London, he returned to Vienna to run
his own practice. His projects have been published and exhibited internationally.
unsquare.org.
Paul Nicholas + Tim Schork
MESNE
Paul and Tim teach seminars and design studios in the School of Architecture
and Design at RMIT where they explore the implementation of digital techniques
across and as an armature to the design process. In 2005 they founded MESNE,
a collaborative office for experimental architectural design.
Nancy Nisbet
Author Affiliation
bio
Cheryl Qian
Author Affiliation
bio
Ana Rewakowicz
Author Affiliation
Ana Rewakowicz is a Montreal-based artist and researcher. She works with inflatables
and explores the relationships between temporal, portable architecture, the body, and
the environment. Her SleepingBagDress prototype was produced at FoAM laboratory in
Brussels and was presented at ISEA 2004 in Estonia, Montreal’s Musée d’art contemporaine, and most recently the Foreman Art Gallery at Bishop’s University in Québec.
Kate Richards
Sparke Media
Kate Richards is a Sydney-based media artist and producer working in multimedia,
interactivity, visualisation software, and time-based media. Recent multimedia art
projects include the Life After Wartime suite with Dr Ross Gibson (CD-ROM, live
performance, installation, and exhibition), sub_scape with Sarah Waterson, and Crying
Man 4 with Lyndal Jones. She has worked with multimedia in a live performance with
Red Iris live, with Stevie Wishart, and Life After Wartime live with The Necks. Kate also
works as a multimedia designer and producer in the cultural sector, creating and overseeing projects for other artists, museums, cultural centres, and architecture firms.
www.lifeafterwartime.com
Christopher Robbins
The Rhode Island School of Design (RISD)
Christopher Robbins built his own home out of mud and sticks and lived in it for six
months in Benin, West Africa. That is probably the coolest thing he has ever done.
www.grographics.com
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Jim Ruxton
Author Affiliation
bio
Val Rynnimeri
University of Waterloo School of Architecture
Val Rynnimeri, Associate Professor at the University of Waterloo School of Architecture,
is the HNA Master Plan Design Coordinator and Planner.
Sema K. Sgaier
Author Affiliation
Sema Sgaier is a scientist and visual artist with a PhD and MSc in Developmental
Genetics from New York University and an MA in Neuroscience from Brown University.
During the last five years, she has worked with cutting edge genetic technologies
to discover the 3D assembly of the brain. Trained at the International Center for
Photography in New York, her photographic work has been published in several journals.
She has lived in many countries – Libya, Italy, Turkey, Egypt, USA, and currently
splits time between Canada and India. The cultural kaleidoscope of her life has fired
a persistent yearning for discovery.
Mark Shepard
Assistant Professor
Departments of Architecture and Media Study
State University of New York at Buffalo
Mark Shepard is an artist and architect whose cross-disciplinary practice draws on
architecture, film, and new media to address the emerging social spaces of network
cultures, focusing specifically on the impact of mobile and pervasive technologies on
architecture and urbanism. He is currently Assistant Professor of Architecture and
Media Study at the State University of New York at Buffalo, where he is a co-director
of the Center for Virtual Architecture.
http://www.andinc.org
http://www.ap.buffalo.edu/cva/
Diana Reed Slattery
Director, DomeWorks
Diana Slattery is the Director of DomeWorks. Her current work, The Glide Project,
is based on her PhD research in visual language and altered states of consciousness.
Emerging from Slattery’s novel, The Maze Game, The Glide Project looks at the topic of
mutual evolution, describing and modeling an ‘evolutionary writing system’. LiveGlide
is the three-dimensional form of Glide, an instrument that can be used to write in
real-time, on a flat screen, or in the Dome.
http://www.academy.rpi.edu/glide

Tristan D’Estrée Sterk
Principal, The Office For Robotic Architectural
Media & Bureau For Responsive Architecture
Tristan d’Estrée Sterk founded The Office For Robotic Architectural Media in 2000,
which specialises in developing and applying responsive architectural technologies.
In 2005 he was awarded the Chicago Architecture Club’s Emerging Visions Award
for young architects. His work has appeared internationally from 2001 to 2005 at
architectural biennales and exhibitions in Miami, Santiago, and Sydney. In 2003,
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Charles Stankievech
Concordia University
Charles Stankievech researches and experiments in the constellation of cinema,
architecture, and sonic art. As a multidisciplinary artist, he engages each project at
hand in its own unique necessity, undertaking in depth research while experimenting
with appropriate materials. Having formerly studied and lectured on theology, literature,
and philosophy, he currently lives and works in Montréal and is in the process of
finishing an MFA in Studio Arts.
www.stankievech.net
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he was awarded the Schiff Fellowship and his work was included in the permanent
architectural collection at the Art Institute Of Chicago, his alma mater. Tristan is also
former Associate Lecturer in architecture at The University Of Adelaide. He has
worked in private practice in Boston, Chicago, and London.
J Storrs Hall
Author
John Storrs Hall is regarded as one of the most significant thinkers in the field of
molecular nanotechnology. He has a background in computer science, particularly
parallel processor architectures, artificial intelligence, including agoric and genetic
algorithms used in design, and reversible computing. He was the founding chief
scientist of Nanorex Inc, is a Research Fellow of the Institute for Molecular
Manufacturing, and founded and moderated the sci.nanotech usenet newsgroup
for ten years. His research interests include molecular nanotechnology, particularly
the theory of self-reproducing machines, and the design of useful macroscopic
machines using the capabilities of molecular manufacturing. He is the author of
the book Nanofuture: What's Next For Nanotechnology.
http://autogeny.org
Melody Ann Swartz
Assistant Professor of Bioengineering
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne, Switzerland
Assistant Adjunct Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL USA
Melody Swartz is an Assistant Professor of Bioengineering at the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology in Lausanne. She obtained her PhD in Chemical Engineering
from MIT and conducted postdoctoral work at Harvard Medical School. She is interested
in how cells integrate microenvironmental cues – both molecular and biomechanical –
to signal, organise, and form functional patterns. Her lab has demonstrated a role for
interstitial flow in lymphatic capillary organisation, cell organisation in tissue culture,
and directed chemotaxis of cells towards lymphatics, which has implications in cancer
metastasis and immune function.
Marion Tränkle
Author Affiliation
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Jordi Truco Calbet
Partner, HYBRIDa
HYBRIDa is an architecture research studio involved in exploring material technologies
and data driven production as well as designing with computation systems that use
parametric and associative software. This year the studio was awarded an Arts and
Science Research Fellowship by the Arts & Humanities Research Board, Arts Council
England, and the Scottish Arts Council to develop phase two of a project called HybGrid.
This project is an example of real time responsive architecture for which we are
developing an adaptable structure based on digital and physical geometry prototypes.
Gisèle Trudel
Ælab
Gisèle Trudel is a media artist and professor at the École des art visuels et médiatiques,
Université du Québec à Montréal. Founded in the summer of 1996 by artists Stéphane
Claude and Gisèle Trudel, Æ is a collaborative artists’ unit. Ælab’s projects reflect
their focus on the ecological and technological, as rooted in the arts and sciences,
specifically by seeking to reintroduce the worlds of the animal, vegetal, and mineral
into the electronic arts. Æ produces audiovisual essays, performances, web projects,
databases, site specific installations, publications, psycho-geographic walks, and audio
recordings that are listened to in the dark. Their work has been shown internationally.
www.aelab.com
Camille Turner
Author Affiliation
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Steven Vogel
Author Affiliation
Steven Vogel asks how organisms contend with their physical worlds. He has looked at
how leaves are designed to stay cool in near-still air and to minimise drag in storm-level
winds, how organisms from sponges to burrowing rodents use wind and water currents
to force internal flows, and how creatures such as squid and whales use flows around
themselves to supplement their muscles. In addition he has written several books on
biomechanics, both academic (Life in Moving Fluids, Life's Devices, Comparative
Biomechanics), and popular (Vital Circuits, Cats' Paws and Catapults, Prime Mover).
The last two explore the intersections of biomechanics, technology, and culture.
Shane Williamson
Author Affiliation
bio
Rob Woodbury
Author Affiliation
bio
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Peter Yeadon, AIA
Rhode Island School of Design
Peter Yeadon is an architect and faculty member at the Rhode Island School of
Design. Prior to RISD, he taught at the University of Toronto and Cornell University.
Yeadon maintains an innovative practice known for its focus on the architectural
implications of nanotechnology.
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